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An Electronic Meeting System (EMS) is a computer-based 

environment that supports group meetings that may be dispersed in space 

and time. The focus of this dissertation is on EMS meeting rooms 

containing networked computer workstations that enable groups to meet 

face-to-face, with computer-supported electronic communication used to 

support or replace verbal communication. This electronic communication 

provides anonymity, the ability to work in parallel, and the ability to 

structure group interaction. 

This dissertation presents 10 laboratory and field studies using the 

University of Arizona GroupSystems EMS. The first experiment found 6-

and 12-member EMS groups to be more satisfied and to generate more 

ideas of greater quality than similarly-sized verbally interacting groups. 

Experiments Two and Three found 9- and 12-member (respectively) EMS 

groups to be more satisfied and to generate more ideas than similarly-sized 

nominal groups (i.e., individuals working separately). Experiment Four 

found 1S-member groups to generate more ideas than two 9-member groups, 

six 3-member groups or 18 individuals; and 12-member groups to generate 

more ideas than three 4-member groups or 12 individuals. The remaining 

three experiments examined the separate impacts of anonymity, 

parallelism, and structure. Parallelism and structure both had significant 

effects on performance; anonymity did not. 

The three field studies were conducted to help understand how 

organizational groups used this technology, and whether there was any 
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evidence to support the theory developed and tested in the laboratory. The 

first studied 10 operations management groups, the second six small project 

teams, and the third 30 organizations' use of EMS in the strategic 

management process. These field studies found EMS groups to perceive 

EMS support to improve effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. These 

effects were stronger for larger groups and for groups that used more 

electronic communication relative to verbal communication. Parallelism, 

and to a lesser degree structure, where seen to be important Anonymity 

was very important for groups with power and status differences, but had 

few effects for groups of peers or groups whose members worked together 

on a regular basis. 



L iNTRODUCTION 

"Almost every time there is a gem.:incly important decision to be 

made in an organization, a group is assigned to make it - or at 

least to counsel and advise the individual who must make it" 

(Hackman and Kaplan, 1974, p. 459). 

Lllntroduction 
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Groups are a key part of organizational life. Group meetings account 

for 30-80% of general managers' time (Hymowitz, 1988; Mintzberg, 1973; 

Mosvick and Nelson, 1987; Panko, 1984) with these proportions expected to 

increase (Huber and McDaniel, 1986). Many meetings are not as productive 

as they could be (Hymowitz, 1988; Mosvick and Nelson, 1987; Shaw, 1981). 

One Fortune 500 company estimated that it lost $71 million each year due to 

ineffective meetings (Mosvick and Nelson, 1987). Thus the need to 

understand and improve group meetings is widely recognized, and has both 

scientific and practical value (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987). 

Even though significant advances have been made to improve 

individual productivity through the use of Information Technology (IT), it 

is only in recent years that there has been a rapidly growing interest in the 

. use of IT to support group work. Academic journals have devoted special 

issues to the topic (e.g., Decision Support Systems, 5:2, 1989; International Journal 

of Man Machine Systems, 34, 1991; Management Science, forthcoming 1991; MIS 

Quarterly, 12:4, 1988), articles have appeared in the popular press (e.g., 
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Bartimo, 1990; Deutsch, 1990; Krau!, 1990; Richman, 1987; Saffo, 1990; 

Southworth, 1990), and more than 20 universities and 35 corporate sites have 

built special purpose IT-sl!pported meeting rooms (Nunamaker, Dennis, 

Valacich, Voge! and George, 1991~ 

Many terms have been used to refer to this IT support for group 

work, such as Group Decision Support Systems (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 

1988), Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (Kraemar and King, 1988), 

and Groupware (Johanson, 1988). I will use the term Electronic Meeting 

System (EMS), defined as "an information technology-based environment 

that supports group meetings, which may be dispersed geographically and 

temporally. The IT environment includes, but is not limited to, distributed 

facilities, computer hardware and software, audio and video technology, 

procedures, methodologies, facilitation and application group data." 

(Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1988, p.593). 

An EMS strives to make group meetings more productive. EMS 

technology is designed to directly impact and change the behavior of 

groups to reduce group process losses while facilitating productivity gains. 

EMS meeting rooms typically contain a series of networked computer 

workstations that enable groups to use computer-supported electronic 

communication in addition to or instead of verbal communication. This 

combination of electronic and verbal communication can provide a variety 

of functions that may improve or impair group work, such as anonymity, 

structure, and parallelism (the ability for group members to work 

simultaneously and in parallel on the task). 

These EMS environments represent a fundamental shift in the 
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technology available for group interaction. The conditions for groups to be 

effective, to develop high commitment from their members, to work 

quickly, to deal with power and status issues, to maintain effectiveness as 

size grows, and a host of other issues may be quite different in EMS 

meetings than in traditional meetings. As such, much of what has been 

learned about how groups operate must be re-examined (Huber, 1990). 

1.2 Research Questions and Research Approach 

My research seeks to understand how and why EMS technology 

affects group processes and outcomes. As I shall argue in the following 

chapters, the answer to this question depends upon the situation in which 

the group finds itself - the nature of the group, the task, the context 

within which the group works, and the EMS functions the group uses. This 

dissertation examines the effects of three technology characteristics 

(anonymity, parallelism, and structure) and two group characteristics (size 

and organization) on the processes and outcomes of group interaction. 

EMS environments may support group members who work in the 

same room at the same time, those who work in different rooms at 

different times, or any combination thereof. Clearly, different types of 

groups may have different needs, and thus the choice is either to study 

many types of groups is iess depth or chose one type for more detailed 

examination. I have chosen the latter approach. This dissertation focuses 

on those groups that meet at the same place at the same time in an EMS 

meeting room. My future research will examine groups whose members 
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are distributed in time and space. 

The EMS for this research was the University of Arizona 

GroupSystems* EMS. GroupSystems evolved from the Plexsys Research 

Program at the University of Arizona, and after more than 75 man-years of 

research and development, has now been licensed to Ventana Corporation 

as a commercial product GroupSystems has, of course, evolved and 

changed over the three years of studies reported in this dissertation. The 

GroupSystems software and the different EMS meeting rooms in which it 

has been used in this research are described in Chapter 4. 

Most of the tasks studied in this dissertation are "generation" tasks, as 

defined by McGrath (1984) or "production" tasks as defined by Hackman 

and Vidmar (1970): the generation or production of ideas, analyses, plans, 

alternatives, and solutions. Almost 90% of tasks undertaken by EMS

supported groups have fallen into this category (Aiken, Chen, and Cooper, 

1990). Thus most groups have been decision supporting groups rather than 

decision making groups, as alluded to by the quote at the start of this chapter. 

Nonetheless, the nature of the tasks in this dissertation vary widely, 

ranging from simple 15-minute exercises to 14-consecutive-day or >month 

projects. Meeting contexts have ranged from public to private sector, 

supportive to critical, laboratory to field. 

Following the work of Drazin and Van de Ven (1985), I have focused 

primarily on three significant outcomes of group work (effectiveness, 

efficiency, and satisfaction), as well as several group process issues 

• The University of Arizona GroupSystems is a registered trademark. 
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(participation, evaluation apprehension, production blocking, and free 

riding~ These constructs will necessarily have different measures (and 

possibly even different interpretations) in different research contexts, but 

serve as a common theme in this dissertation. 

There are a variety of research methodologies available to researchers 

in MIS, as recent discussions have highlighted (cf., Benbasat, Goldstein, and 

Mead, 1987; Dutton, 1988; Galliers, and Land, 1987; Kaplan, and Duchon, 1988). 

Laboratory and field research have been two key components in building 

knowledge about EMS use and impacts. Both approaches have significant 

advantages and significant limitations. I believe that it is important to use 

both techniques, particularly in this research domain whose processes and 

outcomes depend on the interaction of many factors. Where both 

methodologies produce similar conclusions, one can be more confident in 

their reliability; where the two produce different conclusions, one is alerted 

to potentially important moderating factors. Therefore, the research 

approach of this dissertation combines both laboratory and field research 

in a series of 10 studies: six laboratory experiments, one field experiment, 

and three field studies. 

1.3 Dissertation Overview 

The remainder of this dissertation is composed of nine chapters. 

Chapter 2 reviews prior EMS research to draw conclusions about EMS 

impacts on meeting outcomes. Chapter 3 presents a general research model 

for the study of EMS-supported group work; in this chapter, I argue that 
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characteristics of the group, task, context, and EMS interact to produce 

process gains (factors that increase group performance, such as synergy, 

stimulation, and learning) and process losses (factors that impair group 

performance, such as the need to compete for speaking time, evaluation 

apprehension, and pressure to conform~ Chapter 4 describes the EMS 

environment (hardware, software, and peopie) used in this research. 

Chapter 5 presents four laboratory studies examining whether EMS 

support is useful at all, and to what extent this is affected by the size of the 

group. The first experiment compares ~ and 12-member verbally 

interacting groups to EMS-supported groups to determine the effects of 

group size and the presence/absence of EMS technology on group rrocess 

and performance. The next two experiments in Chapter 5 compare ~, 9-, 

and 12-member EMS groups to equivalently sized nominal groups -

individuals working separately whose results are pCJled to form a group 

(Taylor, Berry, and Block, 1958~ In more than 80 prior studies, no group 

idea generation technique has been found superior to nominal groups and 

thus it is the gold standard to which new techniques are compared (Diehl 

and Stroebe, 1987; Hedegus and Rasmussen, 1985; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 

1977). This chapter concludes with an experiment examining the effects of 

group organization and information exchange patterns on performance: is 

it more effective to work as one intact group or several smaller sub-groups? 

Chapter 6 turns to examining why these effects occurred and how 

certain features provided by the EMS affect process gains and losses. The 

first experiment in this chapter considers the effects of anonymity on 

process losses and performance in 3- and 9-member groups. The second 
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experiment examines the effects of the parallelism and process structure. 

The third co:r;.;oiders the effect of task structure. The chapter concludes 

with the building and testing of a mathematical model of idea generation 

performance that hypothesizes that actual performance equals individual 

performance, minus constant process losses, plus process gains that increase 

with group size. 

Chapters 5 and 6 found EMS support to improve performance in 

controlled laboratory settings and suggested how different EMS features 

affect process gains and losses. The next chapter. Chapter 7, investigates 

whether EMS "works" in the "real world;' how organizational groups use 

the technology, and whether there is any evidence to support the theory 

developed and tested in the laboratory_ It presents a field study of 10 task 

forces in five manufacturing and service organizations. 

Chapter 8 examines the longer term use of EMS on the project as well 

as meeting level of analysis. It studies six small project teams working on 

similar projects over a seven-week period; three groups were randomly 

assigned to use EMS, while the other three used "traditional" techniques. 

Chapter 9 presents a field study of 30 organizations' use of EMS in the 

strategic management process. The focus here is on the overall 

organizational integration and use of the technology. 

The final chapter, Chapter 10 analyzes, integrates, and discusses the 

results from the entire set of studies to draw general conclusions pertaining 

to EMS support, parallelism, anonymity, structure, and group size and 

organization. It also presents implications of this research for managers, 

EMS developers, and researchers. 
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2. PREVIOUS RF..SEARCH* 

There has been a veritable explosion of EMS research over the past 

five years, yet much of this research paints a cloudy picture at best (Dennis, 

Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1991~ Many experiments in laboratory settings 

have found that EMS use can improve meeting outcomes, but require 

longer meeting times and lead to dissatisfied participants. Many field 

studies report that EMS use produces high quality outcomes in less time, 

with highly satisfied participants. At first glance, these results appear 

inconsistent. However, it is my contention that they are not inconsistent, 

but rather reflect the different contexts, groups, tasks and EMS that 

researchers have studied. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine previous research to 

understand what has been learned about EMS effects on group work, and 

what may account for these differences in findings. Only those studies that 

have attempted to make statements about the comparative benefits or 

faults of EMS use are considered The research results are considered first, 

followed by the differences in contexts, groups, tasks and EMS that may 

have influenced outcomes. 

2.1 Findings from Previous Research 

Experimental research conducted in EMS meeting rooms has 

* This chaptcr closely follows sectioll 2 in Dellllis, Nunamaker, aIld Vogcl (1991~ 
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produced a variety of findings for effectiveness, efficiency, and member 

satisfaction (see Table 21). No clear pattern emerges. Five experimental 

studies found the use of EMS to improve meeting effectiveiiess (e.g., 

decision quality) (Bui and Sivasankaran, 1990; Easton, Vogel, and 

Nunamaker, 1989; Gallupe, DeSanctis, and Dickson, 1988; Jarvenpaa, Rao, 

and Huber, 1988; Sharda, Barr, and McDonnell, 1988), while five others 

found no impact on effectiveness (Gallupe, 1990; Gallupe and McKeen, 1990; 

George, et al., 1991; Steeb and Johnson, 1981; VanShaik and Sol, 1990). 

Six experimental studies found EMS use to decrease efficiency (i.e., 

increase the time required to complete the task) (Bui and Sivasankaran, 

1990; Easton, et a1. 1989; Gallupe, and McKeen, 1990; George, et al., 1991; 

Sharda, Barr, and McDonnell, 1988; Steeb and Johnson, 1981). One found no 

effect (Gallupe, et a1.1988). 

Studies have found EMS use to increase member satisfaction (Bui and 

Sivasankaran, 1990; Easton, et a!. 1989; Steeb and Johnson, 1981), decrease 

satisfaction (Bui and Sivasankaran, 1990; GaUupe, et a!. 1988; Watson, 

DeSanctis, and Poole, 1988) or have no effect (Gallupe, 1990; Gallupe and 

McKeen, 1990; George, et al., 1991; Jarvenpaa, et al., 1988). 

Seven field studies have thus far reached publication (see Table 21) 

(Adelman, 1984; Dennis, Heminger, Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1990; McCartt 

and Rohrbaugh, 1989; Nunamaker, Applegate, and Konsynski, 1987; 1988; 

Nunamaker, Vogel, Heminger, Martz, and Grohowski, 1989; Vogel, et a1. 

1990; Vogel and Nunamaker, 1989). None of these studies have directly 

compared EMS and non-EMS groups, although most have asked 

participants to indirectly compare the two. 
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Table 2.1: Outcomes Compared to No EMS-Support 

Experiments Effectiveness Efficiency Satisfaction 

Bui et al 1990 Increased Decreased In/Decreased 

Easton et al 1989 Increased Decreased Increased 

Gallupe 1990 No Change n/a No Change 

Gallupe et al 1988 Increased No Change Decreased 

Gallupe et al 1990 No Change Decreased No Change 

George et al 1991 No Change Decreased No Change 

Jarvenpaa et al 1988 Increased n/a No Change 

Sharda et al 1988 Increased Decreased n/a 

Steeb et al 1981 No Change Decreased Increased 

VanShaik et al 1990 No Change n/a n/a 

Watson et al 1988 n/a n/a Decreased 

Field Studies 

Adelman 1984 Increased Increased Increased 

Dennis et al 1990 Increased Increased Increased 

McCartt et al 1989 In/Decreased In/Decreased In/Decreased 

Nunamaker et al 1987 Increased Increased Increased 

Nunamaker et al 1988 Increased Increased Increased 

Nunamaker et al 1989 Increased Increased Increased 

Vogel et al 1990 Increased Increased Increased 

Vogel et al 1989 Increased Increased Increased 

Note: n/a =Not Applicable; Variable was not measured in this study 
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Many of these field studies could also be termed action research, as 

the researchers were also participants (i.e., the facilitator). In these cases, 

the researcher(s) had two objectives: to develop a better understanding of 

the effects of EMS technology, and to assist the group in performing its 

task. Exceptions to this are two studies reported by Nunamaker, et aL 

(1989) and Vogel et aL (1990) in which researchers designed the data 

collection plan and instruments, but played no role in the meetings. 

In virtually all cases (some exceptions are noted in McCartt and 

Rohrbaugh, 1989), participants found the EMS use to improve meeting 

effectiveness, efficiency and member satisfaction. In most cases, these time 

improvements were post-meeting perceptions, but in one case (Nunamaker, 

et al., 1989) they were differences between pre-meeting time estimates and 

actual meeting times. The pattern here is clear: field studies indicate 

improvements in effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction for EMS use. 

2.2 Differences in Situations 

I have argued that the processes and outcomes of group work depend 

upon the situation in which the group finds itself, specifically, the 

interactions among four groups of variables: organizational context, group 

characteristics, task, and EMS technology (Dennis, et al. 1988). What 

variables within these four groups have significant effects remains an open 

question. The rest of this chapter examines how the studies above have 

differed across 18 situational variables in these four areas. Clearly there 

are many other variables that could be considered. This selection was 
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motivated both by theoretical arguments (ie., there is an a priori reason to 

suspect the variable might have an effect) and empirical findings (ie., there 

have been differences among studies differing in these characteristics~ 

221 Organizational Contexts 

'The embedding organization is a crucial part of any work group's 

context, and the pattern of mutual inter-dependence between the group 

and the surrounding organization is a crucial part of the substantive 

phenomena to be explored" (McGrath, 1986, p. 385). Table 22 lists four 

contextual factors that may be important. First, organizational culture and 

behavior norms serve as a guide to the meeting process for organizational 

groups in field studies. Norms may be lacking in laboratory groups formed 

for the purpose of an experiment; an assembled group of individuals may 

be a group in body, but not in spirit. In pre-existing experimental groups, 

contextual norms may simply be different from the norms of 

organizational groups. For example, in one laboratory experiment using 

pre-existing groups the norms of one group was such that it choose not to 

use the EMS (Zigurs, Poole, and DeSanctis, 1988). 

Second, in organizational groups, group members have incentives to 

perform. Accomplishing the task successfully means recognition and 

reward for the group. In some experiments, where the tasks are such that 

performance can be measured objectively, this has been provided by pay 

and incentives based on experimental performance (e.g., GaUupe, et al.1988). 
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Table 2.2: Organizational Contexts 

Experiments Organizational Incentives Same Interrelated 

Culture Objectives Problems 

Bui et al 1990 Student No Yes No 

Easton et al 1989 Student No Yes No 

Gallupe 1990 Student No Yes No 

Gallupe et al 1988 Student Yes Yes No 

Gallupe et al 1990 Student No Yes No 

George et al1991 Student No Yes No 

J arven paa et al 1988 Researcher No Yes No 

Sharda et al 1988 Student Yes Yes No 

Steeb et al 1981 Student No Yes No 

VanShaik et al 1990 Student No Yes No 

Watson et al 1988 Student No Yes&No No 

Field Studies 

Adelman 1984 Military Yes Yes&No Yes 

Dennis et al 1990 Private Sector Yes Yes&No Yes 

McCartt et al 1989 Public Sector Yes Yes&No Yes 

Nunamaker et al 1987 Pu blic&Pri va te Yes Yes&No Yes 

Nunamaker et al 1988 Pu blic&Pri va te Yes Yes&No Yes 

Nunamaker et al 1989 Private Sector Yes Yes&No Yes 

Vogel et al 1990 Private Sector Yes Yes&No Yes 

Vogel et al 1989 Public Sector Yes Yes&No Yes 

Note: n/a =Not Applicable; Variable was not measured in this study 
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Third, members of organizational groups may not always have 

consistent goals and objectives; there may be political elements such that 

the "best" outcome for some group member(s) is different from that for 

other groups member(s). Tasks in experiments have traditionally presumed 

the rational model, "where organizational decisions are consequences of 

organizational units using information in an intendedly rational manner to 

make choices on behalf of the organization" (Huber, 1981, p. 3), although 

some have involved what are essentially bargaining tasks which have no 

right answers (e.g., Watson, et al., 1988~ 

In field studies, objectives have not always followed the rational 

modeL They have often had a political component, "where organizational 

decisions are consequences of the application of strategies and tactics by 

units seeking to influence decision processes in directions that will result in 

choices favorable to them" (Huber, 1981, p. 3~ Thus the goals (or incentives) 

for participants in field studies have not always been congruent, and on 

occasion have been orthogonal or in direct competition. This contrasts 

sharply with most laboratory settings, where participants have typically 

shared commons goals, such as making the "best" decision for the 

organization. 

Finally, for organizational groups, issues and problems are 

interrelated. "Basically, every real world problem is related to every other real 

world problem" (Mason and Mitroff, 1981, p. 4, original emphasis~ Thus 

organizational groups need to consider the problem's potential relationship 

with all other problems, which has not been the case for laboratory groups. 

In summary, Table 22 shows that most previous laboratory 
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experime:::lts have examined student-related organizational cultures 

without performance incentives but with ·;ommon objectives without 

interrelated, problems. Most field studies have examined public and/or 

private sector cultures with incentives and interrelated problems, but not 

necessarily the same objectives. It is interesting to note that the three 

laboratory experiments finding EMS use to improve performance provided 

incentives to subjects or studied a non-student organizational culture. 

222 Group Characteristics 

There have been many differences between the groups used in 

experimental research and those in the field that may account for 

differences in findings. Table 23 presents four. First, most experimental 

groups have been composed of students, while organizational groups have 

been composed of managers and professionals. The characteristics of the 

two populations may be different For example, most managers and 

professionals will have had more experience with group meetings than 

undergraduates. While the use of senior and junior undergraduate students 

in experimental research is a common practice, studying one population 

(e.g., undergraduates) may produce different results than studying another 

(e.g., managers and professionals) (Cook and Campbell,1979). Gordon, Slade 

and Schmitt (1986) examined 32 studies and concluded that there were 

significant differences between undergraduates and managers. Remus 

(1986; 1989) has also found important differences between managers and 

undergraduates in IT-supported decision making processes and 

performance. 
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Table 2.3: Group Characteristics 

Experiments Subjects Formal Group Logical 

Hierarchy Size Size 

Bui et al 1990 Grad Students No 3 Small 

Easton et al 1989 Undergrads No 4 Small 

Gallupe 1990 Undergrads No 3-5 Small 

Gall u pe et al 1988 Undergrads No 3 Small 

Gallupe et al 1990 Under grads Yes&No 3 Small 

George et al 1991 Under grads No 6 Small 

Jarvenpaa et al 1988 Researchers Yes 7 Med 

Sharda et al 1988 Undergrads No 3 Small 

Steeb et al 1981 Grad Students No 3 Med 

VanShaik et al 1990 Managers No 3&4 Large 

Watson et al 1988 Under grads No 3&4 Small 

Field Studies 

Adelman 1984 Managers Yes n/a Large 

Dennis et al 1990 Managers Yes 31 Large 

McCartt et al 1989 Managers Yes&No 10-22 Large 

Nunamaker et al 1987 Managers Yes 6-22 Large 

Nunamaker et al 1988 Managers Yes 3-22 Large 

Nunamaker et al 1989 Managers Yes 4-10 Med&Large 

Vogel et al 1990 Managers Yes 4-10 Med&Large 

Vogel et al 1989 Managers Yes 13 Large 

Note: n/a =Not Applicable; Variable was not measured in this study 
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Second, groups in experimental studies have generally been peers. 

While some experiments have studied the effects of an emerging leader or 

have temporarily assigned a leader for the duration of the experimental 

session (e.g .. George, et al., 1991). this form of leadership can be different 

than that in organizations. Groups in previous field studies have often had 

a distinct hierarchy and/or differing social status among members; the 

leader was the leader before, during. and after the meeting. The leader(s) 

promoted and rewarded participants. The leader's presence was felt during 

the meeting, although he/she may not always have displayed leadership 

during the meeting. These power and status differences may lead to 

different meeting processes and different group needs than groups in 

which participants have similar power and status. Different group 

structure and leadership has been shown to affect non-EMS group work 

(Shaw, 1981). 

Third, researchers have speculated that EMS may prove more 

effective for larger groups than smaller groups (Dennis, et al .. 1988; 

DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987). Most experimental research to date has 

focused on small groups (often 3-6 members). In contrast, most field study 

groups have been larger (typically 10 or more members). Group size, of 

course, has been shown to have significant impacts or. :len-EMS group 

work (Hare, 1981; Shaw, 1981). 

Finally, there is the logical size of the group in addition to the physical 

size of the group. Groups can be considered logically small if there is a 

high overlap in the participants' domain knowledge and skill; while there 

may be many participants, their combined knowledge and skills do not 
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extend very far beyond those of the most knowledgeable and skilled person 

in the group (Nunamaker, Vogel, and Konsynski, 1989} Logically large 

groups have less overlap in knowledge and skillS; thus the group has a 

wider range of knowledge and skills than anyone person in the group. 

The overlap or lack of overlap of skills, traits and abilities has been found 

to lead to different outcomes in studies of non-EMS group work (Shaw, 

1981), particularly in the propensity to participate (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987). 

In organizational group meetings, participants have typically come 

from different areas. They bring different skills and domain knowledge 

that can be used by the group in resolving the issue at hand. 

Organizational groups have therefore been logically large. In contrast, 

experimental groups have often been logically small, having been drawn 

from one population, typically members of a Business School course. 

In summary, Table 2.3 shows that the majority of previous laboratory 

experiments have studied physically and logically small groups of 

undergraduate students without a formal hierarchy. The majority of field 

studies have examined physically and logically medium- and large-sized 

groups of managers with a formal hierarchy. 

223 Task Characteristics 

The task performed by groups is "an especially important variable, 

often accounting for as much as 500ib of the variation in group 

performance" (Poole, Seibold, and McPhee, 1985, p. 88). Table 24 lists six 

potentially important differences in task. The first is the type of task. 

There are many useful ways of classifying type of tasks (e.g., McGrath, 1984) 
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such as choice (i.e., choosing or allocating among alternatives), generation 

(i.e., the development of ideas, alternatives, information), planning, etc. 

There have been significant differences in the type of tasks between 

experimental groups and organizational groups that may have had a major 

impact on the conclusions drawn from different studies. 

Second, task complexity has been shown to influence group member 

participation in non-EMS group work (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987). 

Experimental tasks must be appropriate for the experimental group and 

the time for which they have agreed to participate. Most tasks last one 

session - at most a few hours. In contrast, tasks faced by organizational 

groups have often been "wicked problems" (Mason and Mitroff,1981, Rittel, 

1972). Wicked problems cannot be exhaustively formulated and written 

down on paper. They have no end; the task is never complete. They 

cannot be reproduced and are essentially unique. They do not have an 

enumerable set of potential solutions or operations that could be included 

in the solution plan. In many cases, the problem cannot be stated 

separately from the solution, as understanding the task is synonymous with 

solving it. Finally, there is no immediate and no ultimate test of the 

"goodness" of a solution. While these tasks occur in field studies, they have 

typically not been studied in experiments - for obvious reasons! 

Third, this complexity is often reflected in the time required to 

complete the task. Tasks faced by organizational groups in prior field 

studies have often required several sessions to address, while those in the 

laboratory have typically required several hours at most 
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Table 24: Task Characteristics 

Experiments Task Complexity Meeting Task Info Info 

Type Length Clarity Symetry Source 

Bui et al 1990 Choose Low&Med 21-92min High Med One 

Easton et al 1989 Generate Low 90min High Med Many 

Gallupe 1990 Gen&Choose Low 57 min High High One 

Gallupe et al 1988 Gen&Choose Low&Med 80min High High One 

Gallupe et al 1990 Gen&Choose Low 57 min High High One 

George et al 1991 Gen&Choose Low 16-30min Med High One 

Jarvenpaa et al 1988 Gen&Plan Med 3x60min Low Med Many 

Sharda et al 1988 Plan&Choose Med 17x90min Med High One 

Steeb et al 1981 Plan Med 168m in Med High One 

VanShaik et al 1990 Plan&Choose Med 7x90min Med High One 

Watson et al 1988 Choose Low n/a High High One 

Field Studies 

Adelman 1984 Gen&Choose High 16hrs Med Low Many 

Dennis et al 1990 Generate High 23hrs High Low Many 

McCartt et al 1989 Gen&Plan Med-High 16hrs Lo-Hi Lo-Med Many 

Nunamaker et al 1987 Gen&Plan Med-High 4-16hrs Lo-Hi Lo-Med Many 

Nunamaker et al 1988 Gen&Plan Med-High 4-20hrs Lo-Hi Lo-Med Many 

Nunamaker et al 1989 Gen&Plan Med-High 3-8hrs Lo-Hi Lo-Med Many 

Vogel et al 1990 Gen&Plan Med-High 4-8hrs Lo-Hi Lo-Med Many 

Vogel et al 1989 Generate Med 7hrs Med Low Many 

Note: n/a =Not Applicable; Variable was not measured in this study 
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Fourth, the clarity of the task has often varied among studies. In 

many cases, participants in organizational groups, particularly logically 

large groups, have often not had a common understanding of the problem 

and have held different assumptions about it A group member's 

assumptions about, or conception of, the situation may differ significantly 

from the actual situation and from that of other group members (Ackoff, 

1981; Mason & Mitroff, 1981), which can have a significant effect on the 

outcomes. However, in lab9ratory experiments, participants have typically 

read the same task instructions, and thus have been more likely to share 

common assumptions and conceptions. 

Fifth, similar differences have been common in the symmetry of 

information pertaining to the task. Members of organizational groups in 

the field have often had asymmetrical (even conflicting) task information. 

Experimental groups, who in previous EMS studies have generally worked 

from a common description of the experimental task, have been more 

likely to share a common set of information. Non-EMS research has shown 

that interventions into the group process have different effects depending 

upon whether all group members have the same information or different 

information (e.g., Hackman and Kaplan, 1974). 

Sixth, the information management needs of experimental groups and 

organizational groups typically have been different Experimental tasks 

have tended to be "clean" well-defined tasks that are neatly packaged and 

small in scope. All information is generally provided in one source, a case 

package. In contrast, the tasks used by organizational groups are usually 

ill-defined and "messy" (Ackoff, 1981; Mason and Mitroff, 1981). "Messiness" 
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in this sense refers to the degree that the needed information comes from 

many fragmented sources with varying degrees of objectivity and accuracy. 

Data may be internal documents, external reports, or subjective assessments 

held by the participants. Accessing and integrating data from different 

sources is a task in its own right The necessary reporting of information 

to experimental participants removes their need to access this messy data 

from multiple sources - a need often keenly felt by organizational groups 

- and thus effects on processes and outcomes may have differed 

In summary, Table 24 shows that the majority of laboratory 

experiments have examined low complexity, high clarity, choice tasks with 

high information symmetry and few information sources, requiring 1-2 

hours to perform. The majority of field studies have examined medium to 

high complexity generation and planning tasks of varying clarities with 

low to medium information symmetry and many information sources 

requiring lh-2 days to perform. The laboratory studies finding greater 

effectiveness with EMS use were more likely to have used tasks including 

some generation activities of higher complexity that required longer to 

. perform. 

2.2.4 EMS Environments 

If we examine the EMS environments used in previous studies, we see 

at least four differences reflecting the different EMS software used at 

various research institutions (see Table 25). First, an EMS environment 

can promote at least three different styles of meeting, each of which may 

have different effects: a chauffeured style, a supported style and an interactive 
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style (see section 33). With a chauffeured style, only one person uses the 

EMS, either a group member or a meeting leader/facilitator. A 

workstation is connected to a public display screen, providing an electronic 

version of the traditional blackboard The group verbally discusses the 

issues, with the electronic blackboard used as a group memory to record 

and structure information. A supported style is similar to a chauffeured 

style, but differs in that each member has a computer workstation that 

provides a parallel, anonymous electronic communication channel The 

electronic blackboard is still used to present and structure information, but 

with members able to add items electronically from their workstations. 

The meeting proceeds using a mixture of verbal and electronic interaction. 

With an interactive style, the parallel, anonymous electronic communication 

channel is used for almost all group communication. Virtually no one 

speaks. While an electronic blackboard may be provided, the group 

memory is typically too large to fit on a screen, and thus it is maintained so 

that all members can access it electronically at their workstations. 

Second, the degree of structure provided by the EMS in terms of the 

process and, third, the task, has also varied. Some studies have provided 

high process structure, in which the groups followed a pre-determined 

agenda using pre-determined software, while in others group members 

have been free to select their own agenda and tools. Some studies have 

provided high task structure (e.g., providing mathematical models or 

conceptual techniques) to assist the group in resolving the task, while 

others have provided no task structure. 
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Table 2.5: EMS Environments 

Experiments Process Process Task Facilitation 

Style Structure Structure 

Bui et al 1990 Supported High High Passive Tech 

Easton et al 1989 Chauffeured High High Passive Tech 

Gallupe 1990 Supported High Low Passive Tech 

Gallupe et al 1988 Supported High Low No 

Gallupe et al 1990 Supported High Low No 

George et al 1991 Int&Chauf High Low. Passive Tech 

Jarvenpaa et al 1988 Chauf&Sup Low Low Passive Tech 

Sharda et al 1988 Chauffeured Low High No 

Steeb et al 1981 Supported Med High Passive Tech 

VanShaik et al 1990 Chauffeured Low High No 

Watson et al 1988 Supported High Low No 

Field Studies 

Adelman 1984 Chauffeured Med High Active Process 

Dennis et al 1990 Interactive High High Active Process 

McCartt et al 1989 Chauffeured Med&High High Active Process 

Nunamaker et al 1987 Int&Chauf Med&High Low-High Active Process 

Nunamaker et al 1988 Int&Chauf Med&High Low-High Active Process 

Nunamaker et al 1989 In t&Su p&Cha uf Med&High Low-High Active Process 

Vogel et al 1990 Int&Sup&Chauf Med&High Low-High Active Process 

Vogel et al 1989 Int&Chauf Med&Hi&.h Low Active Process 
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One final difference has been facilitation. uboratory experiments 

have typically used EMS environments without facilitators or with only a 

technical facilitator whose role was essentially passive (fearing possible 

confounding effects of the facilitator on treatments). Field studies have 

typically examined environments in which the facilitator took an active 

role as an integral part of the normal EMS process - as important to the 

outcome of the meeting as any other aspect of the EMS technology, such as 

individual workstations or electronic blackboards. Indeed~ some EMS 

environments are based on the premise that the facilitator is more 

important to the normal operation of the environment than individual 

workstations (McCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1989). The perceptions of 

participants suggest that a facilitator can affect meeting outcomes at least 

as much as any other component in the EMS environment. 

In summary, Table 25 shows that the majority of laboratory 

experiments used highly structured processes with more verbal 

communication (i.e., supported or chauffeured meeting styles) with less task 

structure and a passive or no facilitator. The majority of field studies used 

moderate or highly structured processes with a more even mix of verbal 

and electronic communication (i.e., interactive, supported and chauffeured 

styles) with a variety of task structure and an active process facilitator. 

2.3 Conclusions 

The first and most basic implication from these differences is that it 

is important to explicitly acknowledge the limitations of conclusions drawn 
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from EMS research. Results from both experiments and field studies 

cannot be freely generalized to all organizational contexts, groups, tasks, 

and EMS environments. Research must report sufficient contextual, group, 

task, and EMS environment information to enable readers to judge the 

limitations of the conclusions, and researchers should endeavor to clearly 

bound the scope to which their results apply. 

Second, I have proposed several differences that may (or may not) 

have important impacts on the processes and outcomes of EMS-supported 

meetings. The importance of each of these differences remains an 

empirical question. Do any or all have significant impacts on effectiveness, 

efficiency, or satisfaction? The need (or conversely, the opportunity) for 

future research is enormous. 

Finally, I believe that both laboratory and field researchers need to 

explicitly consider these issues in designing future research, as these factors 

have the potential to change research findings. I believe that while 

findings from previous EMS laboratory experiments and field studies have 

been different, they are not inconsistent Findings have been different 

because EMS use in previous field studies has been distinctly different 

from EMS use in previous laboratory experiments. I have noted 18 specific 

differences in four areas. To paraphrase Huber (1983, p. 571), while I 

believe that each of these differences has merit, even if only one or two has 

merit, the conclusion has merit - that the use of EMS in experiments has 

been sufficiently different from the use of EMS by organizational groups 

to suggest that researchers have studied different contexts, groups, tasks 

and EMS, thus findings are not necessarily inconsistent 
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3. RESEARCH MODEL* 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a general research model for 

the study of EMS support for group work. Prior research and theory with 

non-EMS groups provides a rich starting point. However, as information 

technology has the ability to profoundly affect the nature of group work 

(Huber, 1990), it becomes dangerous to generalize the outcomes or conclusions 

from research with non-EMS groups to the EMS environment. A better 

approach is to examine underlying theory that explains why these events 

occur and to consider how EMS use and various situational characteristics 

may affect the theory to produce different outcomes. 

Figure 31 presents a high-level view of the research model that has 

guided my work. It argues that the effects of EMS use are contingent on a 

myriad of group, task, context and technology factors that differ from 

situation to situation (Dennis, et al., 1988). Group characteristics include 

(but are not limited to) group size, group member characteristics, group 

composition (peers or hierarchical), group cohesiveness, and so on. Task 

characteristics include task type (e.g., idea generation or decision choice), 

task complexity, task clarity, and so on. Context characteristics include 

organizational culture, rational/political context, evaluative tone (e.g., 

critical or supportive), reward structure (e.g., none versus individual versus 

group), and so on. Meeting outcomes (e.g., efficiency, effectiveness, 

satisfaction) depend upon the interaction within the meeting process of 

* An abbreviated version of this chapter appears in Nunamaker, et aL (1991). 
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Figure 3.1: Research Model 

Group 
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these group, task, and context factors with the EMS functions the group 

chooses to use (e.g., anonymity~ Thus it is inappropriate to say that EMS 

use "improves group performance" or "reduces member satisfaction;" all 

statements must be qualified by the situation - the group, task, context and 

EMS to which they apply. 

3.1 Process Gains and Losses 

To understand these interactions, we need to examine group process 

at a lower level of detail. Prior theory and research with non-EMS

supported groups suggests that certain aspects of the meeting process 

improve outcomes (process gains) while others impair outcomes (process 

losses) (Hackman and Morris, 1976; Hill, 1982; Steiner, 1972). There are many 

different process gains and losses. Tables 31 and 32 list several important 

process gains and losses, but this list is by no means exhaustive. 

Each of these gains and losses vary in strength (or may not exist 

at all) depending upon the situation. Meeting outcomes are contingent 

upon the balance of process gains and losses (Connolly, Jessup, and 

Valacich, 1990). Situational characteristics (i.e., group, task and context) 

establish an initial balance, which the group may alter by using EMS 

technology. This balance is probabilistic: just because the balance of gains 

and losses is favorable or unfavorable does not mean that the meeting will 

produce successful or unsuccessful outcomes. 
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Table 3.1: Process Gains 

More Information 

Synergy 

More Objective Evaluation 

Stimulation 

Learning 

A group as a whole has more information than 

anyone member 

A member uses information in a way that the 

original holder did not, because that member has 

different information or skills 

Groups are better at catching errors than are the 

individuals who proposed ideas 

Working as part of a group may stimulate and 

encourage individuals to perform better 

Members may learn from and imitate more 

skilled members to improve performance 
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311 Process Gains 

A group as a whole has more information than anyone member and by 

exchanging and pooling that information may improve performance 

(Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973; Shaw, 1981; Steiner, 1972). Synergy may be 

produced when information is provided to a group member who uses that 

information to create new information in a way that the original holder 

did not, because that member has different information or skills (Guilford, 

1975; Osborn, 1957). Groups provide more objective evaluation because other 

group members are better at catching errors than are the individuals who 

proposed ideas (Hackman and Kaplan, 1974; Hill, 1982; Shaw, 1981). Working 

as a group may stimulate and motivate individuals to perform better (Lamm 

and Trommsdorff, 1973; Shaw, 1981)' Members may learn from and imitate 

more skilled members to improve performance (Hill, 1982). 

312 Process Losses 

Air time refers to the need to partition speaking time among members, 

as only one person can speak at one time. Air time is directly related to 

group size (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Dunnette, Campbell and Jaastad, 1963; 

Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973). Air time is a 

greater problem for larger groups, as the available time must be rationed 

among more people; if everyone in a 3-member group contributed equally 

in a 6O-minute meeting, each person would speak for 20 minutes, while each 

member of a 15-member group would speak for 4 minutes. 



AirTime: 

Attenuation Blocking: 

Concentration Blocking: 

Attention Blocking: 

Failure to Remember: 

Conformance Pressure: 

Evaluation Apprehension: 

Free Riding: 

Table 3.2: Proc~ Losses 

The group must partition available speaking 

time among members 
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Members who are prevented from contributing 

comments as they occur, forget or suppress them 

later in the meeting, as they seem less original, 

relevant or important 

Fewer comments are made because members 

concentrate on remembering comments (rather 

than thinking of new ones) until they can 

contribute them 

New comments are not generated because 

members must constantly listen to others speak 

and cannot pause to think 

Members lack focus on communication, missing 

or forgetting the contributions of others 

Members are reluctant to criticize the comments 

of others due to politeness or fear of reprisals 

Fear of negative evaluation causes members to 

withhold ideas and comments 

Members rely on others to perform task, due to 

cognitive loafing, competition for air time, or 

because they perceive their input to be unneeded 
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Table 3.2: Process Losses (Continued) 

Cognitive Inertia: 

Socializing: 

Domination: 

Information Overload: 

Coordination Problems: 

Incomplete Use of 

Information: 

Incomplete Task Analysis: 

Discussion moves along one train of thought 

without deviating, because group members 

refrain from contributing comments that are not 

directly related to the current discussion 

Non-task discussion reduces task performance, 

(although some socializing is usually necessary 

for effective functioning) 

Some group member(s) exercise undue influence 

or monopolize the group's time in an 

unproductive manner 

Information is presented faster than it can be 

processed 

Difficulty integrating members' contributions 

because the group does not have an appropriate 

strategy 

Incomplete access to and use of information 

necessary for the successful task completion 

Incomplete analysis and understanding of task 

resulting in superficial discussions 
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A second major source of process losses is production blocking, which 

has been defined slightly differently by several authors (cf., Diehl and 

Stroebe, 1987; Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973). In 

general, production blocking refers to the difficulties caused by having to 

take turns speaking. I define three distinct forms of production blocking. 

First, group members who are prohibited from contributing their 

comments as they think of them may forget them or suppress them because 

the comments seem less relevant, original, or important later in the 

meeting (which I term "attenuation blocking''). Second, while waiting to 

contribute a comment, members may focus on reme~b~ring it, rather than 

thinking of new ones or interacting with the group C'concentration blocking''). 

Third, fully listening to others prevents the formulation of new ideas or 

comments C'attention blocking''). Attenuation and concentration blocking are 

caused by the sequential nature of verbal communication (i.e., everyone 

must take turns), while attention blocking arises from the need to 

constantly listen to avoid missing information. 

There are many other process losses. Failure to remember refers to the 

failure of members to fully listen to and remember the comments of others 

(Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Jablin and Seibold, 1978). Information is lost or is 

discussed redundantly. 

Conformance pressure refers to the reluctance to criticize ideas of 

others or pressure to conform to the opinions of other group members due 

to politeness or fear of sanctions (Hackman and Kaplan, 1974; Hararai and 

Graham, 1975; Janis, 1972; Van de Ven and Delbecq, 1971). 

The fear of a negative evaluation of comments, evaluation apprehension, 
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may cause individuals (particularly low status members) to withhold ideas 

that they do not perceive as "safe" (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Hararai and 

Graham, 1975; Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973~ 

Free riding occurs when members rely on others to accomplish the task 

without their contributions. Free riding may be caused by cognitive 

loafing, the need to compete for air time, or because members perceive 

their input to be unneeded (Albanese and Van Fleet, 1985; Collaros and 

Anderson, 1969; Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Van de Ven and Delbecq, 1971). 

Cognitive inertia occurs when discussion moves along one line of 

thought without deviating, typically because group members refrain from 

contributing comments that are not directly related to the current 

discussion (Hararai and Graham, 1975; Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and 

Trommsdorff, 1973~ 

Socializing refers to the tendency of groups to engage in dysfunctional 

non-task-oriented behavior (Shaw, 1981~ But of course, some socializing is 

often useful for effective group functioning. 

DominaJion occurs when some member(s) exercise undue influence or 

monopolize the group's time in an inefficient manner that does not 

contribute to the task (Jablin and Seibold,1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 

1973; Watson and Michaelson, 1988~ 

Information overload occurs when information is presented faster than 

it can be processed (Hiltz and Turoff, 1985; Miller, 1960; Sheridan and 

Ferrell,1974). Information overload can result in increased errors, reduced 

precision, delayed response, omission of information, filtering of 

information, and/or cessation of functioning. 
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Coordination problems can arise when the group does not have an 

appropriate strategy to integrate members' contributions to perform the 

task. This can lead to dysfunctional cycling or incomplete discussions 

resulting in premature decisions (Hackman and Kaplan, 1974; Hirokowa 

and Pace, 1983; Mintzberg, et al., 1976). 

Incomplete use of information occurs when the group does not access and 

use information necessary to the successful completion of the task 

(Hirokowa and Pace, 1983; Mintzberg, et al., 1976). 

Incomplete task analysis refers to problems arising when the group does 

not fully understand and analyze task information in a meaningful way, 

but rather proceeds in a superficial manner (Hirokowa and Pace, 1983). 

3.2 EMS Effects 

There are at least four theoretical mechanisms by which the EMS can 

affect this balance of gains and losses: 1) process support; 2) process 

structure; 3) task structure; and, 4) task support Process support refers to 

the communication infrastructure (media, channels, and devices, electronic 

or otherwise) that facilitates communication among members, such as an 

electronic communication channel or blackboard. Process structure refers 

to process techniques or rules that direct the pattern, timing or content of 

this communication, such as an agenda or process methodology such as 

Nominal Group Technique (Van de Ven, and Delbecq, 1974). Task support 

refers to the information and computation infrastructure for task-related 

activities, such as external data bases and pop-up calculators. Task 
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structure refers to techniques, rules, or models for analyzing task-related 

information to gain new insight, such as those within computer models or 

Decision Support Systems (DSS). 

For example, suppose a group was charged with generating ideas and a 

plan to encourage more European tourists to visit the U.s. (the "tourist 

problem" see Taylor, et al. 1958). Providing each group member with a 

computer workstation that enabled himlher to exchange typed comments 

with other group members would be process support. Having each member 

take turns to contribute ideas (ie., round-robin) or agreeing not to criticize 

the ideas of others would be process structure. Task support could involve 

providing information on when, where and how many European tourists 

visited last year, or about tourist programs run by other governments. 

Task structure could include a framework encouraging group members to 

consider each U.S. region (e.g., New England, California) or different types 

of tourists (e.g., tour clients, businessmen), or an economic model of the 

potential impacts on the economy. 

These four mechanisms are the fundamental means by which EMS 

affect meetings. These mechanisms are not unique to EMS. The EMS is 

simply a convenient means by which to deliver process support, process 

structure, task support and task structure. But in many cases, the EMS can 

provide a unique combination that is virtually impossible to provide 

otherwise. 

In the discussion below, I hypothesize potential effects for each 

mechanism (see Figure 32). These effects are those suggested most strongly 

by prior research, and once again, this list is necessarily incomplete. As 
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discussed below, each can have many distinct effects on the balance of 

process gains and losses, some of which are positive, some of which are 

negative. The combined effects are contingent on strength of the pre

existing process gains and losses, as well as the strength of the EMS impact 

on them (e.g., if the EMS reduces a weak process loss, one would anticipate 

few effects on outcomes). This discussion assumes that the group actually 

uses the mechanisms described; any mechanism that is provided by the 

EMS but is not used, obviously has few effects. The emphasis is on process 

support, as this has been the initial focus of my research. 

321 Task Structure 

Task structure assists the group to better understand and analyze the 

task, and is one of the mechanisms by which DSS improve the performance 

of individual decision makers (Sprague, 1980). Task structure may improve 

group performance by reducing losses due to incomplete task analysis or 

increasing process gains due to synergy, encouraging more information to 

be shared, promoting more objective evaluation or catching errors (by 

highlighting information). Methods of providing task structure include 

problem modeling, multi-criteria decision making, etc. While task 

structure is often numeric in nature, it is not necessarily so. Many other 

non-numeric approaches to providing task structure are also available, such 

as value chain technique (porter, 1980, 1985), stakeholder analysis (Mason 

and Mitroff, 1981) and cognitive mapping (Eden and Ackerman, 1989). 
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3.2.2 Task Support 

Task support refers to providing information and computation 

support to the group (without providing additional structure). This may 

reduce process losses due to incomplete use of information and incomplete 

task analysis, and may promote synergy and the use of more information. 

For example, groups may benefit from electronic access to information 

from previous meetings. While members could make notes of potentially 

useful information prior to the meeting, a more effective approach may be 

to provide access to the complete sources during the meeting itself. 

Computation support includes pop-up calculators or more complex 

computation systems. Tools providing task support differ from tools 

providing task structure in that the latter help to structure the task, while 

the former aim only to facilitate task resolution without adding structure. 

Task support is also important at an organizational level. Simon 

argues that technological support for organizational memory is an essential 

part of organizational functioning (Simon, 1976). An EMS can assist in 

building this organizational memory by recording inputs, outputs and 

processing results in one repository for easy access for subsequent meetings. 

Although the importance of such an organizational memory has been 

recognized in system development (e.g., CASE tools: Teichroew and Sayani, 

1974), it has not yet been widely applied to other organizational activities. 

323 Process Structure 

Process structure has long been used by non-EMS groups to reduce 

process losses, although many researchers have reported that groups often 
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don't follow the process structure rules properly (e.g., Dillon, Graham, and 

Aidells, 1972; Hackman and Kaplan,1974; Jablin and Seibold, 1978~ Process 

structure may be global to the meeting, such as developing and following a 

strategy/agenda to perform the task, thereby reducing process losses due to 

coordination problems. The EMS can also provide process structure 

internal to a specific activity (local process structure) by determining who 

will talk next (e.g., talk queues: Wagner and Nogasundaram, 1988) or by 

automating a formal methodology such as Nominal Group Technique 

(NGT~ Different forms of local process structure will affect different 

process gains and losses. For example, the first phase of NGT requires 

individuals to work separately to reduce production blocking, free riding, 

and cognitive inertia, while subsequent phases (idea sharing and voting) use 

other techniques to affect other process gains and losses. Process structure 

has been found to improve, impair, and have no effect on group 

performance (cf., Glover and Chambers, 1978; Hackman and Kaplan, 1974; 

Hegedus and Rasmussen, 1986; Hirokowa and Pace, 1983; Shaw, 1981; Van de 

Ven and Delbecq, 1974). Its effects depend upon its fit with the situation 

and thus little can be said in general. 

32.4 Process Support 

The EMS can provide process support through at least three distinct 

functions either separately or jointly: 1) parallel communication, 2) group 

memory, and 3) anonymity. With parallel communication, each member 

has a workstation that is connecter1 to all other workstations, thus 

providing an electronic channel that enables everyone to communicate 
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simultaneously and in parallel (Dennis, et aL 1988). No one need wait for 

someone else to finish speaking. Process losses from air time, attenuation 

blocking, and concentration blocking should be significantly reduced Free 

riding may be reduced as members no longer need to compete for air time. 

Domination may be reduced, as it becomes difficult for one member to 

preclude others from contributing. Electronic communication has also 

been found to dampen dysfunctional socializing (Foster and Flynn, 1984). 

However, parallel communication may increase information overload (as 

every member can contribute simultaneously). Process gains may be 

enhanced due to synergy and the use of more information. Increased 

interaction may stimulate individuals and promote learning. 

The EMS can provide a group memory by recording all electronic 

comments, which is typically done by many, but not all EMS (e.g., Siegel, 

Dubrovsky, Kiesler, and McGuire, 1986). Participants can de-couple 

themselves from the group to pause, think, type comments, and then rejoin 

the "discussion" without missing others' contributions. This should reduce 

failure to remember, attention blocking, and incomplete use of 

information, and may promote synergy and more information. A group 

memory that enables members to queue and filter information may reduce 

information overload (Hiltz, 1988). A group memory is also useful should 

some members miss all or part of a meeting, or if the group is subjected to 

interruptions that require temporary suspension of the process (Mintzberg, 

et al. 1976). The EMS may also provide other forms of group memory that 

do not capture all comments. An electronic blackboard (Stefik, et al. 1987), 

for example, may reduce failure to remember (by presenting a summary of 
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key information) and dysfunctional socializing (by increasing task focus). 

The electronic channel may also provide some degree of anonymity. 

Anonymity may reduce the pressure to conform and evaluation 

apprehension, but may also increase free riding, as it is more difficult to 

determine when someone is free riding (Albanese and Van Fleet, 1985; Kerr 

and Bruun, 1981). Anonymity may encourage members to challenge others, 

thereby increasing process gains from catching errors and a more objective 

evaluation. Anonymity may also provide a low-threat environment in 

which less skilled members can contribute and learn. 

The use of electronic communication media may also introduce media 

effects that are not a result of the functions provided by the EMS, but 

rather reflect inherent differences between verbal and electronic 

communication. These include media speed, media richness, depersonalization! 

deindividuation and view size. Media speed refers to the fact that typing 

comments to send electronically is slower than speaking (which can reduce 

the amount of information available to the group and introduce losses) 

while reading is generally faster than listening (gains) (Hiltz, Johnson, and 

Turoff, 1986; Williams, 1977). Electronic media are less rich than face-to

face verbal communication, as they provide fewer cues and slower 

feedback (losses), but typically promote more careful and precisely worded 

communication (gains) (Burgoon and Ruffner, 1978; Daft and Lengel,1986; 

Daft, Lengel, and Trevino, 1987). Depersonalization is the separation of 

personalities from comments, which may promote deindividuation, the loss 

of self- and group-awareness (Diener, 1979; Festinger, Pepitone, and 

Newcomb, 1952; Hiltz and Turoff, 1978; Williams, 1977). This may reduce 
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socializing, and encourage more objective evaluation and more error 

catching (due to less negative reaction to criticism, and increased group 

ownership of outcomes) (gains~ But reduced socializing and more 

uninhibited comments (e.g., "flaming") may reduce group cohesiveness and 

satisfaction (losses~ Workstations typically provide a small screen view for 

members (e.g., 24 line screen), which can encourage information chunking 

and reduce information overload (gains), but can cause members to lose a 

global view of the task (Nunamaker, Applegate, and Konsynski, 1987; 1988), 

increasing losses due to incomplete use of information. The strength of 

these effects depends upon the mix of electronic and verbal 

communication. 

3.3 EMS Meeting Styles 

There are obviously a myriad of possible combinations of the EMS 

functions. As noted in Chapter 2, three general styles of process support 

dominate the research literature: a chauffeured style, a supported style and an 

interactive style. These styles combine various process support functions (i.e., 

parallel communication, group memory, anonymity) with different 

amounts of electronic and verbal interaction. In using these te~ms, I refer 

to styles of meeting processes that can be combined with each other and 

with non-EMS-supported verbal discussion at different stages of any given 

meeting. I first describe these three styles (see Table 33) and then consider 

the process gains and losses that each addresses. 



Table 3.3: EMS Meeting Styles 

Process Losses 
Meeting Styles 

Chauffeured Supported 

Traditional 
Failure to Listen 0 
Socializing 0 
Air Time 0 
Attenuation Blocking 0 
Concentration Blocking 0 
Domination 0 
Evaluation Apprehension 0 
Conformance Pressure 0 
Free Riding 0 
Attention Blocking 0 
Cognitive Inertia 0 

EMS-R~Iated 
Media Speed 0 
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With a chauffeured style, only one person uses the EMS, either a group 

member or the meeting leader/facilitator. The group verbally discusses the 

issues, with an electronic blackboard used as a group memory to record and 

structure information. A supported style is similar to a chauffeured style, 

but differs in that each member has a computer workstation that provides 

a parallel, anonymous electronic communication channel with a group 

memory. The meeting proceeds using a mixture of verbal and electronic 

interaction. With an interactive style, a parallel, anonymous electronic 

communication channel with a group memory is used for almost all group 

communication. Virtually no one speaks. The group memory is 

maintained so that all members can access it electronically at their 

workstations. 

The interactive style is the strongest intervention (but not necessarily 

the "best'), as it provides parallel communication, group memory and 

anonymity to reduce process losses due to air time, attenuation blocking, 

concentration blocking, attention blocking, failure to remember, 

socializing, domination, interruptions, evaluation apprehension and 

conformance pressure. Information overload may increase, and free riding 

may be reduced or increased. Process gains may be increased due to more 

information, synergy, catching errors, stimulation and learning. Media 

effects strongly increase and decrease various process gains and losses. 

The weakest intervention (but not necessarily the "worst') is the 

chauffeured style, for which the EMS does not provide a new 

communication channel, but rather addresses failure to remember by 

providing focus through a common group memory displayed on the 
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electronic blackboard. An increased task focus promoted by this style may 

also reduce socializing. Few other process gains or losses are increased or 

reduced through process support. 

Between these two styles is the supported style. When verbal 

communication is used, the effects are similar to a chauffeured style; when 

electronic communication is used, the effects are similar to an interactive 

style. However, there are several importance differences. First, while 

anonymity is possible with electronic communication, its effects on 

evaluation apprehension and conformance pressure are substantially 

reduced with the supported style because non-anonymous verbal 

communication occurs. Second, attention blocking (and possibly failure to 

remember and information overload) will be increased beyond that of a 

traditional verbal meeting (or a chauffeured or interactive style). This is 

because participants must simultaneously monitor and use both verbal and 

electronic communication channels (e.g., Jarvenpaa, et al., 1988). Third, 

process losses due to media speed, media richness and depersonalization 

will likely be less than with the interactive style, as members can switch 

media as needed (e.g., if media richness proves to be a significant process 

loss when using the electronic channel, members can simply switch to 

verbal interaction). 

3.4 Conclusions 

Meeting outcomes are shaped by group processes, which depend upon 

a host of group, task, context, and EMS characteristics that interact to 
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produce a set of process gains and process losses. An EMS can affect this 

balance of gains and losses through process support, process structure, task 

support, and task structure. 
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4. THE EMS ENVIRONMENT 

Many EMS have been developed: Xerox PARC's Cognoter (Stefik, et 

al., 1987), Bui's Co-op (1987), the University of Minnesota's SAMM 

(DeSanctis, et a!., 1988), MCC's GROVE (Ellis, et a!., 1991), and Decision 

Conferencing (Volpato, 1989} Each provide different approaches to group 

work. This chapter describes the EMS environments used in this research. 

4.1 Background 

The initial phase of the Arizona EMS research program focused on 

the development of tools and techniques to support groups of analysts and 

users in the construction of information systems. The second phase began 

in 1984 with the construction of a special purpose meeting room to support 

the meetings of these groups. The realization that EMS technology 

enabled groups to perform many tasks beyond system development (e.g., 

strategic planning), led to the third phase which began in 1986 with the 

establishment of four major research projects with the International 

Business Machines (IBM) Corporation. 

During this phase, new software was developed (University of 

Arizona GroupSystems) and was installed at EMS facilities at more than 22 

universities and 12 corporations, such as BellSouth and Greyhound 

Financial Corporation. The number of EMS facilities at Arizona grew 

from one in 1985 to three pre5e~tly; four additional facilities are scheduled 

to open later in 1991 IBM has built 36 GroupSystems facilities, with an 
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additional 20 scheduled to be operational by January 1992 More than 

25,000 people have used GroupSystems within IBM; more than 3,000 others 

from 200 public and private organizations have used the Arizona 

GroupSystems facilities. Another 2000 have used GroupSystems in more 

than 20 laboratory experiments and 15 doctoral dissertations that have been 

conducted at Arizona 

While GroupSystems can support a variety of activities, many groups 

follow a common sequence of use. The group leader meets with a 

GroupSystems meeting leader/facilitator, who assists the leader in 

developing an agenda and selecting the GroupSystems tools to be used. 

Meetings typically begin with participants generating ideas on the task 

(e.g., "How can we double our sales over the next four years?' see Figure 

41). As they type their comments, the results are integrated and displayed 

on the large screens at the front of the room, as well as being available on 

each workstation. Everyone can see the comments of others, but without 

knowing who contributed what. Participants can build on each other's 

ideas, independent of any positive or negative bias about who contributed 

them - ideas are evaluated on their own merits, not on the merits of their 

contributors. Next, these ideas are organized into a list of key issues (e.g., 

"Stronger ties with customers"), with clarifying comments added to each. 

The group then prioritizes these issues into a short list. Next, the group 

could generate ideas and deliberate how to accomplish the most important 

issues, followed by more idea organization and prioritization, and so on. 

The result of the meeting is typically a large volume of input and ideas, 

and a group consensus for further action. 
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Figure 4.1: A Common Sequence of Use 
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4.2 GroupSystems Architecture 

GroupSystems was originally designed to support large groups 

meeting at the same place and time. Research with non-EMS groups has 

shown that larger groups have a greater need for process structure (Shaw, 

1981), particularly if members do not share the same information {Hackman 

and Kaplan, 1974~ Large non-EMS meetings are usually less effective and 

less satisfying than small group meetings (Shaw, 1981), due to sharp 

increases in process losses as size increases (Albanese and van Fleet, 1985; 

Bouchard and Hare, 1970; Steiner, 1972~ In general, high levels of global 

process structure and process support appeared appropriate. 

Task structure and task support also depend on task characteristics. 

As the groups using the Arizona facilities often faced strategic issues, 

several tools were developed that provided task structure and support for 

strategic planning (e.g., stakeholder analysis), as well as general purpose 

tools capable of supporting a variety of task :;tructure and support needs. 

As strategic tasks are often associated with political and highly competitive 

groups (Mintzberg, 1973), process support functions such as anonymity 

seemed especially important. 

Information sharing is the key to supporting groups, and is 

accomplished primary via software. However, it is also important to 

support information sharing in other ways. The general design for 

GroupSystems builds on three basic concepts: 1) an EMS meeting room; 2) a 

meeting leader/facilitator; and 3) a software tool kit. 
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4.21 EMS Meeting Rooms 

Although many different room designs have been used, the minimum 

configuration provides a separate, networked, hard disk-based, color 

graphics workstation to each participant, with another one or two 

workstations serving as the meeting leader/facilitator's console. A large 

screen video display is provided as an electronic blackboard, with other 

audio-visual support available (e.g., white boards and overhead projectors} 

Decision and Information Center (DIC). The DIC was one of the very 

first second-generation EMS facilities, (see Figure 42). The main meeting 

room provides a large V-shaped table equipped with 16 networked 

microcomputers recessed into the table to facilitate verbal interaction 

among participants. These IBM-compatible microcomputer workstations 

have hard disk drives and color graphics screens. 

One workstation serves as the facilitator's console, which is 

used to control the GroupSystems software. A large screen video 

projection system is connected to the facilitator's console, so that 

information may be readily displayed and discussed verbally. The DIC also 

provides white boards, flip charts and an overhead projector. 

Adjacent to the main meeting room is a control room that provides a 

wide array of electronic support, as well as a laser printer used to provide 

immediate hardcopy printouts of group sessions. A high-speed copier is 

located in a nearby office, thus enabling each group member to quickly 

receive paper copies. 



Figure 4.2: The Decision and Information Center 
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Several break-out rooms are provided, so that groups can easily sub

divide into smaller working groups to address various parts of complex 

tasks. These rooms are each equipped with microcomputers that are 

networked to the microcomputers at the main conference table. Output 

from these small group sessions can also be displayed on the large screen 

projector for small group presentations and can be updated and integrated 

with planning session results from the main room. 

Collaborative Management Room (CMR). Building on the experience with 

the DIC which demonstrated the need for a larger facility, Arizona's 

second facility, the CMR, opened in November 1987 (see Figure 43). Many 

planning sessions and task force meetings involved more than the 16 

participants that could comfortably be accommodated at the DIC, so the 

CMR provides 24 workstations in two concentric tiered rows. Behind the 

second tier of workstations is a row of gallery seats. Up to 48 people can be 

accommodated in the two tiers and another 12 in the gallery sea tin g. 

The room was designed to make the presence of technology as 

unobtrusive as possible. There are 24 hard disk-based IBM PS/2 

microcomputers networked with IBM Token Ring and Novell Netware. 

Each PS/2 is embedded in the desk area, so that only the color monitor and 

floppy disk drive are visible. Use of the DIC demonstrated the need for 

sufficient desk space at each workstation, so keyboards are recessed (and 

can be covered when not in use) to provide large individual work areas. 

The facilitator's console at the front of the room has two IBM PS/2's. 
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Figure 4.3: The Collaborative Management Room 
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The single large front screen provided in the DIC proved somewhat 

limiting. Groups simply preferred to see more than one screen of 

information at once, particularly in situations where multiple or related 

areas of discussion were involved Thus the CMR has two large rear

projection screens. A wide variety of audio-visual equipment that permits 

the display of computer screens, videodiscs, overhead transparencies, 35mm 

slides, and Videoshow (a computer graphic presentation system) is 

available, as are write boards, a copy stand (a video camera system capable 

of accepted 35mm slides, overhead tranparencies and paper input for 

projection), videotaping equipment, and sound equipment 

The research reported here took place primarily in the DIC and 

CMR. A 12-workstation room at the University of Arizona's Park Student 

Center (see Figure 4.4) was also used for some experiments due to the high 

demand for DIC and CMR. Three other groups in this dissertation 

preferred not to travel to Arizona and instead used facilities closer to their 

work site. These three facilities were a temporary 10-workstation room at 

the Radisson Hotel in Huntsville, Alabama, a 14-workstation room at IBM 

in Bethesda, Maryland, and a 10-workstation room at the University of 

Georgia in Athens, Georgia (see Figure 4.4~ 

422 Meeting Leader/Facilitctor 

The meeting leader/facilitator is the person who chairs the meeting. 

The use of a facilitator has been found to have favorable impacts on 

meeting process and outcomes (Anson, 1990; Anson and Heminger, 1990). 

This person can be the group leader, another group member or, more 
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Figure 4.4: Other EMS Meeting Rooms 
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commonly, a separate, neutral, individual who is not a group member. All 

research reported here used a neutral facilitator. In many cases, the author 

served as the facilitator. 

Using a non-member enables all group members to actively 

participate, rather than losing one member as the chair. A non-member 

can be a specialist in the operation of the EMS and in group process, but 

may lack the high task and group knowledge of a regular member. The 

meeting leader/facilitator provides four functions. First, this person 

provides technical support by initiating and terminating specific software 

tools, and guiding the group through the technical processes necessary to 

work on the task. This reduces the amount of training required of group 

members by removing one level of system complexity. In some cases, 

technical support may be provided by an additional technical facilitator. 

Second, the meeting leader/facilitator provides group dynamics 

support by chairing the meeting, maintaining the agenda and assessing the 

need for agenda changes. The meeting leader/facilitator may (or may not) 

take an active role in the meeting to improve the group process (e.g., by 

providing process structure in coordinating verbal discussion). This person 

also administers the group's knowledge. In EMS designed without support 

for meeting leaders/facilitators, any member may change or delete the 

group memory. When disagreements occur, members' competition for 

control can become dysfunctional (e.g., "Scroll Wars"; Stefik, et a1. 1987). 

While this is manageable for small collaborative groups (Stefik, et a1.1987), 

it is much less so for larger groups with diverse membership, where 

competitive political motives and vested interests exist. With most 
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GroupSystems tools, members can view the group memory and add to it at 

their own workstation, but in general only the meeting leader/facilitator 

can modify or delete public information. 

Third, the meeting leader/facilitator assists in agenda planning, by 

working with the group and/or group leader to highlight the principal 

meeting objectives and develop an agenda to accomplish them.. Specific 

GroupSystems tools are then mapped to each activity. 

Finally, in on-going organizational settings where meeting leaders/ 

facilitators are not group members, they provide organizational continuity 

by setting standards for use, developing training materials, maintaining the 

system, and acting as a champion/sponsor, which is key to successful 

technology transfer (Grohowski, et al., 1990; Madique, 1980; Zmud, 1984). 

The roles of the session leader/facilitator may also change over time. 

For example, after a group has some experience using EMS, the need for 

technical support and agenda planning advice may decrease. 

423 Software Tool Kit 

Many first generation EMS were task-driven, as defined by Huber 

(1984), in that they were designed to support one task (e.g., Kersten, 1985). 

Second generation EMS, such as GroupSys!ems, provide a software tool kit, 

similar to a DSS model base (Sprague, 1980), which is a collection of specific 

tools to address various parts of the group work process. EMS providing 

tool kits are activity driven (Huber, 1984), in that they have components to 

support specific group activities (such as idea generation and voting) rather 

than being one indivisible system to support the entire process of one 
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meeting (such as decision making or negotiation). 

The key advantage provided by a tool kit is flexibility. Each tool 

provides a different approach to support a particular activity, thus the 

EMS can provide various combinations and styles of process structure, 

process support, task structure and task support. Also, groups use many 

processes and often do not proceed in a straightforward manner (poole, 

1983). The tools can easily be mixed and matched, and used in whatever 

order the group believes is most effective. This philosophy also enables 

new tools to be easily added to the tool kit and existing tools to be tailored 

to the needs of a specific situation. 

While flexibility is important, it can also be important to restrict the 

number and type of functions available to participants (Silver, 1988, 1990). 

Restrictiveness provides a more powerful intervention into the group 

process so that groups are more likely to use the EMS as intended by its 

designers, which has been one of the problems with non-computerized 

techniques (Dillon, Graham, and Aidells, 1972; Hackman and Kaplan, 1974; 

Jablin and Siebold, 1978). Restrictiveness promotes the use of more 

effective processes and prevents less effective ones, fosters learning, 

promotes consistency, and provides coordination to ensure that all group 

members are using the same tool at the same time. But it can also 

constrain creativity and exploration, limit the applicability of a system, 

promote user dissatisfaction, and be seen as manipulative, resulting in non

use of the system. 

GroupSystems balances these issues by being both highly flexible and 

highly restrictive. The system is flexible in that a wide variety of tools are 
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available, but each tool is locally restrictive so that users can perform only 

certain functions. The selection of which tools will be used for a specific 

meeting is done during a pre-meeting planning meeting. During the 

meeting itself, the system is restrictive, so that members use only those 

tools determined to be the most appropriate during pre-planning. While 

meeting agendas sometimes change, such changes are made by the group 

leader or the group as a whole rather than by individual members. 

4.3 The GroupSystems Software 

The tools in the GroupSystems tool kit provide five basic functions: 1) 

session planning and management; 2) group interaction; 3) organizational 

memory; 4) individual support; and 5) research support Tools in the first 

three categories are discussed below. Those in the latter two, individual 

support (e.g., pop-up calculators) and research support (e.g., participation 

statistics) are not, because they are not central to the theme of improving 

group performance. 

During the course of the research reported in this dissertation (1988-

1991), the GroupSystems tool kit changed. Tools evolved and were adapted 

to new uses. New tools were added The descriptions below reflect the 

current state (1991) of the tool kit 

431 Session Planning and Management Tools 

The primary purpose of session planning and management is to 

provide global process structure and organizational memory. The 
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GroupSystems tool to support this activity, Session Manager (SM), has three 

components: pre-session planning, in-session management, and post-session 

organization. SM supports pre-session planning by providing an electronic 

questionnaire to ensure that important planning information is not 

overlooked, and an agenda tool to assist in agenda development. An expert 

system to assist this stage is currently under development (Aiken, 

Motiwalla, Sheng, and Nunamaker, 1991). SM provides in-meeting 

management via the control menu; all tools are initialized, started and 

ended via SM. SM also provides a task assignment tool to record 

information about the tasks assigned to specific individuals. Members are 

provided read-only access to this list but only the facilitator is allowed to 

add to or modify its contents. Post-session organization involves the logical 

organization and physical storage of the session outputs as part of the 

organizational memory. Various components can be indexed and stored, 

task assignment reports generated and distributed, and paper printouts 

copied and distributed to better integrate information between the current 

meeting and subsequent meetings (Valacich, Vogel, and Nunamaker, 1989). 

432 Group Interaction Tools 

The purpose of the group interaction tools is to provide process 

structure, process support, task structure, and task support for each group 

activity. Each GroupSystems tool was initially designed to use one of these 

meeting styles to support one specific type of group activity. There are 

many useful ways of classifying group activities (Shaw, 1981). 

GroupSystems uses four categories. The first, exploration and idea 
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generation, involves the generation, development and exploration of issues 

relevant to the task. The second category, idea organization, involves the 

synthesizing. structuring, and organizing of ideas into categories, which 

may follow the generation of ideas; or if a group has previously discussed 

an issue, a meeting may begin with idea organization without idea 

generation. Tools in the third category, prioritizing, support the 

individual members in evaluating alternatives. The final category contains 

tools that provide formal methodologies to support policy development and 

evaluation. such as stakeholder analysis. The tools may be used in 

whatever order the group chooses; there is no mandatory order. although 

many tasks follow a natural order of idea generation, idea organization, 

prioritizing. and exploration of important issues. 

Table 41 summarizes the activities and process support, process 

structure, task support. and task structure of each group interaction tool. 

The levels of process support (low. medium, high) correspond to the three 

meeting styles (chauffeured, supported, interactive) respectively. While 

most tools can be used in chauffeured mode or in different ways according 

to the direction of the meeting leader/facilitator, they are described as they 

are normally used at Arizona. All tools provide at least a medium level of 

task support due to BriefCase. a memory resident organizational memory 

tool described below. 

Exploration and Idea GeneratiQlb As the name implies, the objective of 

these tools is to support the group in exploring issues and generating ideas 

and alternatives. Electronic Brainstorming (EBS) provides an interactive style 



Table 4.1: GroupSystems Tools For Group Interaction 

Activitiesj l Process 
~upported , Support 

Electronic Brainstorming 1,2 • !Electronic Discussion• 1,2,3 • Topic Commenter 1 • Group Outliner 1,2 0 
Idea Organizer 2,1 0 
Issue Analyzer 2 0 
Group Writer 2,1 • Vote Selection 3 • Alternative Evaluator 3 • Group Questionnaire 3 • Group Matrix 3 0 
Stakeholder Identification! 4 0 

!Policy Formation 4 0 

Activites Supported: 
1. Exploration and Idea Generation 
2. Idea Organization 
3. Prioritizing 
4. Policy Development and Evaluation 

Process Task Task 
Structure Support Structure 

• 0 0 
0 toe 0 0 

0 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 

• • 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 • 0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 • • 0 • • 0 • 

Process & Task 
Support & Structure 

0 Low 0 Medium e High 
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in which participants enter comments into many separate discussions 

contained in separate files that are randomly shared throughout the group. 

With EBS, a series of files is created, each containing the same one 

sentence task statement. One file is sent to each group member, who types 

initial ideas into the file. He/she then sends the file back onto the network 

in exchange for another randomly drawn file which contains the same task 

statement, plus what ever ideas other members have added to that file. 

He/she reads the ideas contained in this file and generally chooses to add to 

them, before exchanging it for another file. Each entry is limited to a 

maximum of five lines, as two years of field trials found this to promote 

the most interaction. The high degree of process structure from this 

random sharing of many separate files promotes the development of many 

separate "conversations" (potentially reducing cognitive inertia) and has 

been found to result in more ideas than unstructured electronic 

communication (Easton, George, Nunamaker and Pendergast, 1990). Process 

support and structure are thus high, while task structure is low. 

Electronic Discussion System (EDS) was developed for laboratory 

research to support exploration and idea generation, idea organization, and 

voting. Its support for exploration and idea generation works in a manner 

similar to EBS, except that it can also be configured to provide low process 

structure: all comments can be placed in one central file accessible by all 

participants at all times, thus providing only one discussion. 

Topic Commenter (TC), which uses an interactive style (high process 

support), provides a high level of task structure. Comments are collected 

from participants using a task-specific framework; TC operates like a set of 
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index cards, with each card having a name. Participants select a card, enter 

comments, and read comments entered by others. 

Group Outliner (GO) is an extension of Te. GO enables a group to 

develop a hierarchically structured set of items and then discuss them using 

a supported or interactive style. 

Idea Organization. The purpose of idea organization is to identify, 

synthesize, formulate, and consolidate ideas, proposals, and alternatives -

that is, to build a task structure for ideas. Issue Analyzer (IA) uses two 

phases to identify and consolidate ideas into a more organized form. In the 

identification phase, individuals identify topics that merit further 

consideration by the group using an interactive style. In the consolidation 

phase, the group condenses the combined topic list to a manageable size 

using a chauffeured style. 

When IA is used to organize ideas generated with EBS, the facilitator 

begins by sending the supporting EBS files to each participant One 

supporting file will contain all the comments from the EBS session. Other 

supporting files may contain any relevant information, such as 

organizational policies, or financial data. This file appears on the bottom 

of each participant's screen, while the top is available for the participant to 

enter the issues he/she considers important For each issue, the participant 

enters a brief issue name, followed by supporting comments. These 

supporting comments can be a combination of newly entered material or 

comments copied directly from the supporting file. 

Each participant identifies as many issues as desired, and this process 

continues until each participant is finished or the allocated time is reached. 
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To increase the efficiency of this process, each participant is started in a 

different place in the supporting file. This ensures that all parts of the 

supporting file are viewed by at least one participant, within the time 

constraints imposed by the agenda. 

As the consolidation of ideas requires group consensus, the second 

part of IA, called Issue Consolidation, is used to create a concise list of the 

issues that the group believes are important All the issues identified by 

each participant are first joined into one list Issue names appearing in this 

combined list are then displayed on the large screen(s) at the front of the 

room. Guided by the facilitator using a chauffeured style, the group 

verbally identifies similar issues, which the facilitator then consolidates 

into one issue. Irrelevant issues are eliminated. If needed, the group can 

easily view the comments supporting each issue to clarify its meaning. 

Idea Organizer (10) provides a one-phased (supported style) approach 

that combines these two activities. Each participant works separately to 

create a private list of ideas which are submitted to the group. Comments 

from a previous idea generation activity may be available as task support 

and may be easily included. As the list grows, the meeting leader/ 

facilitator guides the group in combining similar ideas as the group moves 

to consensus. 10 can also be used to automate the Nominal Group 

Technique for idea generation via a supported style. 

Group Writer is a multi-user word processor that enables a group to 

jointly write and organize documents. Most group interaction is electronic, 

but verbal communication is used to coordinate members' activities (e.g., 

who works on what} 
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Prioritizing. There are a variety of prioritizing methods available in 

Vote (e.g., yes/no, multiple choice, 10-point scale rating or ranking in order), 

which employs an interactive style to collect votes, followed by a 

chauffeured style to discuss the results. The results can be displayed 

graphically in bar charts, or presented in a matrix for more detailed 

analysis. As well as displaying the summary results of the vote, this matrix 

presents measures of group consensus. 

Alternative Evaluator (AE) is a multi-criteria decision making tool that 

uses a similar interactive/chauffeured set of styles. With AE, the group 

rates each alternative on a 1-10 scale for each criterion. A list of 

alternatives and a list of criteria on which the alternatives are to be 

evaluated are created, or inputed from some other tool. Then these lists 

are sent to each participant who individually rates each alternative on each 

criterion. These individual ratings are then collected and tabulated. 

Criteria can be considered equally important, or can be assigned different 

weightings in the calculation of alternatives' rankings. The results can be 

displayed graphically, or in a table in order by alternative or criterion. 

With Group Questionnaire each participant completes an electronic 

questionnaire, which may branch to different questions based on user 

responses. The Questionnaire tool has two parts: questionnaire design and 

questionnaire execution. Questionnaires may be designed prior to or 

during a meeting via the on-screen design tool. Text is simply typed on the 

screen as desired. Fields to be entered by the user may be defined as text, 

integer, real, date or time formats. Default values and bounds may be 

specified for each field. Each field may also have one or more "triggers" 
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that specify action to be taken when a certain value is entered, such as 

activating another questionnaire form. By using triggers, it is possible to 

build questionnaires that change in response to the user's answers. For 

example, on the pre-session planning questionnaire in Session Manager, 

there is a field defined concerning the need for access to external 

information. If the user enters "Yes" in this field, the associated trigger 

calls a sub-questionnaire form to capture the name and description of the 

specific external information needed. 

During questionnaire execution, each participant is sent a separate 

electronic copy of the questionnaire form. Individual responses are then 

merged into one file for later discussion or analysis. To date, this tool has 

only been used as the pre-session planning component of Session Manager, 

and as a research instrument. 

Group Matrix is a consensus building tool that enables participants to 

dynamically enter and change numeric (or text) ratings in a two

dimensional matrix. Typically groups initially enter ratings with an 

interactive style. Once all members have entered their ratings, the group 

discusses the ratings using a supported style. Members can choose to 

change their ratings, so that the discussion proceeds until the group reaches 

consensus on values, or until it agrees to disagree. 

Policy Development and Evaluation. Tools in this category implement 

formal methodologies to support policy development and evaluation. 

Stakeholder Identification and Assumption Sur facing (SIAS), based on the 

strategic assumption surfacing and testing techniques developed by Mason 

and Mitroff (1981), is used to assess the potential impact of a plan or policy 
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by identifying stakeholders - those individuals, groups, and organizations 

that affect (or are affected by) the plan. SIAS provides a highly structured 

supported style, in which participants first identify stakeholders and then 

their assumptions, before rating assumptions for importance to the 

stakeholder and importance to the plan. SIAS begins with each member of 

the group identifying stakeholders in the proposed plan or policy. These 

individual lists are then merged and displayed on the front screen(s~ The 

group verbally consolidates this list, merging duplicate items and removing 

irrelevant ones. 

This consolidated list of stakeholders is then sent to each participant. 

Again working individually, each participant identifies assumptions about 

each stakeholder that are relevant to the plan or policy. Once these lists 

are complete, they are again sent back to the facilitator, and combined into 

one list, which is projected on the front screen(s) and verbally discussed and 

consolidated by the group. Similar assumptions are combined, and 

irrelevant ones removed. 

The next step is to determine the relative importance of each of these 

assumptions to each stakeholder, and to assess their potential impact on the 

plan. The consolidated list of assumptions is sent to each participant, who 

ranks each assumption for importance to the stakeholder and importance 

to the plan. Once each participant has returned hislher ranking, the 

facilitator presents the results in a graphical format that highlights the 

issues that are critical to the success of the plan. The group can now easily 

identify the key issues that must be addressed to ensure the success of the 

plan. 
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Policy Formation (PF) provides a structured multi-phase supported style 

to reaching agreement in the exact wording of a policy statement. Each 

participant independently drafts one version of the policy, which is sent to 

the public screen at the front of the room. Each of the drafts is discussed 

verbally. and then the policy is sent out to be redrafted again by each 

participant. 

433 Organizational Memory Tools 

The primary purpose of the organizational memory tools is to provide 

task structure and task support. Thus far, many EMS have supported 

meetings as independent. autonomous events. GroupSystems views the 

meeting as one part of a larger process. While improving the meeting 

process is important. it also important to capture the additions to 

organizational memory and to provide access to them in subsequent 

meeting(s). The knowledge base provides this organizational memory. 

Some of the files it contains are knowledge bases in the artificial 

intelligence sense (e.g .. semantic nets), while others are text files or 

databases. 

BriefCase (Be). mentioned earlier, is a memory resident tool that 

provides immediate read-only access to any text file in the knowledge base 

at any point during the session. The user simply presses the appropriate 

keys and is presented with a menu describing each text file. S/he can then 

select a file and browse through it before returning to the tool in use prior 

to entering Be. Most GroupSystems tools automatically provide output 

text files to the knowledge base. In this way, participants can refer to the 
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results of a previous tool at any point. Of course, other text files, such as 

formal organizational policies, financial data, files from other group 

sessions, etc. can also be accessed if desired BC also provides a calculator, 

notepad and calendar. 

Group Dictionary enables the group to develop and store a formal 

definition of terms for use in current or subsequent meetings. GD can be 

used in two ways. For simple terms, the group can verbally agree on a 

definition, which the facilitator will then add to the dictionary. For more 

complex terms, each participant will individually define the term. These 

individual definitions are then collected and displayed on the front 

screen(s) for group discussion. The facilitator, under the direction of the 

group can then select, combine or draft definitions. Once the group agrees 

on one or more definitions, these are added to the dictionary. The 

dictionary can be accessed via the dictionary interface tool, which acts 

much like a relational data base, or via the BriefCase. 

Enterprise Analyzer (EA) facilitates the structuring and analysis of 

group information in a semantic net using a variety of user-defined 

modeling techniques (e.g., IBM's Business System Planning (BSP), Porter's 

Value Chain~ Enterprise Analyzer (EA) assists groups in documenting, 

designing, and re-engineering business processes and information systems. 

With EA, the target system is studied in the larger context of the 

organization or enterprise that uses it. The goal of EA is to create a model 

of key processes/activities and information flows among them, that can 

then be used to identify, analyze, and prototype new ways of working. 

There are four general steps to the EA methodology, although groups 
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using EA need not rigidly follow the same steps. The first step is to gather 

background information, such as customizing the requirements language to 

the users' needs, defining project scope and boundaries, identifying critical 

success factors, and developing an initial understanding among all 

participants of key business issues. The second step is to build an EA 

modeL The group first identifies the high-level business processes and then 

decomposes them into their sub-processes. Once the processes have been 

documented, their irrterconnections and information flows are documented. 

The third step is to analyze this model to identify ways to incrementally re

design or radically re-engineer the system to improve performance. This 

analysis includes a variety of steps based on both highly structured 

"rational" analysis principles, as well as more creative "lateral thinking" 

principles. The final phase is the development of a prototype system, 

which involves changing relationships among processes in the model and 

rapid prototyping with fourth generation tools. 

Information in EA can be viewed in tabular form, or in graphical 

form with the Semantic Graphics Br(JWser (SGB~ SGB enables the user to 

move through the knowledge base, and "zoom-in" on specific areas to view 

details, "zoom-out" to obtain a high-level view, or "explode" a view to 

display detail information under a node. The resulting drawing can be a 

structure that is as simple as a tree or as complex as a network structure. 

Users can view the descriptions that exist in the repository for any 

particular object by moving the cursor over the object and selecting 

"description" from a menu. SGB also indicates those nodes that have no 

relationships to other nodes, to further aid the users in the analysis process. 
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The user has an option of displaying the relationship label on the 

connecting arcs. A typical use of this is to explode a single process into an 

entire tree of sub-processes in another drawing. SGB can only display 

objects and relationships that have been previously defined, although the 

drawing can be edited to move the objects to suit the users' preference. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The GroupSystems EMS environment provides a meeting facilitator, 

a set of software tools, and an electronic meeting room. Each of the 

software tools was designed to support a different group activity, and 

provides different combinations of process support, process structure, task 

su pport, and task structure. 
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The history of group idea generation has two distinct streams: the 

development of new techniques to improve on verbal idea generation, and 

the comparison of intact to nominal groups. Both owe their origins to the 

1954 publication (revised, 1957) of Adam Osborn's Applied Imagination. This 

chapter re-examines both of these research streams using EMS technology 

through a series of four studies. The first experiment (section 51) compares 

electronic to verbal idea generation. The next two experiments (sections 

52 and 53) compare electronic to nominal group idea generation. The final 

section (5.4) compares group, sub-group, and nominal group idea generation. 

SJ Electronic Versus Verbal Idea Generation* 

In his 1954 book, Osborn described the [then] new "brainstorming" 

technique and presented persuasive examples of how brainstorming could 

be used to help groups generate ideas. In the three decades since 1957, 

many techniques have been developed (Van Gundy, 1981; 1987), and many 

studies testing their effects have been published. While some studies have 

shown some of these structured techniques to improve idea generation 

performance, the majority have found that groups using structured 

techniques generate no more ideas than groups using Osborn's 

* These data and the data from a second experiment are also discussed in Gallupe, Dennis, Cooper, 
Valacich, Bastianutti, and Nunamaker (1991) 
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brainstorming or unstructured group interaction (see Hedegus and 

Rasmussen, 1985; Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973~ 

Other brainstorming research in this period examined the question of 

group size: did larger brainstorming groups generate more ideas than 

smaller groups? Seven such studies were published in leading research 

journals (Bouchard, Drauden and Barsaloux, 1974a; 1974b; Bouchard and 

Hare, 1970; Fern, 1982; Hackman and Vidmar, 1970; Lewis, Sadosky and 

Connolly, 1975; Renzulli, Owen and Callahan, 1974~ All studies, except 

Renzulli, et al. (1974), found that larger groups did not generate more ideas 

than smaller groups (Renzulli, et al found 12-member groups to generate 

more ideas than 3-member groups~ 

Recent research suggests that the primary reason why individuals 

outperform groups, why structured idea generation techniques provide 

little advantage over unstructured interaction, and why larger groups in 

general do not generate more ideas than smaller groups is production 

blocking, the notion that when one person is talking, others cannot express 

their ideas (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987). Other important performance 

inhibitors include evaluation apprehension (individuals may withhold ideas 

out of concern that others may not approve of them), free riding (a 

reliance on others to generate ideas) and cognitive inertia (the tendency of 

discussion to focus on a topic, as members are reluctant to contribute non

relevant ideas) (see Chapter 3~ These four inhibitors - production 

blocking, evaluation apprehension, free riding and cognitive inertia - are 

likely present in small amounts for small groups (depending upon the 

circumstances), and grow rapidly as group size is increased (Steiner, 1972). 
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The purpose of this first experiment to is compare the performance 

and group member perceptions of groups brainstorming verbally to those 

of groups using Electronic Brainstorming (EBS} As noted in Chapter 4, EBS 

provides an interactive style with anonymous and parallel communication 

among group members. This potentially mitigates production blocking, 

and evaluation apprehension to some extent EBS also structures group 

discussion, such that cognitive inertia may be reduced. However, typing is 

slower than talking, so any potential benefits from computer-supported 

idea generation may be offset by the need to type. While any performance 

benefits from using EBS (e.g., reduced production blocking, evaluation 

apprehension, and cognitive inertia) will be most strongly felt by large 

groups (that normally experience greater amounts of these inhibitors), any 

potential detriments imposed by EBS (e.g., typing) will likely be felt by all 

groups (large or small). Thus electronic brainstorming may be most 

a ppropriate for larger groups. 

Previous EBS research has found 4-member EBS groups to generate 

more ideas than 4-member verbally brainstorming groups (Gallupe, 

Bastianutti, and Cooper, 1991} Eighteen-member EBS groups have been 

found to generate more ideas than 9-member EBS groups, which in turn 

generated more ideas than 3-member EBS groups (Dennis, Valacich, 

Nunamaker, 1990). Given previous research, one would expect that the 

performance of verbally brainstorming groups should not increase with 

group size, but that of groups brainstorming electronically would increase 

with group size, such that it would exceed that of verbally brainstorming 

groups at some point. 
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Group member perceptions should follow actual performance (Drazin 

and Van de Yen, 1985), as it has in previous studies (Dennis, Valacich and 

Nunamaker, 1990; Easton, Vogel, Nunamaker, 1989). An exception to this 

pattern was the study by Connolly, Jessup and Valacich (1990), which found 

perceptions to run counter to actual performance: groups that generated 

the most ideas perceived themselves to have generated the least, and vice

versa In this study, however, confederates posing as subjects continually 

told members of the highest performing groups that their ideas were bad, 

while confederates in the lowest performing groups continually told 

subjects that their ideas were good. I suspect that members' perceptions 

were likely erroneously swayed by the confederates' feedback. 

Group members' satisfaction is important, both in itself and as a 

predictor of continued use (DeSanctis, et al., 1988; Jarvenpaa, et al., 1988). 

Previous non-computer-supported research has shown satisfaction to 

decrease as group size increases in verbally interacting groups (Shaw, 1981). 

Previous studies of small decision-making groups have found computer

supported groups to be less satisfied than verbally interacting groups 

(Chapter 2). Experimental studies of EBS have found larger EBS groups to 

be more satisfied than smaller EBS groups (Dennis, Valacich and 

Nunamaker, 1990). These findings suggest an interaction effect between 

group size and computer-mediation. That is, for small groups, 

brainstorming verbally will be more satisfying than. brai!lstorming 

electronically, while the reverse is likely for large groups. 
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511 Method 

Sub jects. One hundred and forty four undergraduate students (92 

male, 52 female) enrolled in a production/operations management course 

participated for course credit. Their mean age was 235 years. Just under 

28% had previous experience using EBS. Eight groups of each of the two 

sizes (6-member and 12-member) were studied 

Task. Tasks used in previous studies of idea generation have ranged 

from the fanciful (What benefits and difficulties would occur if everyone 

grew two thumbs on each hand?' e.g., Bouchard and Hare, 1970) to the more 

concrete ('How can we encourage more European tourists to visit the U.s.?' 

e.g., Taylor, et al., 1958} Recent studies have used tasks more relevant to the 

subjects, such as identifying opportunities for women in the military with 

women as subjects (Fern, 1982), improving relations with guest workers with 

German students as subjects (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987), and improving 

university parking with university students as subjects (Connolly, et al., 

1990). The two tasks used in this study followed in these traditions. The 

first was a variant on the tourist problem: subjects generated ideas on ''How 

can tourism be improved in Tucson?' The second asked "How can campus 

security be improved at the University of Arizona?' 

Treatments. The two independent variables were group size (6 or 12-

members) and technique (verbal or electronic brainstorming). A repeated 

measures design was used so that all groups brainstormed using both EBS 

and verbal brainstorming, and performed both tasks. Half the groups used 

EBS first, half used EBS last; half performed the tourism task first, half 

performed the tourism task last. It is difficult to make compelling 
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arguments that favor the selection of one specific group size over another, 

which is one reason that so many different group sizes have been used in 

previous research. The group sizes here were chosen because Osborn (1957) 

advocated using 6- to 12-member groups for brainstorming, and because 

groups in this size range have been used in previous research (see Diehl 

and Stroebe, 1987; Chapter 2). 

When brainstorming verbally, subjects stated their ideas, which were 

tape recorded for later transcription. When brainstorming electronically 

with EBS, subjects typed their ideas into the workstations, which were then 

recorded and shared with other group members. Prior to using EBS, 

subjects were trained on its use and instructed to use EBS for all 

interaction; no verbal communication was permitted 

Dependent Measures. The primary dependent variable was idea 

generation performance, which can be assessed in a variety of ways, from 

simple counts of the number of ideas to complex schemes assessing the 

quality of ideas (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987). Clearly, different situations call 

for different measures. In this experiment, performance was measured in 

three ways: 1) the number of non-redundant ideas; 2) the total quality of the 

ideas; and 3) the number of "good" ideas. One treatment- and hypothesis

blind coder counted the number of ideas generated by each group using the 

scoring rules of Bouchard and Hare (1970). A random sample of ideas 

produced by 10 groups was also independently scored by a second 

hypothesis- and treatment-blind rater. 

The level of inter-rater agreement was calculated by counting the 

number of differences between the two raters (e.g., when one rater coded a 
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comment as an idea and the other did not or coded it as a different idea) 

and then dividing by the total number of comments examined A 

"comment" was defined as a single entry in EBS (maximum of five lines) or 

a verbal statement (of any number of words) until another member began 

speaking. One "comment" could be coded as zero, one, or more ideas. Inter

rater agreement was adequate (.96), so the first rater's scoring was used 

The quality of ideas was assessed in the same manner as by Diehl and 

Stroebe (1987). Each rater independently ranked each idea on its originality 

and feasibility using two 5-point scales. The raters were within one point 

of each other for 95% of the originality ratings and 93% of the feasibility 

ratings, indicating adequate inter-rater agreement. The mean of the raters' 

scores was used as the quality of each idea Total quality was calculated by 

summing the quality score for each idea generated by each group. The 

number of good ideas was measured by counting the number of ideas 

generated whose mean quality score was 35 or higher. 

Perceived effectiveness was measured on the questionnaires using 

four 7-point scale items (Cronbach's alpha=.81) while satisfaction was 

measured by six 7-point scale items (alpha=.92). Other questionnaire items 

attempted to track members' self-reported perceptions of production 

blocking (three items, alpha=.81) and evaluation apprehension (two items, 

alpha=.87). See Appendix A for the specific questionnaire items. 

Procedures. When subjects arrived at the Park Student Center facility. 

they were seated at a workstation and completed a pre-session 

questionnaire that assessed their age, prior experience with computers and 

computer-supported group work, self-reported typing ability, and 18 other 
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measures of potentially important prior differences among the groups (see 

Appendix A). The sequence of events was then explained. Subjects were 

then asked to follow along on their copy as the rules of brainstorming were 

explained (the more ideas the better; don't be afraid of wild ideas; combine 

and modify previous ideas; don't criticize ideas). See Bouchard and Hare, 

(1970) and Osborn (1957) for a more detailed summary of the rules. 

Groups were randomly assigned to use either verbal brainstorming or 

EBS first. Subjects did a 5-minute warm-up task (the thumbs task (What 

would happen if every grew a second thumb on both hands?': Taylor et al., 

1958) or the knife task ('How many uses are there for a knife?) using 

either EBS or verbal brainstorming. They were reminded of the rules and 

worked on one of the two randomly assigned experimental tasks for 15 

minutes. A post-session questionnaire was then administered to assess 

subjects' reactions and perceptions. The second technique was then 

introduced, after which the group worked on the second warm-up task for 

5 minutes, reviewed the brainstorming rules and worked on the second task 

for 15 minutes. The second post-session questionnaire (containing the same 

questions as the first) was then administered. Subjects were then debriefed, 

thanked for their participation, and dismissed. 

512 Results 

Preliminary Analvsis. A two factor (Order x Group Size) analysis of 

variance was performed for each of the 22 questions on the pre-session 

questionnaires to determine whether there were any significant differences 

among the groups. No statistically significant differences were found. 
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The data were analyzed using a mixed analysis of variance. Group 

size was a two-level between-group factor; technique (verbal or electronic) 

was a two-level within-group factor. A preliminary analysis of the number 

of ideas generated showed no significant differences for the two tasks or 

for the order in which the technique was used. Similar analyses with 

similar results were done with perceived effectiveness and satisfaction. 

Therefore, order and task were omitted from subsequent analyses. 

Performance. An ANOVA for the number of ideas generated found 

three statistically significant effects: Technique (F(~)=4553, p<OOl), 

Group Size (F(l,28)=47.68, p<001) and a Technique x Group Size interaction 

(F(l,28)=1823, p<OO1~ While there appear to be differences in variance 

among the four treatments, ANOV A is robust to such differences (Lubin, 

1961; Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985). The same pattern with the same 

statistical results were found for total quality and the number of good 

ideas (see Table 51). Tukey tests (cx=.05) found 12-member EBS groups to 

generate more unique ideas (with greater quality and more "good" ideas) 

than 12-member verbally brainstorming groups, but there were no 

differences between 6-member groups. Twelve-member EBS groups also 

generated more ideas than 6-member EBS groups. 

Subject Perceptions. An ANOVA for perceived effectiveness found 

two statistically significant effects: Technique (F(1,284)=1515, p<O(1), and a 

Technique x Group Size interaction (F(l,284)=4.56, p<034). Tukey tests 

(cx=.05) found 12-member EBS groups to perceive themselves to have been 

more effective than 12-member verbally brainstorming groups. There were 

no differences between the 6-member groups. 



Table 5.1: Performance Results 

Group Size: 6-member 

Item Mean Std 

Number of Unique Ideas 

Electronic 

Verbal 

Total Quality 

Electronic 

Verbal 

53.6 12.9 

32.3 16.9 

146.0 36.2 

99.1 38.7 

Number of "Good" Ideas 

Electronic 

Verbal 

25.0 

17 .1 

7.6 

7.8 

12-member 

Mean Std 

127.0 43.2 

31.6 8.5 

340.0 111. 0 

102.0 28.7 

64.6 14.9 

20.0 4.6 

Significance 

Tech Size Int 

.001 .001 .001 

.001 .001 .001 

.001 .001 .001 
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Table 5.2: Subject Perceptions 

Group Size: 6-member 

Item Mean Std 

Perceived Effectiveness 

Electronic 4 • 79 1. 46 

Verbal 4.55 1.18 

Satisfaction 

Electronic 

Verbal 

5.15 1.14 

4.65 1.14 

Production Blocking 

Electronic 3.62 

Verbal 3.62 

.86 

.92 

Evaluation Apprehension 

Electronic 2.11 1.11 

Verbal 3.15 1.41 

12-member 

Mean Std 

5.31 1.03 

4.46 .98 

5.52 .97 

4.33 1.14 

3.35 

3.82 

.84 

.92 

1.86 1.11 

3.81 1.48 

Significance 

Tech Size Int 

.001 ns .034 

.001 ns .012 

.001 ns .022 

.001 ns .005 

Note: All questionnaire measures use a scale of l=low; 7=high 

100 
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An ANDV A for satisfaction found two statistically significant effects: 

Technique (F(l,284)=45.50, p<OOI), and a Technique x Group Size 

interaction (F(l,284)=6.36, p<012). Tukey tests (a=.05) found both 6- and 12-

member EBS groups to be more satisfied than equivalently sized verbally 

brainstorming groups. 

Two additional ANOV As were performed, one for perceived 

production blocking (yielding Technique effects (F(l,284)=4169, p<001) and 

a Technique x Group Size interaction (F(l,284)=5.30, p<022)) and the second 

for self-reported evaluation apprehension (Technique (F(1,284)=83.58, 

p<OOI); Technique x Group Size (F(l,284)=791, p<OO5»). Tukey tests (a=.05) 

found 12-member EBS groups to report less production blocking and 

evaluation apprehension than 12-member verbally brainstorming groups, 

and 6-member EBS groups to report less evaluation apprehension than 6-

member verbal groups. 

513 Discussion 

The results can be quickly summarized. The 12-member groups 

generated more ideas when using EBS than when brainstorming verbally, 

accurately perceived this, and were more satisfied Similar but 

substantially weaker effects were observed for the 6-member groups. 

Previous theory and research, and the perceptions of the participants in 

this study, provide some insight into the reasons behind these results. 

Diehl and Stroebe (1987) found production blocking to be the most 

important productivity inhibitor in verbally brainstorming groups. 

Production blocking becomes a barrier as verbally brainstorming groups 
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grow in size. Doubling the size of the group from 6-members to 12-

members appeared to inhibit individuals from generating ideas in verbal 

brainstorming groups, as shown by a decline in the mean number of ideas 

per-person (means= 5, 3), but had little inhibitory effect for those using 

EBS, whose mean per-person contribution actually increased (means= 9,1l} 

Perceptions of production blocking provide some support for this 

interpretation. There were no differences in perceived production 

blocking between the two techniques for 6-member groups, but members of 

12-person groups reported more production blocking when verbally 

brainstorming than when using EBS. Perceived production blocking 

increased with size for verbally brainstorming groups, but decreased with 

size for EBS groups. Thus one explanation for these effects is that the 

groups brainstorming verbally experienced the greater production blocking 

for increased size, while the EBS groups did not 

Another potential explanation for these results is evaluation 

apprehension. Subjects reported lower evaluation apprehension when 

brainstorming electronically than when brainstorming verbally. The 

pattern of responses also suggest that while evaluation apprehension 

increased with group size for verbally brainstorming groups, it actually 

decreased with size for electronically brainstorming groups. This is an 

interesting pattern, as it suggests that subjects' perceptions of anonymity 

may have changed with group size: members of anonymous EBS groups felt 

more anonymous when the group was larger. 
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5.2 Intact Versus Nominal Group Idea Generation* 

While verbal brainstorming is highly regarded and widely used 

(Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973), it is by no means the "best" technique for 

group idea generation. The objective of this section (and the following 

section) is to compare electronic brainstorming to this "better" technique. 

The second stream of idea generation prompted by Osborn's (1957) 

book began in 1958, when Taylor, Berry, and Block published an 

experimental test of one of Osborn's claims, that groups using 

brainstorming could generate more ideas than the same number of 

individuals working separately without communicating (which Taylor, et 

ai. defined as a "nominal group"). More than 80 subsequent research studies 

have consistently found that nominal groups produce more ideas that any 

technique that involves communication among group members (Diehl and 

Stroebe, 1987; Hill, 1982; Jablin and Seibold, 1978; Lamm and Trommsdorff, 

1973; McGrath, 1984; Van de Ven and Delbecq, 1971)**. The purpose of this 

section is to compare the performance of EBS groups to this gold standard. 

Nominal groups experience no process gains or losses, because their 

members never interact. As no technique which permits group interaction 

has been able to produce more (or as many ideas), this suggests that for 

idea generation, process losses outweigh process gains. In fact, there has 

* These data are also presented in Dennis, Valacich, and Nunamaker 1991b. 

** The Nominal Group Technique (NGT) developed by Van de Ven and Delbecq (1974) is based on this 
research finding. When using NGT, group members first work without communicating (i.e~ as nominal 
groups) and then usc a series of round-robin discussions to share results. As member do communicate in 
the later stages of NGT, it is distinctly different from nominal groups, whose members never communicate. 
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been no empirical evidence of any process gains for idea generation (Hill, 

1982} There is, however, substantial evidence of process losses. 

The question here, is whether EBS can reduce process losses to near 

the same level as those in nominal groups, while enabling process gains to 

increase group performance. As noted previously EBS uses an interactive 

meeting process that provides paralle! communication, anonymity, group 

memory, and process structure that may affect stimulation, production 

blocking, evaluation apprehension, and free riding as argued in Chapter 3. 

Experimental investigations of electronic brainstorming have found 4-

member groups using EBS to generate as many ideas as 4-member nominal 

groups (Gallupe, et al., 1991). 

521 Method 

Sub jeets. Ninety junior and senior business students satisfying a course 

requirement for experimental participation served as subjects. Subjects 

were randomly assigned into one of the two experimental conditions, either 

electronic brainstorming or nominal group brainstorming. 

Task. Following in the tradition of previous research, this experiment 

used a "consequences" idea generation task (Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973) 

which asked subjects to identify all "people, groups and organizations" that 

would be affected by a policy requiring all business students to have 

individual access to a microcomputer (i.e., "stakeholders") and discuss how 

they would be affected if the policy was implemented. 

Treatments. The independent variable was the idea generation 

technique used, either EBS or nominal group. All subjects were instructed 
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to use the computer workstations for all interaction; no verbal 

communication occurred. To prevent media differences between 

treatments, members of nominal groups used a version of EBS altered so 

that they received only their own ideas. Prior research has found free 

riding to increase in nominal groups when members perceive themselves to 

be working as a group (see Diehl and Stroebe, 1987), so members of nominal 

groups were instructed that they were "working as individuals" to provide a 

stronger nominal group treatment, as has been done in prior studies 

Five 9-member groups were used in each of the two treatments. Nine 

was chosen because it is midpoint of the range suggested by Osborn (1957) 

to be most appropriate for idea generation: ~ to 12-member groups. Nine is 

also typical of the groups in field studies of this technology (Chapter 2) 

The CMR facility was used for this experiment 

Dependent Measures. The dependent variable was idea generation 

performance. Three measures were used in this experiment: 1) the number 

of unique ideas, 2) the total quality of those ideas, and 3) the number of 

"good" ideas. 

The files produced by each group were first independently coded by 

two raters to determine the number of unique ideas. Ideas were counted 

only if they identified a stakeholder and discussed at least one way in 

which that stakeholder would be affected. General categories were used to 

code specific stakeholders (e.g., ·'Prof. Jones" was coded as "faculty"). Each 

rater independently identified the number of unique stakeholders. Inter

rater agreement was calculated as in Section 511: by counting the 

differences in ratings and dividing by the total number of comments. 
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There was initial agreement on 97% of the codings prior to resolving 

differences between the raters, indicating adequate inter-rater agreement. 

Forty-seven distinct stakeholders were identified by all subjects. 

The second measure was total idea quality. Each of the 47 ideas was 

evaluated by four judges (two faculty and two administrators), who 

separately rated the magnitude of the impact of the policy on each 

stakeholder using a five point scale (anchored by 1 ''Not at All" and 5 "A 

Great Deal"). Inter-judge agreement, calcuated using the generalizability 

formula of Cronbach, GIeser, Nanda, and Rajaratnam (1972) and Lane and 

Sabers (1989), was adequate (.86). The total quality of the ideas generated by 

each group was calculated by totaling the mean quality scores assigned by 

the judges for the ideas generated by the groups. 

The third measure was the number of "good" ideas. The number of 

good ideas was calculated in the same way as the number of unique ideas, 

except that only those ideas with a mean quality of 3 or above in the 

judges' ratings were counted - 32 ideas in all. 

Procedures. Upon arriving at the CMR, subjects were assigned to 

a workstation. They were then shown a ten-minute computer-generated 

presentation describing the operation of the software. Next, the 

experimenter then read aloud the experimental instructions, while subjects 

followed in their own copies. The instructions reminded them that there 

were many possible ideas and urged them to try to identify and discuss as 

many ideas as possible. They were told that their ideas would eventually 

be reviewed by a panel of judges who would rate them for quality. 

Subjects worked on the task for 30 minutes, were debriefed and released. 
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Members of the EBS groups also received a post-session questionnaire 

which was not analyzed as part of this study. See Section 6.1 

522 Results 

The results are summarized in Table 53. Electronic brainstorming 

groups generated more unique ideas (F(1,8)=20.64, p<008) with a greater 

total quality (F(1,8)=12.48, p<002) than did the same number of individuals 

working in nominal groups. The number of good ideas followed the same 

pattern, and approached statistical significance (F(1,8)=3.67, p<097). 

523 Discussion 

These results, that EBS groups outperformed nominal groups (i.e., 

pooled individuals), support the theoretical arguments that reducing 

process losses due to production blocking and evaluation apprehension 

could enable brainstorming groups to generate as many or more ideas as 

nominal groups. There are no direct measures of process gains or losses 

which could explain these results, but because brainstorming groups 

outperformed nominal groups we must infer that process gains outweighed 

process losses (Taylor, et al., 1958, p. 26). 

There are, however, two indirect measures of process losses. The first 

measure is observation of subjects. During the experiment, the subjects 

were monitored to ensure that no verbal communication occurred and to 

determine whether any production blocking could be observed. At no 

point were members of either treatment observed to be unable to 

contribute an idea; no production blocking was observed. 
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TABLE 5.3: Results 

Electronic 

Nominal Brainstorming 

Productivity Measures Groups Groups 

Mean Std Mean Std p 

Number of Unique Ideas 17.00 1.23 20.40 1.14 .008 

Total Quality 62.40 4.15 71.45 3.95 .002 

Number of "Good" Ideas 15.40 1.52 17.60 2.07 .097 
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The second indirect measure was per-person participation. The 

software used in the two treatments counted the total number of 

characters (i.e., letters, numbers, spaces, etc.) typed at each workstation. 

There were no statistically significant differences between the two 

treatments: individuals working separately in nominal groups typed 

approximately the same mean number of number of characters (m= 2401) 

as did the members of the electronic brainstorming groups (m= 2121) 

(F(1,88)=037, p=ns). This suggests that subjects in both treatments had a 

similar opportunity to participate (i.e., similar production blocking) and 

chose to participate in a similar manner (i.e., similar evaluation 

apprehension and free riding). 

It appears that the primary explanation for the superiority of 

electronic brainstorming groups was a reduction in process losses due to 

production blocking, evaluation apprehension, and free riding to the same 

levels as in nominal groups, such that process gains from stimulation 

enabled brainstorming groups to generate more ideas. 

5.3. Intact Versus Nominal Group Idea Generation - Revisited* 

This dramatic reversal of outcomes (intact groups found to generate 

more ideas than nominal groups) called for a second experiment. This 

second experiment had three objectives. First, I wanted to ensure that the 

results in Experiment 1 were not artifacts of the research design, and thus I 

* These data are also presented in Dennis, Valacich, and Nunamaker (1991b). 
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used different tasks, a different implementation of the nominal group 

treatment, a different EMS facility, and different experimental procedures 

from Experiment 1 Second, I wanted to better understand the impact of 

electronic brainstorming on production blocking, evaluation apprehension, 

free riding, and stimulation and synergy relative to nominal groups by 

examining subjects' perceptions. Third, I wanted to again examine whether 

group size had an impact on brainstorming productivity as it had in the 

first experiment in this chapter. 

Process gains from stimulation and synergy may be more likely in 

larger groups as there are more members with different ideas and thus 

more opportunities for members to build on the ideas of others to create . 
new ideas. However, production blocking, evaluation apprehension, and 

free riding also increase as the size of the group increases (Albanese and 

Van Fleet, 1985; Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Steiner, 1972~ As group size 

increases, nominal groups generally produce more ideas, but verbally 

brainstorming groups do not and thus the productivity disparity between 

verbally brainstorming groups and nominal groups increases as the size of 

the group increases (Bouchard, Drauden, and Barsaloux, 1974a, 1974b; 

Bouchard and Hare, 1970; Fern, 1982~ However, the first experiment in this 

chapter suggests that the productivity of electronic brainstorming groups 

increases beyond that of verbally brainstorming groups as size increases. 

The question here is whether electronic brainstorming can reduce 

production blocking and evaluation apprehension to the same levels as that 

of nominal groups while providing more stimulation and synergy. 
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531 Method 

Sub jeets. Two hundred and seventy six junior and senior business 

students participated for course credit. Average age was 223 years. Sixty 

percent were male. Subjects were randomly assigned into the experimental 

treatments. 

Task. Subjects in this experiment performed the same two separate 

tasks as in 51: tourism and campus security. 

Treatments. A 2 x 2 factorial design was used, crossing technique (EBS 

or nominal group brainstorming) with group size (6- or 12-members). These 

specific group sizes were chosen because Osborn (1957) advocated using 

groups between these sizes. Eight groups were used in each of the four 

experimental treatments, except for the 6-member electronic brainstorming 

treatment, where, due to a shortage of subjects, only six groups 

participated. 

Previous research has found significant sequence effects in repeated 

measures designs in which subjects have worked both as members of 

nominal groups and as members of brainstorming groups (see Hill, 1982). 

To avoid these potential sequence effects and to preserve the illusion of 

individual assessment among members of nominal groups, subjects were 

randomly assigned to use only one technique (electronic brainstorming or 

nominal group brainstorming). 

Groups assigned to the electronic brainstorming treatment used EBS. 

In previous non-computer-mediated studies of nominal versus brain

storming groups, members of nominal groups wrote their ideas on paper in 

the presence of other nominal group members, but without communicating 
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(Van de Yen and Delbecq, 1971; Gallupe et al., 1991} I used this 

implementation of the nominal group treatment in this experiment in an 

attempt to be more consistent with previous studies, although I realized 

that this potentially introduced media differences between typing and 

writing (as noted above~ having subjects verbalize ideas, however, was 

considered to be too likely to introduce significant media effects. Members 

of nominal groups were instructed that they were "working as individuals." 

Dependent Measures. In this experiment, productivity was determined 

by counting the total number of unique ideas. I made no attempt to assess 

the quality of ideas for three reasons. First, Osborn (1957) advocated a 

focus on the quantity of ideas, not their quality. Subjects were instructed 

to follow Osborn's rules to generate many ideas rather than attempting to 

generate a few ideas of high quality; measuring quality runs counter to 

their instructions. Second, the two preceding experiments in this chapter 

found quality to follow the same pattern as a simple count of the number 

of unique ideas. Third, previous research has found measures of quantity 

and quality to produce essentially similar conclusions. Thus Diehl and 

Stroebe (1987) concluded that the additional information gained by 

examining quality does not justify the costly effort involved in obtaining 

them (p. 501). 

The transcripts produced by the groups were first analyzed by one 

rater, who identified and counted all the unique ideas using the coding 

rules of Bouchard and Hare (1970} A random subset of transcripts from 

ten groups was then independently analyzed by a second rater using the 

same rules. Inter-rater agreement was measured as in Section 5.11: 
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differences divided by number of comments. The two raters agreed on 93% 

of the analysis indicating adequate agreement 

A post-session questionnaire was used to measure subject perceptions 

of production blocking (two items, alpha=.89), evaluation apprehension (two 

items, alpha=.77), stimulation/synergy (three items, alpha=.80), satisfaction 

(three items, alpha=.88), and sufficient time (two items, alpha=.84~ Free 

riding was also measured using a two-item scale previously found reliable 

(alpha=.81), but this scale proved less homogeneous here (alpha=.67). An 

ANOV A analyses of the two items separately and as a combined measure 

produced the same statistical conclusions. I report the combined measure. 

See Appendix B for the questionnaire items. 

Procedures. Upon arriving at Park Student Center, subjects completed 

a pre-session questionnaire that asked their age, sex, prior experience with 

computers and computer-mediated group work, typing ability, and five 

other measures of potentially important prior differences among the 

groups (see Appendix B~ The experimenter first described the 

experimental session and read aloud a version of Osborn's (1957) 

brainstorming instructions while the subjects followed in their own copies. 

The instructions directed subjects to generate as many ideas as possible, to 

include wild ideas, to build on and combine ideas, and not to be critical of 

ideas. If the group was assigned to use electronic brainstorming, subjects 

were then trained on its use and instructed to use it for all interaction. 

Subjects in all treatments then did a 5-minute warm-up task (the Thumbs 

task). Subjects were reminded of the brainstorming rules and then worked 

on one of the two experimental tasks described above for 15 minutes. They 
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then completed the post-session questionnaire. Next, subjects were 

reminded of the brainstorming rules, worked on the other experimental 

task for 15 minutes, and again completed the post-session questionnaire. 

They were then debriefed and released 

532 Results 

Preliminary Analysis. ANOV As performed for each of the 10 pre

session questionnaire items found no statistically significant differences 

among the treatments. (General Linear Models techniques were used in 

this and all subsequent analyses due to the differences in the number of 

groups between treatments). The number of unique ideas was then 

analyzed to determine whether there were any effects due to task or 

sequence; no statistically significant effects were found for either. 

Performance. Table 5.4 presents the means and standard deviations for 

the number of unique ideas generated by the groups. An ANOV A found 

statistically significant effects for Technique (whether nominal group 

brainstorming or electronic brainstorming) (F(l,56)=6.68, p<012), Group Size 

(F(1,56)=10U2, p<OOl), and Technique by Size interaction (F(1,56)=IUO, 

p<002). While there appear to be differences in variance among the four 

treatments, ANOV A is robust to such differences (Lubin, 1961; Neter, et al., 

1985). Post-hoc Tukey tests (alpha=.05) found 12-member electronic 

brainstorming groups to generate more ideas than 12-member nominal 

groups, but there were no statistically significant differences between the 

6-member groups. Tukey tests also found both 12-member groups to 

generate more ideas than both 6-member groups. 
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5.3.3 Discussion 

These findings (that 12-member electronic brainstorming groups 

outperformed 12-member nominal groups) partially support the hypothesis 

that the use of electronic brainstorming could enable interacting groups 

(particularly larger groups) to outperform nominal groups. I theorized that 

the use of electronic brainstorming might reduce production blocking and 

evaluation apprehension to the same levels found in nominal groups, such 

that stimulation/synergy in interacting groups (possibly reduced by free 

riding) could enable electronic brainstorming groups to generate more 

ideas than nominal groups. Once again, I have no direct measures of 

production blocking, evaluation apprehension, free riding, and stimulation! 

synergy, but observation of the subjects and analyses of their perceptions 

provide some insight 

Subjects were again monitored to ensure that no verbal 

communication occurred and to determine whether any production 

blocking could be observed in electronic brainstorming groups. Once again, 

no production blocking was observed. Furthermore, there were no 

statistically significant differences in subjects' perceptions of production 

blocking among the four treatments. (See Table 55 for the means and 

standard deviations of subject perceptions, and Table 5.6 for the ANOV A 

results.) Thus electronic brainstorming appears to have reduced production 

blocking to similar levels as in nominal groups. 



Group Size 

6-member groups 

12·member groups 

TABLE 5.4: Performance Results 

Nominal 

Groups 

Mean· Std 

Electronic 

Brainstorming 

Groups 

Mean Std 

65.81 13.00 55.42 11.02 

107.06 20.53 136.44 35.60 
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TABLE 5.5: Subject Perceptions 

Questionnaire Nominal Groups Electronic Groups 

Measures n 6 12 6 12 
a 

Production Blocking 551 2.16 2.22 2.50 2.37 

(1.54) (1.30) (1.42) (1.40) 
a 

Evaluation Apprehension 550 2.48 2.01 1.87 1.91 

(1.25) (1.15) (1. 03) (1.19) 
a 

Free Riding 545 2.52 1.98 2.34 2.32 

(1.50) (1.18) (1. 09) (1.19) 
a 

Stimulation/Synergy 546 4.46 4.59 5.46 5.25 

(1.30) (1.23) (1.22) (1.15) 
a 

Satisfaction 551 4.90 4.84 5.28 5.44 

(1.24) (1. 05) (1.19) (1. 04) 
b 

Sufficient Time 551 2.75 2.47 3.77 3.55 

(1. 74) (1.46) (1.92) (1. 77) 

Notes: 

Standard deviations are given in parentheses 

a. Scale: 1= Low 7= High 

b. Scale: 1= Enough 7= Not Enough 
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TABLE 5.6: ANOV As of Subject Perceptions 

Technique Group Interaction 

Questionnaire (EBSlNom) Size (TechxSize) 

Measures F p F P F p 

Production Blocking 2.31 ns 0.41 ns 1.17 ns 

Evaluation Apprehension 10.69 .002 3.95 .020 5.46 .020 

Free Riding 0.49 ns 5.99 .015 5.23 .023 

Stirn ula tion/Synergy 52.99 .001 0.10 ns 2.23 ns 

Satisfaction 22.71 .001 0.25 ns 1.19 ns 

SuffIcient Time 44.77 .001 2.45 ns 0.02 ns 
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Subjects did, however, report different perceptions of evaluation 

apprehension (see Tables 55 and 5.6). Post-hoc Tukey tests (alpha=.05) 

found subjects in the ~member nominal group treatment to report more 

apprehension than subjects in any of the other three treatments, but no 

other pairwise differences. The reasons for the different perceptions of ~ 

member nominal groups are unclear, as subjects in all treatments did not 

attach names to their ideas. I conclude that electronic brainstorming 

appears to have reduced evaluation apprehension to similar levels as that 

for nominal groups. 

There were statistically significant differences in subjects' self-reports 

of perceived free riding (see Tables 55 and 5.6). Post-hoc Tukey tests 

(alpha=.05) found subjects in the 12-member nominal group treatment to 

report less free riding than subjects in the 6-member nominal group 

treatment, but no other pairwise differences. The reasons here are unclear 

as well. The cost to contribute an idea for a member of a nominal group or 

electronic brainstorming group is similar - one simply types or writes the 

idea (whereas members of verbally brainstorming groups must compete 

with other members for time to speak). Because members of brainstorming 

groups may perceive their contributions to be more dispensable (i.e., less 

necessary) than individuals working separately, free riding may increase 

with group size for brainstorming groups relative to nominal groups 

(Albanese and Van Fleet, 1985; Diehl and Stroebe,1987; Kerr and Bruun, 

1983). However, this was not observed, possibly because the propensity to 

free ride is also affected by how interesting and stimulating members find 

the task (Harkins and Petty, 1982; Zaccarro, 1965). I conclude that, in 
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general, free riding appears not to be significantly different in electronic 

brainstorming groups as compared to nominal groups. 

The ability of group interaction to stimulate and motivate members 

of brainstorming groups to generate more ideas than individuals working 

separately has long been argued (Osborn, 1957). However, no previous 

study has found brainstorming groups to generate more ideas than nominal 

groups, and thus there is little prior empirical evidence to support the 

argument that group interaction can induce such process gains for 

brainstorming groups (Hill, 1982} 

This study, however, provides empirical evidence of such process 

gains. That brainstorming groups generated more ideas than nominal 

groups is sufficient to conclude that group interaction provided process 

gains (Taylor, et al., 1958, p. 26). Furthermore, members of both ~ and 12-

member electronic brainstorming groups reported experiencing more 

stimulation/synergy than did members of either sized nominal groups 

(Tukey, alpha==.05), providing some support for the argument that group 

interaction can stimulate members to generate more ideas (see Tables 55 

and 5.6). Members of both sizes of electronic brainstorming groups were 

also more satisfied with the brainstorming process than were members of 

either sized nominal groups (Tukey, alpha=.05) (see Tables 55 and 5.6). 

Observation of the subjects provides additional insight. Besides typing 

ideas, members of electronic brainstorming groups were observed to read 

ideas contributed by others, occasionally chuckling at a "wild" idea, and to 

pause (apparently to think} Periods of alternate pausing and writing ideas 

were also observed in the nominal group treatment. However, compared to 
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members of electronic brainstorming groups, members of nominal groups 

appeared to pause more (and write less) near the end of the 15 minute 

brainstorming period Members of both sizes of electronic brainstorming 

groups were less likely to report that they had enough time than were 

members of either sized nominal groups (Tukey, alpha=.05) (see Tables 55 

and 5.6). One interpretation is that by the end of the 15-minute session, 

members of nominal groups were more likely to have "run out of ideas," as 

one nominal group member commented during debriefing, whereas 

members of electronic brainstorming groups felt stimulated to continue 

generating ideas. 

These arguments, however, do not explain why 12-member electronic 

brainstorming groups outperformed their nominal counterparts, while the 

6-member electronic brainstorming groups did not. That 6-member 

nominal and electronic brainstorming groups generated a similar number 

of ideas suggests that process gains equalled process losses. The electronic 

brainstorming groups reported similar production blocking, free riding, and 

evaluation apprehension, but more stimulation/synergy and satisfaction 

than the nominal groups. I suspect that some of these differences may be 

explained by media effects. For most people, typing is slower than writing. 

The subjects in this study reported a mean typing ability of 2.58 (std=.76) on 

a 1=low, 4=high scale (see Appendix B~ Thus members of all electronic 

brainstorming groups may have felt additional process losses from typing 

that members of nominal groups did not. The 12-member electronic 

brainstorming groups were more able to overcome these losses as they had 

more opportunities for members to build on the ideas of others to create 
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new ideas, due to their larger size. In contrast, 6-member groups had fewer 

such opportunities, and thus this stimulation/synergy could not overcome 

the initial losses introduced by typing. 

5.4 Information Exchange and Process Gains* 

The previous experiments have shown the effectiveness of the EBS 

technique as group size grows, and suggest how parallelism, group memory, 

and anonymity may mitigate production blocking and evaluation 

apprehension, while increasing stimulation and synergy. This study further 

examines the effects of group size and synergy. 

Synergy develops when a participant builds on information provided 

by another participant to create new ideas, typically because that 

participant has additional information or different skills. Synergy arises 

from the exchange (and use) of information among group members. For a 

given project team, synergy should be enhanced if all members work as one 

intact group rather than as several smaller sub-groups or nominal groups, 

as the intact group has more opportunities for information to be shared 

among members (Shaw, 1981). If we partition a' group into several 

independent sub-groups who work separately, these opportunities to 

exchange information are lost; the content and richness of the information 

available to the group as a whole is reduced (Daft and Lengel, 1986), and 

there is more likely to be redundancy in ideas and less group synergy. 

* This section is a substantially revised version of Dennis, VaJacich, and Nunamaker (1991a). 
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Process gains from synergy should be the greatest in groups where all 

members work together. As we break a group into smaller and smaller 

sub-groups, synergy should continue to decrease, until each member works 

separately (i.e., nominal groups), in which case no synergy is possible. 

This study considers which of three modes of group organization is 

most effective: a single intact group; multiple smaller sub-groups working 

separately whose results were pooled; or individuals working separately 

whose results were pooled If synergy does arise from information 

exchange, then performance should follow this same pattern (intact groups 

> pooled sub-groups> nominal groups) minus, of course, process losses that 

may increase with group size. 

5.41 Method 

This study re-examines a pool of data from three experiments: 

Dennis, Valacich, and Nunamaker (1990); Valacich, Dennis, Connolly, 

George, and Nunamaker (forthcoming); and Valacich, Dennis, and 

Nunamaker (forthcoming). 

Sub jeets. Four hundred and twenty-three junior and senior business 

students comprising twelve 3-member groups, five 4-member groups, ten 9-

member groups, seven 12-member groups, five IS-member groups, and 103 

individuals working separately, served as subjects. Half of the 3- and 9-

member groups were anonymous while the other half were non

anonymous. As there were no performance differences between the 

anonymous and non-anonymous groups (see Section 61), they were analyzed 

together. SUbjects working in the 4- and 12-member groups and two thirds 
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of those working as individuals were motivated by a $5 prize given to each 

member of the group generating the most ideas in each treatment This 

incentive resulted in increased performance, so the performance of subjects 

receiving the incentive were analyzed separately. 

Task. The computer policy task from Section 52 was used. 

Dependent Measures. The dependent variable was the number of 

unique ideas and their total quality as measured in Section 5.2 

Procedures. EBS was used in the CMR, and the Park Student Center 

(for the groups with the incentives). The nominal groups used the 

modified version EBS in which subjects received only their own comments; 

no access was provided to the comments of other subjects. The same 

procedures were used as in 5.2 

Pooling the Groups. A simple way to calculate the performance of 

pooled nominal groups (or pooled sub-groups) is to take the pool of 

individuals (or sub-groups) and randomly partition this pool into as many 

groups of the desired size as the pool allows, eliminate redundancies in 

ideas, and compare this performance to that of the intact groups (Taylor, et 

al., 1958). This was the approach used in 52 and 53. This estimate can be 

improved by repeatedly sampling until every possible group of the 

required size has been constructed (Lewis, et a1 1975; Yet ton and Bottger, 

1983). For the number and size of groups in the pool of data for this study, 

such a total enumeration would have required immense calculation and 

resulted in non-independent samples. This, coupled with a desire to 

maintain approximately equivalent sample sizes in each treatment to 

simplify the ANDV A, resulted in a decision not to perform total 
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enumeration. Instead, I constructed the same number of pooled groups as 

there were groups in the intact group treatment. 

5.42 Results 

Table 5.7 presents the data from the groups without the performance 

incentive. The comparison here is between four treatments: 1) 18 

individuals working separately (pooled individuals); 2) 18 individuals 

working in six separate ~member groups (one form of pooled sub-groups); 

3) 18 individuals working in two separate 9-member groups (a second form 

of pooled sub-groups); and 4) 18 individuals working together as members of 

an intact IS-member group. 

ANOV A analysis found statistically significant differences in the 

number of unique ideas and the total quality of ideas. Working together as 

one intact group of IS-members resulted in the most ideas. Two 9-member 

groups outperformed 18 individuals working separately, who in turn 

outperformed six groups of ~members. Post-hoc Tukey tests (0:=.05) found 

only two statistically significant differences for both measures: 1) between 

the intact IS-member groups and pooled ~member groups, and 2) between 

pooled 9-member groups and pooled ~member groups. 

Table 5.8 shows the results of the groups with performance incentives. 

The comparison is between three treatments: 1) 12 individuals working 

separately; 2) 12 individuals working in three separate 4-member groups; 

and 3) 12 individuals working together as members of one intact group. 

ANOV A analysis found statistically significant differences in the 

number of unique ideas and the quality of ideas. Once again, those 
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working in the intact group treatment generated the most ideas. Post-hoc 

Tukey tests (0:=.05) found three statistically significant differences for both 

measures: 1) between the intact 12-member groups and pooled 4-member 

groups; 2) between the intact 12-member groups and pooled individuals; and 

3) between pooled 4-member groups and pooled individuals. 

5.43 Discussion 

The general consensus of non-EMS group research is that as group 

size increases, group effectiveness increases, until some optimum group size 

is reached. Above this optimum, process losses increase more rapidly than 

process gains; effectiveness suffers. Group performance can be expected to 

follow an inverted V-shape (Steiner, 1972~ Numerous researchers have 

argued that the optimum group size is quite small, typically three (Bray, 

Kerr, and Atkin, 1978; Komorita and Chertkoff, 1973; Mills, 1953, 1956) or five 

members (Shaw, 1981; Hackman and Vidmar, 1970; Hare, 1981; Palazzolo, 

1981). For non-EMS idea generation, losses increase substantially faster 

than gains as group size increases: the optimal non-EMS group organization 

is nominal groups, individuals working separately - a group size of 1 

(McGrath, 1984). 

In contrast, for the EMS groups in this study, the general pattern was 

not the inverted-V of the traditional media, but rather the opposite: a 

regular V-shape (Figure 51~ Having all members work together as one 

intact group resulted in the most ideas; working as individuals was second, 

while working in smaller sub-groups was the least effective. 



TABLE 5.7: Groups Without Performance Incentive 

18 Subjects Working as N 

Pooled Individuals 5 

Pooled 3-member Groups 5 

Pooled 9-member Groups 5 

Intact IS-member Groups 5 

Number 

of Ideas 

Mean Std 

22.8 23 

20.0 22 

24.8 24 

262 19 

F(3,16)=6.63 

p=.OOS 

Total 

Quality 

Mean Std 

801 65 

70.4 8.6 

84.4 71 

90.7 5.7 

F(3,16)=6.61 

p=.OO5 
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TABLE S.8: Groups With Performance Incentive 

12 Subjects Working as N 

Pooled Individuals 7 

Pooled 4-member Groups 7 

Intact 12-member Groups 7 

Number 

of Ideas 

Mean Std 

29.7 27 

24.4 20 

34.0 21 

F(2,18)=37.44 

p=.OOl 

Total 

Quality 

Mean Std 

1015 7.9 

824 6.7 

1119 59 

F(2,18)=32.86 

p=.OOl 
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The balance of process gains and losses for group interaction in this 

medium was clearly different As before, individuals who worked 

separately experienced no process gains or losses (as they interacted with 

no one) and thus they serve as the basis of comparison. The smaller pooled 

groups generated fewer ideas than the individuals; for them, losses 

outweighed gains. The larger intact groups generated more ideas than the 

individuals; thus for them, gains outweighed losses. 

This pattern of results suggests that process gains such as synergy are 

affected by information exchange. The intact groups had the greatest 

information exchange and they experienced the most process gains as 

shown by their increased performance. Process gains arose from increased 

group size even in the largest groups, although Figure 51 illustrates the 

rather small increase in gains between the two pooled 9-member groups 

and the intact I8-member group. One reason for this rather small increase 

may lie in the process structure of EBS. EBS builds as many separate 

conversations as there are group members (plus one to three additional 

conversations). During this 3O-minute experiment, group members only 

saw 8-12 of these conversations. Therefore, members of the IS-person 

groups did not exchange information with all 18 group members and thus 

did not experience the full synergy possible in this size of group. 

This pattern of results suggests that process gains such as synergy are 

affected by information exchange. The intact groups had the greatest 

information exchange and they experienced the most process gains as 

shown by their increased performance. Process gains arose from increased 

group size even in the largest groups, although Figure 51 illustrates the 



Figure 5.1: Pattern of Results 
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rather small increase in gains between the two pooled 9-member groups 

and the intact IS-member group. One reason for this rather small increase 

may lie in the process structure of EBS. EBS builds as many separate 

conversations as there are group members (Plus from 1-3 additional 

conversations~ During this 3O-minute experiment, group members only 

saw S-12 of these conversations. Therefore, members of the IS-person 

groups did not exchange information with all 18 group members and thus 

did not experience the full synergy possible in this size of group. 

However, the increased information exchange in 3- and 4-member 

groups did not enable them to outperform the nominal groups which could 

not exchange information. This indicates that for these smaller groups, 

information exchange did not improve performance, but rather introduced 

process losses. The pattern of results here is similar to that in the 

experiments above, but more dramatic. The source of these process losses is 

unclear, as the nature of the technology was no different than that for the 

larger groups. EBS use must introduce process losses for larger groups as 

well, but larger groups with their increased opportunities for process gains 

can overcome them. 

5.5 Conclusions 

This set of studies leads to five conclusions. First, the use of EMS 

technology increased the productivity and satisfaction of groups compared 

to traditional verbal brainstorming. This effect was more pronounced for 

larger groups. 
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Second, medium and large-sized groups using EMS technology were 

found to generate more ideas and be more satisfied than nominal groups. 

Smaller EMS groups generate about as many ideas as nominal groups. This 

suggests that the widely observed empirical finding that nominal groups 

are superior to brainstorming groups may not apply to computer-mediated 

en vironmen ts. 

Third, not only did larger EMS groups generate more ideas than 

smaller EMS groups, but more importantly they generated more ideas than 

the same number of individuals working in several smaller sub-groups. Thus 

benefits of EMS clearly increase with the size of the group. 

Fourth, the observations and the perceptions of subjects suggest that 

these productivity effects are due to reductions in process losses such as 

production blocking and evaluation apprehension (and possibly free 

riding). This provides additional empirical evidence indicating that these 

are important process losses that explain productivity loss in verbally 

brainstorming groups. 

Fifth, by finding intact groups to outperform nominal groups, this 

study presents empirical evidence supporting theoretical arguments that 

process gains can exist in brainstorming groups. Group interaction can 

provide additional stimulation, synergy, and motivation to enable members 

to generate more ideas, although these effects are often overwhelmed by 

process losses in verbal brainstorming. 

As an aside, I should note that the results demonstrate the power of 

small performance incentives to motivate undergraduate student subjects. 
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6. EFFECfS OF EMS COMPONENTS 

Chapter 5 found electronic brainstorming with EBS to produce more 

ideas and to be more satisfying than verbal or nominal group 

brainstorming for larger groups. This chapter attempts to understand why 

this occurred through a series of three experiments studying the effects of 

various EMS components on process gains and losses. Section 61 examines 

anonymity. Section 62 examines parallelism and process structure. Section 

63 examines task structure. The final section (6.4) builds and tests a 

mathematical model of electronic idea generation. 

6J Anonymity* 

As argued in Chapter 3, anonymity may have a variety of effects on 

the processes and outcomes of group idea generation. It may reduce 

evaluation apprehension, but increase free riding, as it becomes difficult to 

determine who is and is not contributing. The results from Chapter 5, and 

from other research (Connolly, et al., 1990; Diehl and Stroebe, 1987) suggest 

that for relatively low effort tasks such as idea generation, free riding may 

not be significant 

Anonymity may encourage members to challenge others, thereby 

increasing process gains from catching errors and a more objective 

evaluation, but decrease satisfaction from a critical meeting tone 

* The data from this study are also presented in Valacich, Dennis, and Nunamaker (fortheoming~ 
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(Connolly, et aL 1990~ Anonymity may promote deindividuation, the loss of 

self- and group-awareness (Diener, 1979; Festinger, Pepitone, and Newcomb, 

1952; Hiltz and Turoff, 1978; Williams, 1977) leading to uninhibited, critical 

behavior (e.g., "flaming') that may reduce performance and satisfaction. 

The question here is whether anonymity is one of the key reasons for 

the success of EBS in Chapter 5. That is, does anonymity affect process 

losses such that members of anonymous groups are more (or less) effective 

or satisfied than members of groups whose contributions are identified by 

the author's name? And does this change depending upon group size? 

Previous research has found anonymity to improve performance in 

some situations (Connolly, et al. 1990). Subject perceptions in section 51 

suggest that anonymity can reduce evaluation apprehension. Other 

research, however, has found anonymity to have few effects (George, et al., 

1991; Jessup, Connolly, and Galegher, 1990; Jessup, Tansik, and Lasse, 1988) 

611 Method 

Sub jeets. One hundred and twenty six junior and senior business 

students satisfying a course requirement for experimental participation 

served as subjects. Subjects were randomly assigned into one of the four 

experimental conditions. 

Task. The computer policy task from Section 52 was used. 

Treatments. The independent variables were anonymity (anonymous or 

identified) and group size (3- or 9-member groups~ EBS was used for the 

anonymous conditions. A special version of EBS was created for the 

identified treatment that attached the author's name to all comments. The 
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CMR EMS facility was used in this study. Nine-member groups were 

chosen to match to previous work, while 3-member groups were chosen as 

groups of this size have been extensively studied in previous research (see 

Hare,1981). Five groups were used in each of the four conditions, except 

for the anonymous 3-member condition which, due to a surplus of subjects, 

had seven groups. The five 9-member anonymous groups were from 52 

Dependent Measures. The primary dependent variable was idea 

generation productivity. Two measures were used: 1) the number of unique 

ideas, and 2) the total quality of those ideas. These measures are described 

in 52 Inter-rater agreement in this study, calculated as in Section 511, was 

adequate (.95). A post-session questionnaire was used to assess participant 

satisfaction (five items, alpha=.89), perceptions of effectiveness (three items, 

alpha=.87), and two checks on the anonymity manipulation. See Appendix 

C for the specific questions. I also measured per-person participation (the 

number of comments per subject) and the degree of criticalness, using the 

coding scheme of Connolly, et a1. (1990) - by counting the number of 

comments that expressed opposition to an idea with or without evidence or 

argument (e.g., 'That's a terrible idea') and then dividing by the group size. 

Procedures. The same procedures as in 52 were used, except that 

members of identified groups were introduced to one another at the start 

of the session to strengthen the identified treatment. 

612 Results 

Manipulation Checks. Two checks on the anonymity manipulation were 

included on the post-session questionnaire. Both found the anonymity 
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manipulation to be successful: anonymous groups reported that it was less 

possible to trace specific comments to their contributor than did the 

identified groups (F(l,l20)=19.11, p<001; and F(l,l20)=48.44, p<(01). 

Performance. Table 61 presents a summary of the results. An analysis 

of variance for the number of ideas generated found statistically 

significant effects only for group size (F(l,l20)=80.01, p<(01). The same 

effect was found for idea quality (F(1,l20)=80.28, p<(01). Tukey tests for 

both measures (a=.05) found both 9-member groups to have generated more 

ideas than both 3-member groups, but no other pairwise differences. 

Sub ject Perceptions. A statistically significant interaction effect was 

found for perceived effectiveness (F(1,l20)=537, p<022). The effect for 

group size was not statistically significant at a=.05 (F(1,120)=3.46, p<079). 

Tukey tests (a=.05) found identified 3-member groups to have perceived 

themselves to be more effective than groups in other three treatments, but 

no other differences. 

Statistically significant effects were found for satisfaction for size 

(F(1,120)=5.48, p<021) and interaction (F(1,120)=8.86, p<004). Tukey tests 

(a=.05) found identified 3-member groups to have been more satisfied than 

the groups in the other three treatments, but no other pairwise differences. 

Participation. No statistically significant differences were found 

Criticalness. Statistically significant effects were found for anonymity 

(F(1,120)=16.58, p<OOl), group size (F(1,120)=3626, p<OOl), and the interaction 

term (F(l,l20)=423, p<042). Tukey tests (a==.05) found both identified and 

anonymous 9-member groups to have been more critical than either of the 

two 3-member groups. 



Table 6.1: Results 

Group Size: ~member 

Item Mean 

Number of Unique Ideas 

Anonymous 10.1 

Identified 10.6 

Total Quality of Ideas 

Anonymous 37.3 

Identified 39.9 

Perceived Effectiveness 

Anonymous 

Identified 

Satisfaction 

Anonymous 

Identified 

4.3 

5.1 

4.6 

5.5 

Std 

1.95 

3.51 

7.15 

11.7 

1.62 

1.23 

1.48 

1.36 

9-member 

Mean 

20.4 

18.0 

71.4 

65.1 

4.4 

4.4 

4.9 

4.8 

Std 

1.14 

2.00 

3.95 

6.08 

1.26 

1.21 

1.31 

1.18 

Participation (Number of Comments per Member) 

Anonymous 

Identified 

10.6 2.16 

9.6 2.53 

11. 3 2.08 

10.7 1.90 

Significance 

Anon SJ.Ze lot 

ns .001 ns 

ns .001 ns 

ns .065 .032 

ns .021 .004 

ns ns ns 

Criticalness (Number of Critical Comments per Member) 

Anonymous 

Identified 

0.4 

0.1 

0.36 

0.18 

1.4 0.23 

0.6 0.30 

.001 .001 .042 
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613 Discussion 

The performance results for group size once again confirm the 

findings in Chapter 5: larger EMS groups generated more ideas than the 

smaller groups. Anonymity, however, had no discernible performance 

effects. Thus the ability of anonymity to reduce evaluation apprehension 

suggested in Chapter 5 does not appear to be a likely explanation for why 

the EMS groups outperformed verbally interacting groups. 

One possibility, of course, is that the beneficial effects of anonymity 

from reductions in evaluation apprehension noted in Chapter 5 were offset 

by increases in other process losses such as free riding or increased 

criticalness. Per-person participation remained relatively constant across 

all treatments, suggesting that members of anonymous groups were no 

more inclined to free ride than members of identified groups. Thus an off

setting increase in free riding appears unlikely. 

However, there is some evidence of increased criticalness due to 

anonymity and increased group size. While increased criticalness has long 

be argued to reduce idea geneiation performance (see Osborn, 1957), recent 

empirical evidence suggests that increased criticalness actually improves 

performance (Connolly, et al., 1990). Thus this explanation also seems a 

rather tenuous counter-explanation to the initial hypothesis that reduced 

evaluation apprehension has little effect on performance for these groups. 

One unexpected finding was the striking differences in subject 

perceptions. Members of the small identified groups were more satisfied 

and perceived themselves to have been more effective than members of 

groups in the other three treatments. One possible explanation is that this 
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treatment most closely resembled traditional verbal interaction with its 

more personal interchanges. Subjects may have felt more comfortable and 

this affected their perceptions. Clearly, however, more research is needed 

to investigate this finding. 

6.2 ParaIleIism and Process Structure 

The results above indicate that anonymity is not a major cause of the 

improved performance found in Chapter 5. Free riding is also not likely a 

major factor, given the results above and those in 5.2 The objective of this 

section is to investigate the effects of two other plausible factors: 

parallelism, and EBS's process structure. 

One potentially important source of process losses is production 

blocking. Chapter 3 outlined its three potential eff~cts. The focus here is 

on the two effects that may be reduced by the parallelism provided by 

EMS technology. The first, attenuation blocking, occurs when group 

members who are prohibited from contributing their comments as they 

think of them forget them or suppress them because the comments seem 

less relevant, original, or important later in the meeting. The second, 

concentration blocking, occurs while members wait to contribute a 

comment because they are blocked from contributing it. In this case, 

members focus on remembering the idea, rather than thinking of new ones 

or interacting with the group. 

Both attenuation and concentration blocking are caused by the 

sequential nature of verbal communication (i.e., everyone must take turns~ 
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In contrast, an EMS can be configured to provide parallel communication. 

With parallel communication, each member has a workstation that is 

connected to all other workstations, thus providing an electronic channel 

that enables everyone to communicate simultaneously and in parallel No 

one need wait for someone else to finish speaking. Thus process losses 

from attenuation blocking and concentration blocking should be 

significantly reduced Other process losses such as air time, domination, 

and free-riding may also be favorably affected (see Chapter 3). 

The second factor of interest is the unique process structure imposed 

by EBS. As noted in Chapter 4, EBS provides a series of separate 

"conversations" that randomly move from group member to group member. 

It is hypothesized that this use of many separate conversations may reduce 

cognitive inertia. Cognitive inertia occurs when discussion moves along 

one line of thought without deviating, typically because group members 

refrain from contributing comments that are not directly related to the 

current discussion. There is some evidence to support this hypothesis 

(Easton, et al., 1990). 

This random file sharing also has·the effect of "chunking" the ideas 

into separate packages. This chunking makes it more difficult for 

participants to get feedback on their ideas (as a long time may elapse 

before a given file returns to the user) and may also reduce synergy by 

reducing access to ideas. This chunking may also affect information 

overload, as it reduces the number of ideas presented to the user at anyone 

time. Without this chunking, participants may feel more overwhelmed by 

the volume of information and choose not to process some of it 
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It is difficult to predict the relative strengths of these process losses 

(attenuation and concentration blocking, and cognitive inertia, feedback, 

synergy, and information overload) and the relative strengths of 

parallelism and process structure upon them. Little prior research exists. 

The one study that offers some insight is that by Diehl and Stroebe (1987). 

They studied the relative impacts of production blocking, evaluation 

apprehension, and free riding, and concluded that production blocking was 

the most important source of process losses. As they did not examine the 

effects of cognitive inertia, its effects are unclear. But given the 

overwhelming impact of production blocking in their studies, I suspect that 

the parallelism is the most significant factor. 

621 Method 

Sub jeets. One hundred and eight junior and senior business students 

participated for course credit as members of 9-member groups. Average 

age was 23.4 years. Sixty percent were male. Subjects were randomly 

assigned into the experimental treatments. 

Tasks. Subjects in this experiment performed two separate tasks. One 

was the tourism task in 51; the other asked subjects to generate ideas on 

ways to improve the environment All subjects completed both tasks (half 

performing the tourist task first, half the environment task first~ 

Treatments. The independent variable was the idea generation 

technique used: with both parallelism and process structure; with 

parallelism but without process structure; or without both parallelism and 

process structure. The Park Student Center facility was used. Four groups 
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participated in each treatment. Subjects were randomly assigned to use 

only one technique to avoid sequence effects among treatments. Groups in 

the parallelism/structure treatment used the normal EBS. 

Subjects in the parallelism/no structure treatment (i.e., EBS without 

random file sharing) used a special version of EBS modified so that all 

comments were placed in one file that was constantly displayed at the 

bottom of subjects' screens. 

Subjects in the no parallelism/no structure treatment used a version of 

EBS that permitted only one member to type at one time. Once that 

member finished typing and submitted idea(s) to the group, the next 

member was permitted to begin typing. While this would reduce 

anonymity to some extent (as only one person could contribute at once and 

it would be readily apparent which was the last idea), Section 61 suggests 

that anonymity does not have significant impacts for these groups. 

Dependent Measures. In this experiment, performance was determined 

by counting the number of unique ideas. As in the experiment in 53, I 

made no attempt to assess the quality of ideas because subjects were 

instructed to focus on quantity not quality and because previous research 

has found measures of quantity and quality to produce essentially similar 

conclusions. The transcripts produced by the groups were analyzed by the 

same rater who identified and counted all the unique ideas in 53. 

A post-session questionnaire was used to measure subject perceptions 

(see Appendix D). The measures of satisfaction (2-items) and production 

blocking (2-items) proved reliable (alphas of .81 and .90, respectively). The 

items designed to measure the range of ideas and access to ideas were not 
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homogeneous (alphas of 20 and.48, respectively~ Therefore, the data from 

these last two scales were analyzed and reported separately. 

Procedures. The experimenter first described the experimental session 

and read aloud a version of Osborn's (1957) brainstorming instructions while 

the subjects followed in their own copies. The instructions directed subjects 

to generate as many ideas as possible, to include wild ideas, to build and 

combine on ideas, and not to be critical of ideas. 

Subjects were then trained on the use of the computer technology 

they were to use and completed a 5-minute warm-up task (the Thumbs task: 

Taylor et al., 1958~ Subjects were reminded of the brainstorming rules and 

then worked on one of the two experimental tasks described above for 15 

minutes. They then completed the post-session questionnaire. Next, 

subjects were reminded of the brainstorming rules, worked on the other 

experimental task for 15 minutes, and again completed the post-session 

questionnaire. They were then debriefed and released. 

622 Results 

Performance. Preliminary ANOVAs found no statistically significant 

differences due to order (F(1,22}=.02, p=ns) or task (F(1,22}=.64, p=ns) so they 

were omitted from subsequent analyses. An ANOV A found statisticaily 

significant effects for the number of ideas generated (F(2,21}=3098, p=.OOl). 

See Table 6.2 While there appear to be differences in variance among the 

treatments, ANOVA is robust to such differences (Lubin, 1961; Neter, et al., 

1985). Post-hoc Tukey tests (0:=.05) found subjects in the no parallelism/no 

structure treatment to generate the fewest ideas. 
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Sub ject Perceptions. ANOV A analysis found statistically significant 

effects for satisfaction (F(2,208)=2o.46, p=.001). Post-hoc Tukey tests (a=.05) 

found subjects in the no parallelism/no structure treatment to report lower 

levels of satisfaction. 

ANOV A analysis found statistically significant effects for perceived 

production blocking (F(2,208)=12355, p=.001). Post-hoc Tukey tests (a=.05) 

found subjects in the no parallelism/no structure treatment to report the 

highest levels of production blocking. Tukey tests also found subjects in 

the parallelism/no structure treatment to perceive more production 

blocking than those in the parallelism/structure treatment. 

ANOVA analysis found statistically significant effects for both 

measures of perceived idea divergence: did you explore many different 

ideas or fewer ideas in greater detail (F(2,208)=3.04, p=.050), and were ideas 

very similar or very different (F(2,208)=3.95, p=.021). Post-hoc Tukey tests 

(a=.05) for the first measure found subjects in the parallelism/structure 

treatment to report greater divergence than those in the no parallelism/no 

structure treatment. Tukey tests on the second found those in the 

parallelism/no structure treatment to report greater divergence than those 

in the no parallelism/no structure treatment. 

ANOV A analysis found statistically significant effects for one 

measure designed to examine perceived access to ideas: could you review 

prior ideas (F(2,208)=1201, p=.OOl). Post-hoc Tukey tests (a=.05) found 

subjects in the parallelism/no structure treatment to report the lowest 

levels. There were no effects for the other measure: did you review prior 

ideas (F(2,207)=232, p=ns). 
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Were ideas 

similar 
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Table 6.2: Results (Continued) 

Para Para No Para F p 

Performance PS NoPS NoPS 

Access to ideas 

Could you read MN 6.06 4.78 5.66 12.01 .001 

prior ideas Std 1.43 1.94 1.62 

1=no,7=yes Tukey A B A 

Did you read MN 5.48 5.11 4.90 2.32 ns 

prior ideas Std 1.38 1.57 1.87 

1 =no, 7=often Tukey 
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623 Discussion 

The results clearly indicate that EBS's parallelism is the major factor 

accounting for improved performance. Groups in the no parallelism/ 

structure treatment produced less than one quarter of the number of ideas 

of the groups in the normal EBS treatment (parallelism/structure). While 

the random file sharing also had an impact, its effect was less substantial: 

groups in the parallelism/no structure treatment produced about 80% of 

the ideas of the normal EBS groups. 

Satisfaction was lowest in the no parallelism/no structure groups, but 

there were no statistically significant differences between the parallelism/ 

structure and parallelism/no structure EBS groups. Thus one conclusion is 

that the normal EBS with its parallelism and random file sharing is the 

preferred configuration in terms of effectiveness and group member 

satisfaction. 

A reduction in production blocking appears to be the primary cause 

for the performance gains of groups in the parallelism/structure treatment 

compared to the no parallelism/no structure groups. First, subjects in the 

no parallelism/no structure groups treatment were observed to experience 

production blocking. Second, these subjects reported the highest levels of 

production blocking on post-session questionnaires. 

The performance differences between the normal EBS groups and 

those in the parallelism/no structure treatment are more difficult to 

characterize. Subjects in the. no parallelism/no structure treatment 

perceived the least divergence in ideas, but there were no statistically 

significant differences in perceptions between those in the 
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parallelism/structure and parallelism/no structure treatments. Thus while 

the random sharing of ideas may promote more ideas by reducing cognitive 

inertia, subjects did not perceive its effects. 

There were also no differences in reading and review of previous 

ideas between these treatments, but subjects in the parallelism/no process 

structure treatment reported access to ideas to be more difficult This may 

be due to the increased volume of ideas, and the resulting difficulty of 

finding specific ideas from the universe of all ideas. 

6.3 Task Structure 

The preceding studies suggest that one primary reason why EMS may 

improve group performance is its ability to facilitate information exchange 

to promote synergy without introducing production blocking. The 

objective of this section is to investigate whether introducing task structure 

into that information exchange can further improve performance. 

As defined in Chapter 3, task structure encourages the group to 

examine the task in a more systematic manner using a conceptual 

framework or mathematical technique. There are at least three ways in 

which a conceptual framework may affect group performance. First, it 

may encourage groups to explore new aspects of the task that they might 

not otherwise consider. For example, the "SWOT' environmental analysis 

technique (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) encourages 

groups to examine all four categories, whereas groups without knowledge 

of this task structure technique might overlook one. 
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Second, a conceptual framework may encourage groups to explore 

existing categories in more detail For example, if a group using SWOT 

identified three opportunities but dozens of items in the other categories, 

this might be a cue to re-examine and identify more opportunities. 

Third, and perhaps more fundamentally, use of a conceptual 

framework helps groups organize their information exchange so that like 

information and ideas are grouped together. The question, of course, is 

whether such grouping affects synergy. Is synergy more likely when 

similar or different ideas interact? Creativity experts suggest that synergy 

is more likely when different ideas interact (Guilford, 1975; Osborn 1957; 

van Gundy, 1981; 1987; van Oech, 1986). The argument is that finding 

linkages between unrelated topics and breaking out of established patterns 

or approaches to the task results in more creative ideas. A counter

argument is that grouping ideas by similar topic may keep the discussion 

more focused and thus produce relevant ideas. However, there is no 

empirical evidence favoring one approach over the other. 

631 Method 

In contrast to the experiments reported in the previous chapters, this 

study was conducted as a field experiment with the cooperation of the 

Tucson Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber selected the 

task and recruited the majority of the subjects from their membership. 

Subjects. Eighty-eight subjects participated as members of eleven 8-

member groups. Fifty-five subjects were senior executives recruited by the 

Chamber. These included owners, CEOs, COOs, and managing partners of 
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banks, car dealerships, international consulting firms, legal partnerships, 

hospitals, land development companies, and multi-million dollar charitiable 

trusts, as well as a retired general, admiral, and senator. The other 33 

subjects were graduate students who received $40 for participating. Groups 

were randomly assigned to treatments. 

Task. The task was selected by the Chamber as being of burning 

interest to its members. Despite Tucson's rapid growth in the previous 

decade, little new infrastructure had been developed, due in part to a lack 

of clear leadership by city, county, and state politicians and government 

officials. From the Chamber's point of view, the problem had reached 

crisis proportions. Thus subjects were asked to generate ideas on 'What can 

elected officials, business leaders, and the general public do to encourage a 

higher level of leadership in the community?' 

Treatments. The independent variable was the degree of task structure 

imposed. The focus here was on the second and third hypothesized effects 

of task structure (i.e., whether task structure can encourage more even 

coverage of task sub-categories, and whether grouping ideas by like 

category affects synergy), and their effects on group performance and 

member satisfaction. To prevent effects from the first aspect of task 

structure (discussion of task sub-categories that might otherwise have been 

overlooked), subjects in all treatments were given the same task sub

category information. 

Subjects in the no structure treatment used EBS for 30 minutes to 

generate ideas on the entire task. Subjects in the structure treatment used 

EBS in a series of three 10-minute sessions each focusing on only one of the 
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three sub-categories of the task: elected officials, business leaders, general 

public. The order of the three was crossed to reduce order effects. 

Dependent Measures. The primary dependent variable was idea 

generation performance, which was measured by counting the number of 

unique ideas produced by each group. One treatment- and hypothesis-blind 

rater counted the number of unique ideas generated by each group. A 

random sample of ideas produced by four groups was also independently 

scored by a second rater. Inter-rater agreement, calculated as in Section 

5l1, was adequate (.88), so the first rater's scoring was used 

Four additional measures of performance were also used The second 

measure was the number of comments that referred to other messages. 

The coding scheme described in Connolly, et al. (1990) was used A message 

was defined as an referent comment if it was a supportive or critical 

remark (expressing support or criticism of an idea without adding evidence 

or argument), a supportive or critical argument (expressing support or 

criticism with additional evidence or argument), or a query (e.g., "what did 

you mean by ... ?'). 

The third measure was the number of ideas not directly relevant to 

the task. For example, some participants suggested that older Tucsonans 

did not want change, and that there was contempt for current officials. 

While these might be important issues, they were not actionable ideas on 

the task - improving leadership - and thus were counted as non-relevant. 

The final two measures pertained to the distribution of ideas among 

the three categories (elected officials, business leaders, general public~ The 

first of these was simply the number of ideas in each category. The second 
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was the absolute percentage deviation (APD). The APD represents the 

degree of deviation from a uniform distribution of ideas across the three 

categories. The APD was calculated for each group by summing the 

absolute percentage deviations in each of the three categories*. 

Subject perceptions were measured on a post-session questionnaire. 

Perceived effectiveness was measured by four 7-point scale items 

(alpha=.85); satisfaction by three 7-point scale items (alpha=.83~ Other 

questionnaire items attempted to track group members' self-reported 

perceptions of synergy (two items, alpha=.79) and the divergence of ideas 

(narrow or broad distribution) (four items, alpha=.75). See Appendix E for 

the specific questionnaire items. 

Procedures. Subjects arrived at the DIC facility at 6:45 am and spent 15 

minutes talking with each other over a continental breakfast. After being 

introduced to EBS, subjects spent 30 minutes brainstorming on the task. A 

post-session questionnaire was then administered to assess subject 

perceptions. Subjects then continued working on additional tasks selected 

by the Chamber that were not part of this study. 

632 Results 

Performance. Table 63 presents a summary of the results. An analysis 

of variance found statistically significant effects for the number of unique 

ideas generated (F(1,9}=6.64, p=.030). There were no statistically significant 

* The formula was: APO= [ABS(e - t/3) + ABS(b - tJ3) + ABS(p - tJ3)] I t, where e was the number of 
ideas pertaining to elected officials, b was the number of ideas pertaining to business leaders, p was the 
number of ideas pertaining to the general public, and t was the total number of ide::s (i.e .. t= e + b + p). 
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Table 6.3: Results 

No Structure Structure p 

Item Mean Std Mean Std 

Performance 

Total Number of Ideas 27.0 10.6 43.2 10.2 .030 

Number Non-relevant Ideas 10.2 4.2 15.4 8.4 ns 

Referent Comments 40.5 18.5 44.6 19.2 ns 

Absolute % Deviation 56.0% 28.3% 21.1% 11.3% .050 

Number of Ideas by Category 

Elected Officials 17.7 11.1 18.0 5.0 ns 

Business Leaders 4.8 1.0 14.4 5.5 .002 

General Public 4.5 2.8 10.8 2.9 .006 

Subject's Perceptions 

(Questionnaire measure: l=low; 7=high) 

Perceived Effectiveness 4.66 1.16 4.71 1.19 ns 

Satisfaction 5.22 1.31 5.08 0.93 TIS 

Idea Divergence 4.26 1.05 4.49 1.17 ns 

Synergy 4.98 1.36 4.74 1. 36 ns 
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differences in the number of non-relevant ideas (F(1,9)=18l, p=ns) or 

referent comments (F(1,9)=013,p=ns). 

An analysis of the mean absolute percentage deviation found that 

groups in the structure treatment produced a more even distribution of 

ideas across the three categories (F(1,9)=S14, p=.OSO). An examination of the 

ideas by category found no differences in the number of ideas pertaining to 

elected officials, but significantly more ideas in both of the other two 

categories for the structure groups (see Table 63). 

Subject Perceptions. An analyses of variance found no statistically 

significant effects for perceived effectiveness (F(1,84)=O.04, p=ns), 

satisfaction (F(l,84)=033, p=ns), perceived synergy (F(l,84)=O.64, p=ns) or 

perceived idea divergence (F(1,84)=O.94, p=ns). 

6.3.3 Discussion 

The use of task structure significantly improved performance for 

these groups, with no decrease in participant satisfaction. Surprisingly 

though, participants did not perceive this performance difference. There 

are at least two plausible interpretations for this outcome. 

First, the enforced use of task structure encouraged a more even 

coverage of topics that otherwise might have been overlooked or received 

less attention. If this were the case, we would expect a more even 

distribution of ideas across the three categories for the structure treatment 

than for the no structure treatment. 

Results from the analysis of APD provide some support for this 

interpretation. Groups in the no structure treatment had a less even 
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coverage of the three idea categories. Examining the actual pattern of 

ideas, we see that almost two thirds of their ideas focused on elected 

officials, compared to only 40% of the structure groups' ideas. Thus it 

appears that the no structure groups concentrated their efforts in one 

category, ~o the detriment of the other two. Subjects perceived no 

differences in idea diversity between the treatments, providing some weak 

evidence that they did indeed overlook these areas, rather than explicitly 

choosing to focus in more detail on one area 

A second plausible interpretation is that increased synergy from the 

interaction of similar ideas resulted in more ideas. If this were the case, we 

would expect to find more ideas in each of the three categories. There is 

less support for this interpretation, as there were no differences in the 

number of ideas pertaining to elected officials. Subjects also did not 

perceive differences in synergy. 

Nonetheless, the groups in the structure treatment worked for only 10 

minutes to generate the same number of ideas, so we cannot completely 

rule out synergy as a possible interpretation. One might argue that both 

groups reached the limits of problem space, and this rules out synergy. But 

this has little support, as a total of 101 ideas pertaining to elected officials 

were identified by all groups, and the closest any group came to this limit 

was 38 ideas. 

Another counter-argument to the synergy interpretation is that the 

no structure groups continued to discuss existing ideas rather than 

generating new ones. This too has little support, given the similarities in 

referent comments between the treatments. 
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A third counter-argument is that the structure groups generated ideas 

pertaining to elected officials while working on the other two categories, 

and thus spent more than 10 minutes on that category. An analysis of the 

number of ideas pertaining to elected officials that were generated solely 

during the 10 minutes devoted to this topic does show the structure groups 

to have produced fewer ideas (means=124, std=3.36) but this difference was 

not statistically significant (F(1,9)=122, p=ns), 

Another approach to this analysis is to examine the total number of 

bytes typed. We might expect groups that experience more synergy to type 

more. Groups in the structure treatment typed more total bytes (mean= 

26,213, std= 6211) than did those in the no structure treatment (mean= 20,239, 

std= 4641), although these differences were not statistically significant at 

«=.05 (F(1,9)=3.34, p=101~ 

6.4 A Mathematical Model of EMS Idea Generation 

"Research on small group performance has been moving steadily 

toward a stance in which performance, actual or potential, is characterized 

by some sort of mathematical model" (Shiflett, 1979, p. 67). The need for 

such mathematical models has been underscored by the work of Grofman, 

Feld and Owen (1984), Yet ton and Bottger (1983) and others, which has 

found errors in conclusions of group size studies when mathematical 

models have not been used. 

The results from the preceding studies indicate that EMS idea 

generation has fundamentally different process gains and losses than 
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previous idea generation techniques, particularly as group size increases. 

The objective of this section is to build and test a mathematical model of 

EMS idea generation. 

Many factors affect group performance, but, as with other models, the 

model developed below examines only one factor: group size. Group size 

has long dominated non-EMS group performance models (e.g., see Grofman, 

et al., 1984, Shiflett, 1979; Yetton and Bottger, 1983), and, as demonstrated in 

the preceding chapters, has significant effects on the performance of EMS 

groups. Group size is arguably one of the most important factors in group 

performance because so many other factors depend upon it (e.g., the 

resources available to the group~ 

Chapter 3 argues that group performance is a function of the 

individual performance of group members, plus process gains, minus 

process losses. Nominal groups experience no gains or losses, so nominal 

group performance has been used as measure of individual performance of 

group members; most prior research has measured gains and losses as 

deviations from nominal group performance (Hill, 1982). I begin by 

developing and testing a model for individual performance and then use 

this model to develop and test a model for group performance. 

6.41 Model of Individual Performance 

Model Development. If we pool the ideas of a group of individuals 

working separately, the total number of ideas is not the simple sum of all 

ideas, because some ideas are redundant. As we increase group size from 

x-I to x, the mean number of ideas generated is the mean from the group 
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of size x-I, plus the mean number of ideas generated per person (p), minus 

the mean number of redundant ideas (r). In mathematical notation, the 

mean number of ideas of a nominal group is: Nom(x) = Nom(x-1) + p - r. 

The mean number of redundant ideas (r) is some function of the size 

of the task's idea space and the number of ideas already generated. For 

simplicity, let us assume that r can be approximated by a linear function of 

the number of ideas currently generated. In mathematical terms: r(x)= 

cl*Nom(x-1) + C2, where Cl is between 0 and 1, and C2 is unknown. One might 

think of C2 as a common core of ideas that all group members might be 

expected to generate. 

If we place this function (r(x» into the original function for the mean 

number of ideas, we get Nom(x) = Nom(x-1) + p - (cl*Nom(x-l) + C2). 

Collecting the terms, we have the following general form for the mean 

idea generation performance of groups of individuals working without 

process gains or losses: Nom(x) = a + b * Nom(x-l). If this model is 

appropriate, then a should be greater than or equal to zero, as the mean 

number of ideas generated by an individual will be greater than or equal to 

the number of core ideas; this value, of course, will be influenced by the 

heterogeneity of the group. The value for b should be between zero and 

one, inclusive, because the mean redundancy of the new ideas must range 

from no redundancy (b=l) to complete redundancy (b=O). 

Model Evaluation. This model was fit to the no-incentive nominal 

group data examined in Section 5.4 using linear regression. The resulting 

model (Nom(x) = 2.758 + .898 * Nom(x-l» had an R-squared of 99.7%, 

indicating a good fit. The fitted value for a, 2.758, was, as hypothesized, 
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greater than zero. The fitted value for b, .898, was, as hypothesized, 

between zero and one. Thus these data appear to fit this general model for 

individual performance. 

6.4.2 Model of Group Performance 

Group performance is a function of individual performance minus 

process losses plus process gains. The model above presents individual 

performance. Process gains and losses remain to be modeled 

Process Losses. In general without EMS, process losses increase with 

group size, either exponentially (Steiner, 1972) or linearly (Bouchard and 

Hare, 1970~ As argued in Chapter 3, an interactive meeting style such as 

that provided by EBS can reduce most process losses that increase with 

group size (e.g., production blocking, evaluation apprehension), but will 

introduce some process losses initially (e.g., media speed). Within some 

bounds, interaction with other group members remains the same regardless 

of group size. Thus process losses may be relatively constant, regardless of 

group size. 

One proxy for process losses is participation, as it is directly affected 

by air time, production blocking, free riding, etc. There is some evidence 

that per-person participation rates remain relatively constant as group size 

increases (Valacich, 1989; section 61), suggesting that process losses may 

indeed remain relatively constant as size increases. Thus an initial 

formulation for process losses is that process losses are constant PL(x)= c. 

Process Gains. Section 5.4 suggests that process gains increase with 

information exchange. Synergy is some function of the number of ideas 
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the group has, as members build on existing ideas to create new ones. For 

simplicity, let us assume that process gains can be approximated as a 

multiplier of expected individual performance. Thus one formulation for 

process gains is PG(x)= g * Nom(x). 

Section 5.4 also suggests that synergy is a function of the group 

organization: synergy should be enhanced if all members work as one intact 

group rather than as several smaller sub-groups. Thus different group 

organizations will lead to different values of g in the function above; for a 

given number of participants, the larger the size of the interacting group, 

the larger the value of g (i.e., one group of 10 members should have a 

greaterg than two groups of five members). 

Model Development. Putting these three components together, we have 

group performance is a function of individual performance minus process 

losses plus process gains. In mathematical terms: Group(x) = Nom(x) -

PL(x) + PG(x). Substituting the above functions for process gains and 

losses we get: Group(x) = Nom(x) - c + g * Nom(x). Rearranging the terms, 

we get: Group(x) = -c + (1 + g) * Nom(x), where g and c are constants, c ~ 0 

and g >0. 

Model Evaluation. This model was fit to the no-incentive data 

examined in Section 5.4 using linear regression. Separate g coefficients 

were used for each of the three group size conditions (3-, 9-, and IS-member 

groups). This model, presented in Table 6.4, has an R-squared of 95.9%, 

indicating a good fit The coefficient of the first variable (U71) is 

statistically significantly greater than 100 (t=3.66, p=.001), indicating that 

groups of size 3 experienced process gains resulting in an average of 27% 
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TABLE 6.4: A Model of Idea Generation in EMS Groups 

Nmhcideas= -3.38 + 1271 • Nom(x) + 0.008 • 19 • Nom(x) + 0.115 • 118 • Nom(x) 

Where Nom(x) is the predicted productivity for a nominal group of size x 

19 is 1 for groups of size 9, 0 otherwise 

118 is 1 for groups of size 18, 0 otherwise 

Predictor 

Nom 

19·Nom 

11s·Nom 

R-Squared: 95.9% 

Coeff 

1271 

0.008 

Ol15 

Std 

0.074 

0.031 

0.033 

t ratio 

16.96 

028 

3.45 

Degrees of Freedom: 18 

p-val 

.001 

ns 

.001 
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more ideas than the same number of participants working as nominal 

groups (minus process losses estimated to be 3.38 ideas). The third 

coefficient is also statistically significant, indicating that IS-member groups 

experienced process gains of 115% more ideas than the same number 

individuals working in ~member groups. 

6.43 Discussion 

The model in Table 6.4 attempts to model the effects of process gains 

and losses on group performance. This specific model of course applies 

only to the groups, tasks, and EMS technology used in 5.4. Nonetheless, it 

provides additional evidence that process gains and losses may exist as 

hypothesized; process losses as a relatively constant factor, and process 

gains as a function of group size and organization. 

I can only speculate as to the bounds of this model. At some point, 

process gains must cease, as the solution space for the task has been 

reached. And process losses cannot remain constant for all group sizes, 

because at some point, the volume of information produced by the group 

must induce additional losses due to information overload. However, 

within the bounds of the groups and task here, it appears that gains did 

continue to increase and losses did remain relatively constant 

6.5 Conclusions 

The findings from these studies suggest six conclusions. First, they 

provide additional evidence that the performance of EMS groups increases 
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with increased group size. 

Second, anonymity does not appear to be a major factor explaining 

why EMS groups outperformed verbally interacting groups. While it may 

reduce evaluation apprehension and increase criticalness, there were few 

effects on performance (or free riding) for these groups. 

Third, parallelism is a very important factor - or the most important 

- accounting for the improved performance of EMS groups. Without 

parallelism, the performance of the EMS groups was reduced by 75%. 

Fourth, the unique process structure provided by EBS's random 

sharing may also be useful in reducing cognitive inertia and information 

overload, but it had only a small effect on performance. 

Fifth, providing increased task structure that encourages groups to 

decompose the task and consider its component parts separately results in 

more ideas, with no loss in member satisfaction. These performance 

differences appear to be primarily due to the structure's ability to 

encourage the groups to examine the task's component parts more evenly, 

rather than focusing on one area to the detriment of others. These effects 

may also be due to increased synergy from the interaction of like ideas 

rather than unrelated ideas, but there is only weak evidence of this effect. 

Finally, this mathematical model for EMS idea generation 

(hypothesizing constant process losses and process gains that increase with 

group size) fits the empirical data reasonably welL If true, then EMS idea 

generation is fundamentally different from other non-EMS approaches as 

modeled previously. However, more research is required to properly 

validate and extend this model. 
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7. EMS SUPPORT FOR ORGANIZATIONAL GROUPS* 

The previous chapters indicate that EMS use can be effective, 

efficient, and satisfying for student groups in the laboratory, particularly 

larger groups. While one would expect laboratory results to generalize to 

organizational use, Chapter 2 points out hazards to such generalization. 

The objective of this chapter is to examine EMS use in the field by 

organizational groups to see if the results from the laboratory appear to 

hold The focus here is the same as that in the preceding chapters: on the 

individual meeting and meeting participants, not project or organization 

wide effects - these are considered in the following chapters. 

This chapter considers three basic questions. First, can the outcomes 

found in the laboratory be observed in the field That is, do groups using 

EMS perceive themselves to be effective or efficient, are group members 

satisfied, and are these outcomes affected by group size? 

The second question pertains to group process and the style of EMS 

support. Chapter 3 argues that the different meeting styles possible in 

EMS environments (interactive, supported, chauffeured) have different 

effects on process gains and losses. The interactive meeting style, used 

exclusively in the previous chapters for idea generation activities, has the 

strongest effects on process gains and losses, while supported and 

chauffeured styles have fewer effects. 

The interactive style, however, is less appropriate for activities that 

* The data for two groups in this study were collected by John Tuchi as part of his masters project 
conducted UDder the supervision of myself aDd Doug VogeL See Tuehi (1989). 
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require equivocality reduction, due to its lower media richness. Tasks 

faced by organizations often move beyond the simple idea generation 

activities of the preceding chapters to include idea organization and 

ranking, so supported and chauffeured styles are also often required 

(Nunamaker, et al., 1988; 1989~ The question here is: are these styles and 

their effects on outcomes, and process gains and losses, perceived 

differently by participants? 

The third question examines the impacts of the interactive meeting 

style on group processes in field settings. Chapter 6 presents various tests 

of its effects on production blocking and evaluation apprehension in the 

laboratory. The most significant effects arose from the ability of 

parallelism and group memory to reduce production blocking; anonymity 

was not found to be significant The field setting may be sufficiently 

different to change these findings, particularly for anonymity. 

While anonymity did appear to reduce evaluation apprehension in 

Sections 51 and 53, it had no significant performance effects (Section 61~ 

The subjects in these studies were students, who had little long-term stake 

in meeting outcomes. All subjects had the same objectives, so there were 

likely few political considerations. Finally, the subjects were peers with no 

formal power or status differences. Thus one might speculate that with or 

without the EMS technology, these groups would have experienced little 

evaluation apprehension, and thus few outcome effects would result from 

anonymity in these situations. In field settings, evaluation apprehension 

and the pressure to conform to other participants' views may increase the 

importance of anonymity, particularly in cases where there are power and 
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status differences among group members. Anonymity also makes it more 

difficult to determine who is and is not contributing, which may increase 

the propensity to free ride, particularly if individuals are concerned about 

receiving credit for their contributions (cf., Albanese and Van Fleet, 1985; 

Weldon and Mustari, 1988). 

The third question therefore is: in field settings, can parallelism and 

group memory reduce production blocking, is anonymity useful in reducing 

evaluation apprehension, does anonymity's effects change when the group 

is peers or subordinates-superiors, and is free riding common? 

7.1 Method 

I studied 10 groups from five organizations. The groups were chosen 

deliberately, not randomly, as random selection is not desirable for case 

research (Benbasat, et a1. 1987; Eisenhardt, 1989a; Yin, 1989). The data were 

collected over a IS-month period from June, 1989 to November 1990. I 

attempted to study at least two groups for each organization, one of which 

was a group of peers and one of superiors and subordinates, but this was 

not always possible. Six groups were peer groups; four were a mix of 

superiors and subordinates (one such group spanned eight position grades). 

The groups are described in section 72 below. Eight of the ten groups met 

only once for a meeting lasting from ¥.z to 14 days. The other two groups 

met once for a ¥.z day meeting and then returned for a second, separately 

planned, meeting about a month later. 
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711 Data Collection and Measures 

Data were collected from a variety of sources to build a chain of 

evidence and to permit triangulation over methods and time. First, the 

group leader (and typically one or two other participants) was interviewed 

prior to the EMS meeting to gather background information, and to 

understand the objectives for the meeting. 

Second, the groups were observed by the author during the EMS 

meeting(s). Case reports were completed within 24 hours of each meeting, 

Third, transcripts of all electronic comments made during the 

meetings were recorded Logs recorded keystrokes at all workstations. 

Fourth, all participants completed anonymous post-session 

questionnaires immediately after the EM5-supported meeting. This 

questionnaire asked participants to evaluate the meeting's effectiveness 

(four items, alpha=.83), efficiency (two items, alpha=.67), satisfaction (one 

item), and the importance of anonymity (three items, alpha=.76). It also 

included two questions asking them to evaluate the interactive and 

supported meeting styles. See Appendix F for the questionnaire items. 

Fifth, all participants were asked a series of seven open-ended 

questions. For eight groups, these questions were the final agenda item at 

the end of the meeting; the group spent 15-25 minutes answering them 

using Topic Commenter. For the other two groups, interviews were 

conducted in their offices one to four weeks after the EMS meeting. In 

these cases, the interviews were tape-recorded for later transcription. The 

interviews attempted to get participants to describe "what's different here" 

by reflecting on the EMS meeting and explaining how it differed from 
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previous non-EMS meetings. See Appendix G for the questions. 

An additional measure, the "electronic intensity index," was developed 

to capture the relative use of interactive, supported, chauffeured, and 

traditional verbal meeting styles. This index was calculated based on the 

amount of time spent using each style. Each minute of interactive use was 

scored as a 1, supported 5, chauffeured 25, and traditional verbal o. This 

sum was then divided by the total length of the meeting, giving the 

electronic intensity index (O=no electronic; 1=entirely electronic). 

71.2 Data Analysis 

Given the nature of the research questions and the sources of data, a 

mixture of quantitative and qualitative analysis was used. Many findings 

rely on observations and interviews with participants (with supporting 

evidence from questionnaires and system logs). Thus much of the analysis 

uses description, responses to the open-ended questions, and system logs. 

While this type of analysis does not embody the precision and economy of 

presentation associated with the previous laboratory studies, it attempts to 

offer an added measure of richness consistent with the research objectives. 

7.2 Case Summaries 

Table 71 presents a summary of each case. The Hughes-l (HI) group 

(and the Hughes-2 group below) was from the Hughes Aircraft Company's 

Missile Systems Group in Tucson. This division is responsible for design 

and production of several missiles for the U.S. military. The division 
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Table 7.1: Case Summaries 

Group Size Peer Length Inten- Tools 

(days) sity Used 

HI 14 N * .57 EBS, 10, Vote, TC 

H2 18 Y * .56 EBS, 10, Vote 

Al 10 Y 14 .65 EBS, 10, Vote, EA, GM, TC, GW 

A2 16 Y 1 .83 EBS, 10, Vote, TC 

A3 24 N 1 .83 EBS, 10, Vote, TC 

Ul 8 Y * .65 EBS,10 

U2a 24 N * .88 TC 

U2b 23 N * .90 TC 

U3a 22 Y * .58 EBS, 10 

U3b 13 Y * .48 10 

BS 10 Y 2 .44 EBS,IO,GW 

IBM 11 Y 4* .38 EBS, 10, Vote, EA, GM, Te, GW 

Mean 16 .65 
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operates several manufacturing plants, one of which is located in Tucson. 

The Tucson plant then employed 6(XX) people, administered under a matrix 

structure: staff work primarily for product business units (e.g., TOW 

missile) but are also responsible to superiors in functional specialties (e.g., 

accounting~ 

The H-l group was the Strategic Planning Office of the Industrial 

Modernization Department, which is responsible for modernization 

projects within the Tucson plant The group consisted of 15 individuals (l4 

of whom attended the EMS meeting) representing four levels in the 

organizational hierarchy (project engineers, project managers, group 

engineering supervisors and group manager~ The Office's responsibilities 

included the management of day-to-day project work, as well as the 

development of a 5-year strategic plan incorporating both hardware and 

procedures. The EMS meeting (held in the CMR facility) focused on one 

part of the plan, the review and overhaul of the performance appraisal 

procedures. The objective of the meeting was to generate a prioritized list 

of deficiencies in the current performance rating system, and begin to 

identify ways to reduce them. 

The Hughes-2 (H2) group was the Cycle Time Management Team, a 

standing committee of representatives from all missile program offices and 

all functional areas within the Tucson plant This l~member group had 

been meeting on a weekly basis for the previous two months attempting to 

reduce the cycle time required to implement engineering changes in 

Hughes' products. The project objective was to take the experiences and 

concerns of each department and develop a collective agreement on the 
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streamlined processing of change orders from inception to completion in 

both the product and product documentation. Toward that endt most of 

each Friday morning meeting was devoted to a "think bold" activitYt during 

which group members discussed ways to reduce cycle time. The group used 

the CMR facility for one of their regular Friday morning meetings to 

generate a prioritized list of ''bold'' ideas to reduce cycle time. 

The Army-l (AJ) group was a set of representatives drawn from five of 

the seven Major Commands (MACOMs) in the US Army. The objective 

was to develop a functional description for an information system that 

would be installed at all Army installations world-wide to support each 

installation's Civilian Personnel Office (CPO~ While all CPOs follow the 

same Army regulations, each MACOM interprets them slightly differently, 

and thus uses slightly different procedures. The meeting was held over a 

three week period in a temporary facility established in Huntsville, 

Alabama near the Army's Redstone Arsenal Redstone had developed 11 

candidate systems that might form part of the overall CPO information 

system. These systems, along with a partially competing system developed 

at the Pentagon, were to be evaluated as part of the meeting. 

The Army-2 (A2) group was the management team from the security 

organization of the communications command at the U.S. Army's Ft. 

Huachuca. The first objective of the meeting was to re-examine the 

group's mission and objectives in the face of a 40% manpower reduction 

over the next five years. The second objective was to begin to re-design 

some of its standard operating procedures to move from the traditional 

hierarchical management style to a more team-orientedt TQM approach. 
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The meeting was held in the CMR 

The Army-3 (A3) group was a randomly selected cross-section of 

personnel from the same organization - the security group of the 

communications command at Ft Huachuca The objective was the same, 

but to get a picture from the lower ranks point of view. Participants 

ranged from GS-05 to GS-12 This meeting was also held in the CMR 

The University-I (UI) group was the Administrative Computing 

Advisory Committee of the University of Arizona This was a standing 

committee drawn from user departments of the university's administrative 

computing systems (e.g., finance, purchasing, registrar's office) whose 

mission was to advise the computing services organization on the 

development and maintenance of these systems. The objective of the 

meeting studied was to develop a list of key standards, features, and 

criteria for new administrative computing systems. The committee had 

spent three meetings attempting to define them without much success. The 

meeting was held in the CMR. 

The University-2 (U2a&U2b) group was the top three management levels 

in the university's computer services department reporting to the Associate 

Vice President (A VP) of computing (i.e., the A VP's Directors, and 

Managers). The AVP had been in office for less than a year, having been 

appointed from outside the university with a mandate to improve the 

ailing department. He had made numerous radical changes in structure to 

the department, and the objective of this meeting (U2a) was to have his 

staff identify the remaining problems and issues facing the department. 

The meeting was held in the CMR. One month later, the AVP returned to 
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the CMR with the same group to seek input on how to resolve these 

problems and issues (U2b ~ 

The University-3 (U3a&.U3b) group was the University Business 

Operations Task Force chaired by the AVP Finance. The university had 

run into budget problems with its building construction process and the 

Board of Regents had mandated the formation of this task force to draft 

improved procedures. Members were drawn from most university 

departments. The committee used the CMR to identify key problems and 

issues in the budgeting process (U3a~ The committee chose to return to the 

CMR a month later for a second meeting (U3b) to continue its discussions. 

The BellSoUlh (BS) group was the Regional Material Description Task 

Force whose mission was to integrate the various corporate material data 

bases within BellSouth into one corporate data layer that was standard and 

consistent across BellSouth's various operating companies. Members were 

drawn from the various BellSouth organizations that had material data 

bases. The objective for the meeting under study was to develop a plan to 

migrate the data from the existing data bases into the new corporate data 

layer, once the new data layer had been designed The meeting was held in 

a facility at the University of Georgia at Athens. 

The IBM group was a task force specially formed to redesign the 

business processes of the Application Support Group of the Bethesda 

Maryland EDP facility. The group was drawn primarily from Application 

Support but also included representatives from several other IBM 

organizations. Application Support was responsible for the scheduling and 

validation of the 32 computer applications that support the financial 
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operations of IBM's 1000 U.s. branch offices (e.g .. billing, inventory, 

commissions} The mission of the group was to reduce the number errors 

in scheduling and running the computer jobs by redesigning work flows 

within the department The group met for 10 meetings over a two month 

period at the IBM EMS facility in Bethesda 

7.3 Analysis 

731 Outcomes 

The first research question considered meeting outcomes: do groups 

using EMS perceive themselves to be effective or efficient, are group 

members satisfied, and are these outcomes affected by group size? 

Effectiveness. In general, members of all groups perceived the EMS

supported meeting to be more effective than previous meetings. Perceived 

effectiveness was assessed by post-session questionnaires and open-ended 

questions. The questionnaire data are listed in Table 72. The mean 

effectiveness score across all groups (4.02), was statistically significantly 

different from the mid-point (or neutral) of the scale (3.00) (t(186)=25.42, 

p=.001). Statistical analysis found no relationship between group size and 

perceived effectiveness (see Table 73} 

The second measure of effectiveness, the open-ended questions, 

generally supports the questionnaire results. Most participants perceived 

the EMS meeting to have been more effective than previous non-EMS 

meetings they had attended. See Table 7.4 for typical comments. Most 

comments pertaining to effectiveness were unconditionally positive, but 



Group 

n 

H1 13 

H2 16 

A1 10 

A2 16 

A3 24 

U1 8 

U2a 24 

U2b 22 

U3a 22 

U3b 13 

IBM 9 

BS 9 

Mean 

Table 7.2: Participant Perceptions 

Mean Scores by Group 

Effect- Effi- Sat is- Anonymity 

iveness ciency faction Importance 

3.86 4.15 4.00 4.00 

3.83 3.87 4.18 3.40 

4.68 4.80 4.90 3.47 

4.11 4.25 4.44 3.44 

4.41 4.62 4.72 4.18 

3.97 3.75 3.94 2.75 

4.09 4.29 4.22 3.73 

4.06 4.13 4.02 3.69 

3.67 4.00 3.89 3.61 

4.00 3.92 3.81 3.28 

3.83 3.89 3.78 2.44 

3.67 3.22 3.56 3.67 

4.02 4.12 4.07 3.48 

Different from the mid-point of 3.00? 

t ( 186) 

p 

25.42 

.001 

22.22 

.001 

21.10 

.001 

Note: These measures use a scale of: l=Low, 5=High 

7.39 

.001 
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Table 7.3: Results of Statistical Analyses 

Size Peer Intensity 

F* p D** F* 

Effectiveness 0.53 ns 0.11 

Efficiency 0.61 ns 0.35 

satisfaction 7.80 .006 + 3.35 

Anonymity 2.22 ns 13.36 

• This is based on individual perceptions. df=1,182. 

.. D indicates the direction of effect 

p D** F* 

ns 6.85 

ns 11.50 

.067 - 5.43 

.001 - 0.18 

For Peer: - = lower for peer groups; + = higher for peer groups; 

p 

.010 

.001 

.021 

ns 

For Size and Intensity: + = positive relationship; - = inverse relationship. 
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D** 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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Table 7.4: Perceptions of Effectiveness 

• 'This was definitely more productive. We got more ideas generated than 

in any meeting I remember." (Hl)* 

• "Much more [effective]. We've been working on this project for two 

months or so now and haven't generated as may ideas in the whole time 

as we did last Friday." (H2) 

• 'There can be no doubt that this was the most productive 'creative 

meeting' rve ever attended In a matter of a few hours were got 

hundreds of ideas to work on." (A2) 

• 'This is one of the finest aids to management and leadership I have ever 

come across." (A3) 

• 'The automated tools were a great improvement over hand written 

methods of gathering the brainstorming data." (IBM) 

• "It seemed more productive in comparison. We will be able to tell better 

when we see what happens with the solutions that were generated" (HI) 

• 'lThis is an] easy way to get ideas out. The hard part is implementation." 

(A2) 

• 'lEffectiveness] remains to be seen when the comments get back to the 

bosses." (A3) 

• "It depends on what ... [the leader] does with the information gathered" 

(U2) 

* All quotes are identified by group. 
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eight comments expressed concerns about commitment; that is, whether the 

results of the session would be acted on when the group returned to its 

office (see Table 7.4 for typical comments~ 

Another measure of meeting effectiveness was exactly this issue: what 

happened to the results. For nine of the ten groups, the results were used 

for several weeks following the EMS meeting(s~ The managers of H1 used 

the feedback to implement a new policy. The H2 task force used the 

printout as the basis of discussion in at least the three following meetings. 

The functional description produced by the A1 group was uSed in the 

system design. The comments from the A2 and A3 groups were used in a 

re-organization of the department The V1 group returned to the DIe and 

used the meeting output in subsequent deliberation (although this meeting 

is not discussed here - it is part of another study~ The comments from U2 

were used by the A VP to re-focus his department and were also reviewed 

by the Provost The issues raised by the V3 group were used by the AVP to 

re-design the contracting practices. The BS group used the output as the 

basis of its subsequent system migration. 

The tenth group (IBM) proved more problematic. The objective was 

to radically change the standard operating procedures within the 

department and change the relationships between it and the departments it 

interacted with. Much energy has followed the end of the project, but as of 

this writing, little has happened to implement the recommendations. 

Efficiency. In general, participants perceived the EMS meeting to be 

more efficient than previous meetings. The first measure of efficiency was 

the questionnaire data. Participants in both meetings reported that the 
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EMS-supported process was more efficient than traditional meetings (see 

Table 72). There were no statistically significant differences by group size 

(see Table 73). 

The second measure of efficiency, the open-end questions, generally 

supported the questionnaire data (see Table 75 for typical comments). No 

negative comments of any kind were expressed about meeting efficiency by 

any participants, except members of the IBM group. 

Satisfaction. In general, participants reported themselves satisfied 

with the EMS. The first measure was the questionnaire items (see Table 

72). There were statistically significant effects due to group size (see Table 

73); members of larger groups reported greater satisfaction than did 

members of smaller groups. This supports the findings in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The second measure of satisfaction, the open-end questions, generally 

support the questionnaire data (see Table 7.6 for typical remarks). No 

participant made any negative remarks about satisfaction. 

732 Meeting Styles 

The second research question examined meeting styles: were the 

supported and interactive styles and their effects on outcomes, and process 

gains and losses, perceived differently by participants? 

The different styles of meeting process were perceived differently. 

The first measure was the effects of the electronic intensity of the meeting 

on the outcome measures. Statistically significant differences were found 

in perceived effectiveness, efficiency, and member satisfaction (see Table 

73). Meetings with higher intensities (i.e., more use of interactive styles and 
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Table 7.5: Perceptions of Efficiency 

• 'This was much better. We could have spent hours just trying to get 

through the first ten minutes manually. In fact, r have been part of a 

group that spent weeks of meetings just getting brainstorming done, and 

we got a lot less than what we got here:' (H1) 

• 'We accomplished in that session what would have taken at least three 

sessions of the same length." (H2) 

• "r have seen more work accomplished in one day than in a whole week 

using standard techniques." (Al) 

• 'The group accomplished in three weeks what would have taken six 

months or longer if the work have been completed using the traditional 

method." (Al) 

• 'We saved a lot of time by this method." (A2) 

• 'This much discussion on such a variety of topics couldn't have been 

accomplished in a week without this technology." (A3) 

• "r feel the amount accomplished was much greater than if this was done 

manually." (BS) 

• "Much more information was imparted to ... [the leader] than could have 

been done verbally" (U2) 

• 'We needed to move the project along a little faster. Also group review 

[verbal discussion] should be kept to a minimum." (IBM) 
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Table 7.6: Participant Satisfaction 

• "I liked it a lot better:' (Hl) 

• "I really enjoyed today's session." (A2) 

• "Can I please come back?' (A2) 

• "I enjoyed the day." (A3) 

• "It was fun." (A3) 

• 'The DSC [IBM's term for the EMS meeting rooms] is excellent. I enjoy 

each time I come." (IBM) 
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less supported, chauffeured, or traditional verbal interaction) were linked 

to higher perceived effectiveness, efficiency, and member satisfaction. 

Two other questionnaire items asked participants to evaluate the 

interactive style and the supported style. The interactive style was rated 

more effective than the supported style (means=4.40, 4.08, t(321)= 3.94, 

p=.OOl). 

A third measure was the participants' response to the open-ended 

questions. About 90% of the comments pertaining to the use of 

parallel electronic communication were unconditionally positive; the 

remaining 10% were negative or both positive and negative (e.g., "For the 

most part, it [electronic communication] was useful, but I feel that towards 

the end it should have been opened up [for verbal discussion] with one 

person scribing:' (IBM)). There were four comments (counting this one 

from the IBM group) advocating more verbal communication, and 14 

identifying problems encountered due to the verbal communication that 

occurred during the supported and chauffeured styles (see Table 7.7 for 

sample comments). 

733 Parallelism, Group Memory, and Anonymity 

The third research question focused on the effects on the interactive 

meeting style: could parallelism and group memory reduce production 

blocking, was anonymity useful in reducing evaluation apprehension, did 

anonymity's effects change when the group was peers or subordinates

superiors, and was free riding common? 

Parallelism and Group Memory. Chapter 3 hypothesized that parallelism 



Table 7.7: Perceptions of Meeting Style 

• 'There needs to be a better way to reach agreement on them than by 

verbals." (H2) 
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• 'The people who talk the loudest get their ideas in, whether you agree or 

not." (Hl) 

• 'When people started talking out loud, I thought that it kind of defeated 

the rest of the work where you didn't know who supported what." (H2) 

• "We spent too much time on group review [verbal discussion]. It wasn't as 

productive." (IBM) 

• ''More was accomplished because of the [electronic] input versus verbal. 

Verbal takes more time:' (A3) 

• "I found verbalizing the issues both time-consuming and counter

productive. Time was spent rehashing. This was when I copped out and 

I saw other people doing so too. I don't know a better technique but if 

this could be automated I think it would be more effective." (A3) 
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might reduce attenuation and concentration blocking (the need to wait to 

contribute) while a group memory might reduce attention blocking (the 

need to constantly listen to others~ Observation of the participants 

provided some evidence of this reduction. Participants were observed not 

to need to wait to make comments when using electronic communication; 

they entered comments when they chose to. Participants were observed to 

de-couple themselves from the group to pause, think, and read the 

comments of others before entering their own comments. 

Responses to the open-ended questions provide additional support 

Participants reported reductions in attenuation blocking, concentration 

blocking, and attention blocking. The comments in Table 7.8 are 

representative of the comments made, although only one comment 

pertained to concentration blocking. 

Parallelism was also seen to reduce the opportunity for participants 

(or other group members) to dominate the meeting. Nineteen comments 

pertaining to domination were made; those in Table 7.9 are typical In 

general, participants felt that no one could preclude others from speaking 

because everyone could contribute simultaneously. Likewise, there was no 

need to constrain the time taken in expressing one's own ideas for fear of 

monopolizing the group's time. 

Free riding may also be affected both by parallelism and anonymity. 

One open-ended question asked participants whether they felt free riding 

was more or less of a problem in EMS or non-EMS meetings. Of those who 

responded to this question, about half thought EMS use reduced free riding 

due to the reduced cost to participate (one didn't have to struggle to get a 
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Table 7.8: Perceptions of Production Blocking 

Attenuation blocking: 

• "I think it [parallel communication] enhanced it [effectiveness] because it 

allowed everyone to input without waiting around for someone else to 

finish." (HI) 

• "We didn't have to wait for others to speak." (U2) 

• "I didn't have to wait while a windy person had the floor." (A3) 

Concentration blocking: 

• "Also you captured it all on the screen. You could go on and work on 

other ideas and not worry about forgetting anything." (HI) 

Attention blocking: 

• "Without having to 'listen' to others' comments, I could follow my own 

train of thought until it stopped Then if I wanted to, I could read other 

comments and start my train up again." (A3) 

• "Ideas could flow freely without interruptions by other participants." (U2) 

• 'Without someone interrupting you, you can give a reasoned explanation 

of your thoughts." (A3) 

• "Quality was increased. You can think out a problem without having to 

give the other people time. It's just you and the keys." (A3) 
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Table 7.9: Perceptions of Domination and Free Riding 

Domination 

• 'The process certainly eliminates the dominant figure." (A2) 

• 'Working in parallel enabled everyone ... to participate equally." (Al) 

• 'When you are talking in a regular meeting, force of personality can 

keep the discussion focused on some topic, or a shallow aspect of it. 

With one or more of these personalities you may never get to the detail 

or you only concentrate on the detail the forceful ones want. The 

computer lets you ignore these people politely and get to the details that 

you feel need to be addressed." (H2) 

• 'The loudest voice doesn't carry any more weight than any other." (A2) 

• 'Wordy people like me were limited only by time." (A3) 

• 'The session allowed each of us equal time." (U2) 

Free Riding 

• "If you are not typing then you kind of stick out" CBS) 

o "Working simultaneously put pressure on me which was good! I felt 

funny if I was the only person not typing." (A3) 

• 'The environment encouraged you to participate." (HI) 

• "I don't think that people free load in meetings as much as they might be 

hampered by communication style. This tool eliminates some of the 

problems." (BS) 
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word in edgewise} and to peer pressure (if you weren't typing, it was 

obvious you weren't contributing). About one quarter believed that free 

riding increased, due to the difficulty in determining who was participating 

(due to anonymity). The remaining one quarter thought free riding was 

unchanged, as it was affected more by the individual and task than the 

EMS. See Table 7.9. 

Parallelism has the potential to increase the amount of information 

produced to such an extent that information overload may become a 

problem. All the groups did generate a great deal of information in a 

relatively short period of time. 

Information overload was raised as an issue in the open-ended 

comments of five groups (HI, H2, U2, BS, AI); see Table 710. Participants 

noted that this resulted in redundancy and greater difficulty in locating 

information of interest. They did, however, note that the structure of the 

EMS was such that they could filter information {by skipping over items of 

less interest}. 

The structure provided by EBS and Topic Commenter also reduced 

information 'overload by chunking information. However, EBS's process 

structure, random sharing of files, was cited as a problem. Six participants 

reported that the random switching of the various discussions caused them 

to lose focus. For example: "I see where it is faster, but when we were 

doing it (brainstorming), after a while I felt like I was trying to watch a 

bunch of channels on TV at the same time and wasn't getting most of it." 

(H2) 



Table 7.10: Perceptions of Information Overload 

Information Overload 

• '1t gathers more information in a given time period but it is a bit 

difficult to keep track of everything that is going on as a result" (U2) 

• "I did not like the fact that there was not time to see what others said" 

(U2) 
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• 'The volume of information was a problem. It was hard to find a small 

piece of it after a while." (HI) 

• "It caused a real overload. But too much information is better than too 

little, like in a traditional group." (H2) 

Redundancy 

• 'The parallel processing introduced so much redundancy which belabored 

the process." (BS) 

• 'Working in parallel enhanced the process. At some points there was too 

much repetition, but since we all do basically the same kind of work in 

personnel, these thought processes would naturally parallel." (AI) 

Task Decomposition 

• "At first I felt uncomfortable with parallel processing but as the session 

continued I felt it enhanced the process. You still had the urge to touch 

all pieces of the pie - adjustment to the process [is neededI' (BS) 

• '1My] comfort is low due to parallel processing and not being able 

involved enough in the other areas to understand [themJ' (BS) 
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Information overload was more severe during idea organization, when 

all comments from EBS, as well as newly entered comments, were available 

to participants. As participants were speaking at the same time, 

participants needed to monitor both the electronic channel and the verbal 

channel On several occasions, the facilitator was forced to ignore ideas 

proposed verbally: the group was discussing merging items, when an idea 

for merging other ideas would be voiced, but not considered until the first 

process was complete, at which time another idea had been proposed The 

open-ended questions indicated that participants also found the supported 

style to increase information overload; participants reported that they had 

difficulty keeping up with both electronic and verbal comments, and that 

on several occasions their verbal comments were missed by the facilitator. 

Another aspect of parallelism was the task decomposition that 

occurred. Group members worked on different parts of the task at the 

same time, and thus, unlike a traditional meeting where everyone works 

together at the same time, they could not monitor work being done by 

others. Several members of the BS mentioned that this made them 

uncomfortable (see Table 710), but this was not raised as an issue by any 

other group. 

Anonymity. In general, participants reported that anonymity was 

important. The questionnaire data across all groups shows that anonymity 

was rated more important than not (see Table 72~ However, this table also 

shows that the ratings differ dramatically among the groups, from a low of 

2.44 for the IBM group (3=Neutral) to a high of 418 for the A3 group. An 

analysis of this questionnaire data found a statistically significant effect 
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for peer groups (see Table 73). That is, members of peer groups reported 

that anonymity was less important than did members of groups with 

formal power and status differences. 

Two responses to the open ended questions provide additional support 

for this finding: "If there is a peer group, there is no need for anonymity. 

If there are bosses, there is a need for it." (Hl) "Since this was a meeting of 

peers ... I didn't need them [anonymous remarks]' In a multi-level meeting 

it would be needed greatly." (H2) 

Anonymity may reduce the evaluation apprehension that could arise 

from the reluctance to speak in public or the fear of negative evaluation of 

ideas, and also conformance pressure, the reluctance to challenge the ideas 

of others. Once again the responses to the open ended questions provide 

some support for these hypotheses. The comments in Table 7.11 are typical 

of the many comments on anonymity'S effect. Many participants 

commented that anonymous electronic communication reduced all three, 

although some noted that they were sufficiently outspoken that anonymity 

had no effect on them. 

Anonymity also had an impact on criticism. Participants noted that 

anonymity freed their hand to criticize the comments of others. By 

separating the author from the comments, they felt more comfortable in 

giving direct negative criticism without "sugar-coating" it Those receiving 

such criticism noted that it was easier to take, because it was more clearly 

directed at the idea rather than at the author. See Table 7.11. 
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Table 7.l1: Perceptions of Anonymity's Impact 

On reluctance to speak in public 

o ''People are more willing to involve themselves in the system ... because 

you don't have the nervousness involved in speaking to a group." (Hl) 

• 'lAnonymity] allowed a free and uninhibited flow of information. 

Generally people who are not sure of a subject will not comment for 

fear of being ridiculed" (IBM) 

• "In all my years as a manager, I have not felt this free to express my 

opinions without feeling inferior." CA2) 

• "I am not shy and really don't care if someone identifies 'my' statement, 

but I am sure it was a great tool for the more timid types." (A3) 

• "Shy people didn't have to worry about ... asserting themselves." (A3) 

• "I didn't feel anonymity affected me one way or the other. [But] a 

person who tends to be quiet would be more likely to participate." CBS) 

On the possible negative evaluation of ideas 

• "I'm not really shy as a speaker. But I can see where I would be a lot 

more inclined to throw out some cracked idea ... for consideration, 

because I wouldn't have to take the heat if everyone else thought it was 

really bad" CH2) 

• "Anonymity allowed more freedom in ... ideas and comments without 

fear of anyone jumping on the person for their idea." (A3) 

• "You don't know who said what, so I could say things about management 

that I have always been scared to say before." (A3) 
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Table 7.11: Perceptions of Anonymity's Impact (Continued) 

• "I felt totally free for the first time since rve joined this organization to 

tell management what I really thought about where we are going." (A3) 

• "Anonymity played a very big part. It allowed a much more open flow of 

ideas without concern for personal interactions or conflict." (U2) 

• 'lAnonymity] didn't really matter in this session. None of the topics were 

controversial. It did however allow people to share ideas that they 

might not be willing to share - being worried that the group would think 

them dumb or too far-fetched." (IBM) 

On challenging others 

• "We were criticizing Hughes policy. Some of the things I had to say 

reflected poorly on my supervisor and his boss, who were both there. 

You can bet I wouldn't have said those things in a regular meeting." (HI) 

• "You were able to say what you really thought about someone else's ideas, 

without concentrating on the message form you put it in ... On the 

computer you can either say you don't agree or don't think this is 

important ... No need to soften the blow." (H2) 

• "I loved it [anonymity]. If there were ideas listed that I totally disagreed 

with, I could tear them down without thinking I was hurting someone's 

feelings. I felt completely free to approve andlor disapprove." (IBM) 

• "It was just wonderful being able to say whatever you wanted in answer 

to other peoples' comments without anyone's feelings getting hurt or 

thinking you were picking on them." (A3) 
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Table 7.1l: Perceptions of Anonymity's Impact (Continued) 

On receiving criticism 

• "I wasn't as uncomfortable when I saw someone being critical of someone 

else's idea, because I thought 'nobody's being embarrassed here at all' " 

(Hl) 

• "I noticed that if someone criticized an idea of mine, I didn't get 

emotional about it I guess when you are face-to-face and everyone 

hears the boss say 'You are wrong' it's a slap to you, not necessarily the 

idea .... [Here] no one knows whose idea it is, so why be insulted? No 

one is picking on me. I think I'll just see why they don't agree with 

me." (H2) 
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Anonymity did, however, get in the way at times. 'lAnonymity did] 

result in a little confusion when we tried to edit the topics that were 

developed by someone else. There should be an easier way to get 

clarification from the originator of a comment." (BS) A similar situation 

arose with the IBM group. Someone proposed an idea that the department 

head thought exceptionaL He wanted to get more information (and reward 

the individual), but was unable to get the author to identify himlherself. 

Several participants observed that even though comments were not 

identified with the sender's name, it could still be possible to determine the 

author: "Anonymity is a figment of everyone's imagination, depending 

upon how well the group knows each other." (HI) However, another 

manager in the HI group reported that after discussing the meeting with a 

close friend who also participated, he was surprised to learn which 

comments his friend had made - they were not the ones he had expected. 

Thus anonymity appears to be a relative construct that may be affected by 

more than just whether a comment is identified with the author's name. 

Group characteristics (e.g., familiarity, size) as well as task characteristics 

may affect the actual and perceived anonymity 

7.2.4 Other Observations 

Clarity of Expression. One of the potential drawbacks to electronic 

communication is the medium's information richness. It may be more 

difficult to accurately express one's ideas, as electronic media do not permit 

as rich communication or rapid feedback to correct misunderstandings. 

Sixteen comments noted that there was a greater need to and a greater 
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ability to carefully express one's ideas in the electronic channel (See Table 

712 for a sample of typical comments} Participants were encouraged to 

think through their points more carefully, so that comments were more 

focused, organized, and succinct The ability to edit comments before 

submitting them to other group members was cited as an important 

capability, 

System Weaknesses. The open-ended questions also asked participants 

to identify weaknesses in this EMS. Many of the weaknesses have been 

discussed previously: information overload; information omission; and the 

ineffectiveness of verbal communication. Four other weaknesses were also 

identified: limited screen space; the idea organization process; the need for 

more system help; and the desire for the facilitator to be more active. 

First, the need for more space on the electronic blackboard is a 

common problem reported by many groups (e.g., Eden and Ackerman, 1989; 

Nunamaker, et al., 1987, 1988} During idea organization, groups wanted to 

simultaneously view more information than could fit on one screen. 

Second, synthesizing and organizing ideas proved challenging, as it has 

for other groups that have used this EMS. There are few formal 

techniques for idea organization and synthesis (Nutt, 1984), so the Idea 

Organizer tool automates a traditional idea synthesis technique where 

participants propose issues on index cards that are then rearranged and 

combined by the group into categories under the guidance of a facilitator 

(e.g., see Hart, Borousch, Enk, and Hornick, 1985). As the objective is to 

develop consensus on one structure, parallel communication provided by 

the EMS is of less benefit once most of the categories have been proposed: 



Table 7.12: Clarity of Expression 

• 'Whenever written words are .•. [used] there is more of a chance of 

content being misconstrued" (U2) 
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• ''Unless the author of an idea is clear on the point being made, the 

user/reader of the information is at a loss for the meaning. I have 

experienced this in other [EMS] decision sessions as welL In such a case, 

the input has no value." (IBM) 

• "I had to think more carefully and be more specific than I would be if I 

were talking. So my output was better organized" (BS) 

• "I found myself thinking things through more thoroughly instead of just 

replying to what others were saying." (U2) 

• 'The ability to recraft a comment before posting it is a real plus!' (U2) 

• "Writing followed by reading/thinking followed by editing let me say 

what I intended to say with less stumbling around" (U2) 

• "I was able to reread and correct possible bad messages." (U2) 

• 'This system allowed me to input ideas, change them afterward, refine 

them, and then send them forward." (A1) 
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the group must sequentially discuss each proposal to refine the existing 

structure, and thus process losses from production blocking increase 

dramatically. Several techniques to address these problems (that introduce 

other problems) have been proposed (e.g., the facilitator or a sub-group does 

the organization, or produces an initial organization which the group 

refines; several sub-groups develop competing structures which are then 

discussed and merged: see Eden and Ackerman, 1989; Hart, et a!., 1985). 

Other techniques that build on the abilities of EMS but reflect the 

iterative nature of the process are needed 

Third, the need for more system help was most strongly felt during 

idea organization, which is a complex task with a high information load. 

10 required participants to learn six function keys (next idea, previous 

idea, submit idea, view list of ideas, read an idea, add to an idea) in addition 

to page-up and page-down keys. These function keys were explained to 

all groups with examples, were displayed on the users' screen at all times, 

and were described in help menus. The facilitator quickly answered all 

requests for help. Nonetheless, several participants reported that the 

system could be improved by providing more system instruction, more help, 

and making the system simpler to use. 

Fourth, while the facilitator was seen as important (even "critical": 

HI), several participants reported that they would have preferred the 

facilitator to take a larger role during the verbal portion of the meeting. 

That is, to take a more active role in deciding who would speak to ensure a 

more equitable distribution of participation: 'The main problem was that 

the facilitator need to referee more" (H2). 
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7A Discussion 

The perceptions of the participants in this study generally follow the 

findings from laboratory research reported in the preceding chapters. 

Participants reported that EMS use generally improved meeting 

effectiveness, efficiency, and member satisfaction, although the degree of 

impact differed among the 10 groups. 

The technology appeared to be more beneficial for groups that used a 

greater proportion of electronically intense meeting styles; that is, those 

that spent a greater proportion of meeting time using interactive styles 

than supported, chauffeured, or traditional verbal meeting styles. 1 

hypothesized that the interactive style has the greatest impact on process 

losses, so this finding follows from theoretical arguments and the findings 

of the laboratory experiments. Participant satisfaction was the highest for 

members of larger groups, which also follows from the theoretical 

arguments and the results of laboratory studies. 

The interactive meeting style was perceived to be more effective than 

the supported style that involved verbal communication, which also 

supports these findings. While members expressed a desire to eliminate 

verbal communication during the synthesis of ideas (using 10), theory 

suggests that the reduced media richness of the interactive process would 

impair the group's ability to achieve consensus. However, groups using the 

Delphi technique are apparently quite successful in reaching consensus 

with substantially lower media richness than that of interactive meeting 

styles (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963~ Additional research contrasting groups 
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using interactive, supported and chauffeured processes for idea synthesis 

and decision choice tasks is needed 

The parallelism and group memory provided by the interactive 

meeting style was found to reduce attenuation, concentration, and 

attention blocking. It also encouraged more equal participation as it 

precluded individuals from dominating and, at the opposite end of the 

spectrum, reduced the cost to participate and, through peer pressure, 

encouraged group members to participate. 

Parallelism did, however, increase information overload, particularly 

when both electronic and verbal communication channels were used 

simultaneously. While the group memory enabled members to queue and 

filter information, the volume of information was such that participants 

from several groups felt overloaded Additional research is needed to 

develop and test new techniques and facilitation protocols to manage the 

information generated by parallel communication and those meeting 

processes that combine parallel and verbal communication. 

Anonymity was found to be important for these groups in general, 

and to be most important for groups whose members were not peers. Thus 

the findings from section 61, that anonymity had little effect on 

performance for student [peer] groups, needs to be tempered somewhat In 

cases where there are power and status differences in the group, anonymity 

may have important performance effects. Participants in this study 

reported that anonymity did reduce evaluation apprehension and pressure 

to conform, and that these differences could be important 

The freedom offered by anonymity in giving and receiving criticism 
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seems particularly important for on-going groups, whose members must 

continue to interact long after the meeting has concluded This factor may 

also not have been important for the groups in 6.1, who were randomly 

built ad hoc groups with no forseeable future after the experiment. 

The need for anonymity may also be affected by the task and context. 

While peer groups may often feel less need for anonymity, peer groups 

asked to evaluate their superiors or allocate resources in a highly political 

environment might place more importance on anonymity. 

7.5 Conclusions 

The most significant conclusion from this study is that EMS use was 

perceived to significantly improve meeting outcomes in much the same 

pattern as found in the laboratory experiments. Larger groups were more 

satisfied, and groups using interactive styles to a greater extent perceived 

themselves to have been more effective, efficient, and satisfied. 

Participants also perceived many of the effects on process losses 

hypothesized and tested in the preceding chapters for parallelism, group 

memory, and anonymity. 
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8. EMS SUPPORT FOR BUSINESS TEAMS 

The previous chapters examined EMS use by student groups meeting 

for short duration tasks, or large organizational task forces meeting for one 

to 14 days of intensive work. The objective of this chapter is to study a 

different form of group, a business team, at the project as well as the 

meeting level of analysis. 

The use of business teams is becoming more wide spread in corporate 

America (Drucker, 1988). Business teams are established for many purposes 

and can have long or short lives. In general, though, teams are typically 

established to work a specific project over a certain time frame. Teams are 

often small (5-10 members), composed of members who work together 

regularly. While these teams often have formal leaders, leaders are 

typically encouraged to adopt ~oaching or participative leadership styles, 

rather than directive or autocratic styles (e.g., BellSouth Management 

Institute, no date). 

One of the distinguishing characteristics between the groups studied 

previously and the teams of interest here is the nature of the task and 

EMS use. Rather than being a task that is tackled in one intense (albeit 

sometimes long) continuous series of meetings, the tasks here are 

performed in a series of meetings separated in time. The team meets face

to-face to perform the task, adjourns to enable members to return to their 

day-to-day responsibilities (and/or perform individual work assigned by the 

team), meets again, and so on. 

This study had two objectives. First, to examine EMS use by small 
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business teams to understand how they can adopt and use the technology. 

The needs of such teams may be quite different that those of large groups 

for which GroupSystems was originally designed Small teams may not 

need as much formal process structure (Shaw, 1981), and thus pre-meeting 

planning may not be as important The ability to reduce production 

blocking was found to be one of the most important contributions of this 

technology. However, such small teams are likely to experience less 

production blocking than the larger groups studied previously (see 53). 

And while reductions in anonymity were important for non-peer groups, it 

appears to have little value for small groups of peers such as business 

teams (see 61 and Chapter 1). Thus EMS may have substantially less to 

offer for such teams. 

The second objective was therefore to compare processes, meeting 

outcomes, and project outcomes in EMS and non-EMS teams. Section 51 

suggests that EMS use can improve idea generation for &member groups, 

but only modestly. Previous research conducted elsewhere also suggests 

that EMS support for small groups may not result in improvements (see 

Chapter 2). Given this empirical evidence and the theoretical arguments 

above, improvement from EMS use by small business teams is an open 

question. 

8J Method 

I studied six business teams from one organization. All six teams 

were given the same task (develop a project to improve customer 
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satisfaction for their part of the organization), the same instructions! 

mandate, and the same time period in which to complete the project (seven 

weeks). Three teams were randomly assigned to use the EMS technology; 

three were randomly assigned to use their "traditional" meeting techniques. 

Data were collected from a variety of sources to build a chain of 

evidence and to permit triangulation over methods and time. First, the 

three key organizational players responsible for the administration of the 

overall project were interviewed several times before the project, several 

times during the project, and several times after the project concluded 

These three were the vice-president in charge of the entire project, the 

vice-president of planning, who provided staff support, and his director of 

planning. 

Second, the leaders of each team were interviewed before each 

meeting and once after the project was completed 

Third, all meetings were observed by at least one researcher. Case 

reports were completed within 24 hours of each meeting. 

Fourth, transcripts of all electronic comments made during the 

meetings were recorded. Logs recorded keystrokes at all workstations. 

Fifth, all participants completed an anonymous pre-test questionnaire 

before the project began which attempted to assess attitudes towards 

computers (four items, alpha=.67) and team cohesiveness (three items, 

alpha=.70). See Appendix H 

Sixth, all participants completed anonymous post-session 

questionnaires at the end of each meeting. This questionnaire asked 

participants to evaluate the meeting's effectiveness (three items, alpha=.80), 
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their satisfaction (three items, alpha=.82), team cohesiveness (see 

above) and participation. See Appendix H 

Seventh, all participants completed a questionnaire at the end of the 

study that asked them to evaluate the effectiveness of the projects 

developed by all six teams. The EMS teams were also asked to rate the 

effectiveness of the various EMS components they used See Appendix H 

8.2 Case Descriptions 

821 Background 

The site for this study was Arizona Medical Center* (AMC), a 300-bed 

tertiary care medical center in Arizona During the late 198Os, AMC had 

undergone a series of significant organizational changes aimed at 

revitalizing the hospital and its services. A new CEO and several new 

senior executives had been appointed, and AMC began actively seeking to 

expand its markets in several key areas. A new building campaign began. 

Several new clinics and specialties were added and several old ones 

dropped. AMC began to court several managed care providers (e.g., Heath 

Maintenance Organizations (HMO», winning a contract with one of 

Arizona's largest HMOs away from a rival medical center. As the Vice

President of Nursing put it, "A sleeping giant awoke:' 

However, community perceptions of AMC were not completely 

positive. AMC was consistently ranked second (occasionally lower) in a 

* All names are pseudonyms. 
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number of key areas by local physicians or the general population in 

numerous surveys undertaken from l.984-89. One of the programs initiated 

by the AMCs new administration was therefore the Customer Satisfaction 

Task Force, a joint task-force composed of AMC Vice-Presidents and their 

Directors, and their counterparts in AMCs sister organization, Arizona 

Physicians Corporation (APC). APC is one of Arizona's largest multi

specialty group of physicians and is directly affiliated with AMC, being the 

largest single admitter of patients to AMC. 

The purpose of this task ~orce was to identify ways to improve 

customer satisfaction with AMC, APC, and their services. A series of 

meetings were held over several months (including one half-day meeting 

with EMS support in the CMR) leading to the identification of 28 

improvement opportunities ranging from patient billing, admission 

procedures, management and staff training, and sign age and maps. One of 

the fundamental issues raised was the need to involve lower level managers 

in the program to improve customer satisfaction. 

The focus of this study is on the efforts of the Department of Nursing 

to develop a series of proposals to improve customer satisfaction. The 

Department of Nursing is divided into five principal directorates, 

(Pediatrics, Obstetrics/Gynecology, Intensive CarelTrauma, Surgery and 

Home Health Care), and three supporting directorates (Planning, Research, 

and Quality Assurance) that report to the Vice-President of Nursing. Six 

project teams were formed from the directors and managers in these 

directorates plus key representatives from APC. The project teams were 

organized around the five principal directorates, except due to its size, the 
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Intensive CarefTrauma directorate was divided into two project teams, one 

for Intensive Care, one for Trauma The membership of each project team 

is given in Table 8.1. Three of these teams were randomly assigned to use 

the EMS facilities (teams El, E2, E3), with the other three using 

"traditional" methods (teams Nl, N2, N3). 

The project began with an initial day-long kickoff meeting of all 

participants at an Arizona resort. After a brief introduction of the EMS 

support team and their involvement, the meeting began with a general 

review of AMC's situation, and those of other metro hospitals. The need to 

improve customer satisfaction was emphasized, particularly the 

relationships with the doctors. The managers were introduced to the 

Baxter Business Planning Methodology (a structured business planning 

technique developed for the health care industry) and urged to use it, 

where appropriate, to help them develop a plan to improve customer 

satisfaction in their area of the hospital. The patient has long been viewed 

as the principal (or only) customer, but the increasing turbulence in the 

health care industry has brought with it a realization that the patient is 

responsible for selecting a specific hospital only in a few cases (e.g., 

obstetrics). The choice of hospital is now principally made by doctors and 

managed care providers. Therefore, the nurses were urged to consider the 

patient, the family, other nurses, and especially the doctors as key AMC 

customers when they developed their plans. The teams were to develop 

their plans and report them to the entire group at a closing meeting to be 

held at the same resort in seven weeks time. Each of the six project teams 

then took the rest of the afternoon to begin discussions on the project. 



Table 8.1: Team Membership 

Team Nl: Surgery 

Roderick, Director, Surgery" 

Belinda, Manager, OR 

Pat, Manager, OR 

John, Manager, ICU 

Eileen, Manager, ICU 

Jolene, Manager, leu 

Mary, Manager, APC 

Mindy, Manager, APC 

Team N2: OB/GYN 

Patty, Director, OB/GYN* 

John, Dir's Ass't, OB/GYN 

Kathy, Manager, OB/GYN 

Laurie, Manager, OB/GYN 

Linda, Manager, APe 

Jennie, Manager, APe 

Team N3: Pediatrics 

Joan, Director, Peds* 

Sue, Dir's Ass't, Peds 

Deborah, Manager, Peds 

Nancy,Manager,Peds 

Lauri, Manager, Peds 

Janie, Manager, APe 

Sonnie, Manager, APe 

* indicates the team leader(s) 

Team El: Intensive Care 

Robin, Director, Research* 

Kathy, Manager, ICU* 

Janice, Manager, ICU 

John, Manager, leu 

Made, Supervisor, leu 

Patty, Supervisor, ICU 

Team E2: Home Health 

Sally, Director, HH* 

Robin, Director, Planning 

Jane, Assoc Dir, HH 

Anna, Manager, APe 

Maria, Manager, APe 

Pat, Manager, APe 

Margaret, Manager, APe 

Team E3: Trauma 

Mary, Director, Trauma* 

Laurel, Dir's Ass't, Trauma 
Fred, Manager, Trauma 

Stephanie, Manager, Trauma 

Norma, Manager, Trauma 

Sue, Manager, Planning 

Note: Director's Assistant is a staff position reporting to a Director 

2(J7 
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822 Team NI 

The activities of Team Nl are summarized in Table 8.2. At the 

kickoff meeting, Roderick suggested that the team attempt to solve the 

problems faced by patients' families, due to the lack of a family waiting 

room and private consultation room in which to talk with the surgeon. 

This problem had been previously identified by the Customer Satisfaction 

Task Force, and ranked eighth in priority. The team quickly accepted this 

as the focus of their project and spent the rest of the meeting generating 

ideas on how to resolve the problem. The team also quickly adopted one 

solution to the waiting room problem proposed by the task force: the 

provision of old, unused pagers to families so that they could wait 

anywhere in the hospital and yet still be contacted immediately. The 

discussion was very egalitarian, with virtually every team member 

contributing ideas (although some more than others). 

Seven members of the team plus an expert on AMC's pager system 

attended the first regular meeting in Roderick's office. The notes from the 

kick-off meeting had been lost, so the team discussed the issues identified 

previously. The focus of the meeting, however, was on finding suitable 

locations for the consultation room and the pager station. The team 

walked around the department looking in every corridor, room, closet, 

stairwell, and settled on primary and alternate locations for the 

consultation room (half of the men's locker room) and pager station (in the 

alcove of an unused elevator). They returned to Roderick's office and 

generated ideas on how to sell their project to the administration; two team 

members were tasked with developing and administering a questionnaires 
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to doctors and families that would be used to support the team's claim that 

the lack of consultation room and waiting room was hurting satisfaction. 

Team members were very excited about the project, noting that they were 

"over-acheivers" able to accomplish much with few resources. 

Seven team members and the pager system expert attended the second 

meeting in week 6. This meeting lacked the interest and enthusiasm of the 

first The team first discussed the results of the doctor questionnaires, 

which provided support for their project as expected; the family 

questionnaires had not been administered. Most of the meeting was then 

spent working through the Baxter planning forms: Roderick read the 

Baxter item to the team, and would write down the responses. At first, 

many members would talk at once, with Roderick attempting to record all 

the responses ('You're going too fast for the secretary; slow down''). 

Gradually the discussion changed, with Roderick and two other members 

dominating and the others contributing only slightly. The team appeared 

bored, with much yawning and several comments of "let's finish this." 

During this meeting, team members were surprised by three 

significant problems with the plan. First, the volunteers managing the 

pager system would need to provide coverage for 16 hours, although most 

volunteer-managed services only provided 12 hour coverage. Second, some 

families spoke only Spanish, and bilingual volunteers were scarce. Third, 

the pager expert raised concerns about whether the old pagers would 

actually work, or whether they would have to be repaired, increasing the 

project cost Team members seemed uneasy that these issues had not been 

raised at the previous meeting, but decided to stick to the original plan. 
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Table 8.2: Team Nl Activities 

Meeting 1 (week 2) 8 members 90 minutes 

• Review what happened at the first meeting 

• Generate ideas on locations for consultation room and pager station 

• Generate ideas on how to sell project to administration 

Meeting 2 (week 6) 8 members 90 minutes 

• Review results of doctor questionnaires 

• Review project costs 

• Answer Baxter questions 

Meeting 3 (week 7) 5 members 90 minutes 

• Review results of family questionnaires 

• Review presentation 

• Discuss problems with using volunteers 

• Discuss other ideas for improving satisfaction 
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Five members attended the third and final meeting two days before 

the closing meeting. Once again the meeting lacked the interest of the 

first; few people laughed at Roderick's jokes and other attempts to rouse 

the team. The team quickly reviewed the results of the family 

questionnaires (which met their expectations) and then spent the rest of 

the meeting ostensibly reviewing the presentation slides Roderick had 

developed However, two new concerns were raised First, getting the 30-40 

volunteers needed to manage the pager station would prove difficult, and 

who would manage them? It became apparent that a full time staff 

member might be needed, so one of the team members phoned the 

administrative offices to determine the salary required Second, several 

team members raised other ideas about how to improve satisfaction that 

did not fit the current project plan (e.g., overnight accommodations for 

families, toys for children, computer support) and were not recorded. 

823. Team N2 

The activities of Team N2 are summarized in Table 83. Team N2 was 

less egalitarian at the kickoff meeting, with only three members being 

regular contributors to the discussion. The discussion quickly focused on 

the relationship between the doctors and the nurses in the department: how 

nurses sometimes treated residents poorly, and how private physicians were 

not always accorded the respect they might receive elsewhere. After 

setting the project goal of improving physician satisfaction, the first step of 

which was to administer a questionnaire to the doctors, the team began 

working through the questions and steps in the Baxter methodology. 
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Table 8.3: Team N2 Activities 

Meeting 1 (week 2) 5 members, 50 minutes 

• Review results of kickoff meeting 

• Continue to complete Baxter 

Meeting 2 (week 4) 5 members, 50 minutes 

• Review previous results 

• Generate ideas on ways to make doctors feel welcome 

Meeting 3 (week 6) 4 members, 50 minutes 

• Review of Baxter write-up 

• Review of materials for focus group session 

• Review of materials to be given to new doctors 

• Planning of presentation 
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All but one member attended the first regular meeting. Patty, the 

team leader, actively led the meeting, first reviewing the results of the 

previous meeting and then moving the team through the remaining items 

in the Baxter plan and jotting down the team's responses. Patty was clearly 

in charge of the meeting, but the discussion was lively and friendly. The 

team was very cohesive, with everyone except Jennie (the outsider from 

APe) actively involved Patty made several attempts to draw Jennie into 

the conversation, without much success. Patty assigned tasks for herself 

and two team members to corcplete by the next meeting. 

All but one member attended the second meeting. Patty led the team 

through the homework assignments and then turned discussion to 

generating ways of making the doctors feel more welcome in the 

department, including a physician day, a newsletter, a resident welcoming 

program, and a physician and resident of the month program. The project 

was scheduled to begin two months after the closing meeting, assuming 

that the administration approved the project Patty was chosen to present 

the project at the closing meeting. 

Four members attended the third meeting. Patty opened the meeting 

by stating "I've learned some things that will make our job easier." Patty 

had talked with Joan, leader of Team N3, and learned that Team N3 and 

the Planning department were going to do a survey of the doctors. She, 

Joan and the Planning department had agreed to do a joint survey, 

beginning with an initial focus group meeting with some "friendly" doctors 

in two weeks time. Patty then led the team through the completed Baxter 

form, recording changes suggested by team members. 
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None of the specific ideas generated during the second meeting were 

recorded. John expressed a general concern: "Is this all we said?" Patty 

pointed to one sentence that said "some physician recognition activities" 

would be initiated. She then showed the welcoming material the Planning 

department was preparing to give to the new residents and a 4-page list of 

questions for the focus group session with doctors. After reviewing the 

materials, John commented to Patty "rm glad you're on our committee." 

Discussion then moved to the presentation, and how to make 

overheads. Kathy mentioned a meeting held earlier in the year at which 

some of the members did a skit Much laughter erupted as the team 

recalled the skit, and John jokingly suggested the team do a skit The 

discussion returned to the problem at hand, but with much joking about 

the skit. After five minutes, the team decided to do a skit as the 

introduction to the team's presentation, and spent the last half of the 

meeting planning the skit 

82.4TeamN3 

The activities of Team N3 are summarized in Table 8.4. Team N3 was 

also less egalitarian at the kickoff, with only three members contributing 

comments. Several weeks prior to the meeting, Joan proposed a survey of 

physicians to determine how the department could serve them better. She 

was told to wait When she brought up the idea at this meeting, "no one 

opposed it," in the words of one AMC manager. 'We didn't have time to 

think of our own [ideas] and this seemed like a project we could buy into." 

Joan led the team through the Baxter forms. 



Table 8.4: Team N3 Activities 

Meeting 1 (week 4) 5 members, 60 minutes 

• Review Baxter forms 

Meeting 2 (week 5) 8 members, 60 minutes 

• Review Baxter forms 

• Generate ideas on issues to include on questionnaire 
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Five members attended the first regular meeting; the leader, Joan, was 

unavailable due to an emergency budget meeting and two other members 

were on vacation. The team divided itself with AMC managers on one side 

of the table and APC on the other. The team reviewed what had been 

done at the previous meeting with Sue reading the Baxter questions and 

the team's previous responses, and recording additional points on the 

Baxter forms. Several challenges to doing the questionnaire project were 

raised by the APC managers (e.g., 'What does this have to do with me? rm 

not _ [AMC~ I might as well go.'), but Sue continued to work through the 

forms. Few new points were raised. Nancy attempted to liven the team by 

joking about issues, but all she got was yawns, and pointed criticisms of 

AMC staff from the APC managers. 

All team members attended the second and final meeting. Joan ran 

the meeting, and began by quickly reviewing the Baxter forms and 

soliciting improvements. A few suggestions were made, but Joan did not 

record any of them. Joan then had the team generate ideas for questions to 

be included on the questionnaire. She noted that the team did not have to 

design the questionnaire, just identify issues to be covered. It was assumed 

that Joan would give the presentation. At the end of the meeting, two 

APC managers left immediately, while the others lingered to share 

chocolates brought by Joan. One team member commented "rm not sure 

how productive this has been." 

825 Team EI 

The activities of Team El are summarized in Table 85. Team El was 
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very egalitarian in their discussions at the kickoff; every team member 

contributed to the discussion and it was difficult to identify any member(s) 

as dominating or leading the discussion. In fa~t, it was difficult to get the 

team to select one member to be the contact with the EMS team; some 

members presumed that Robin, the Director of Research, would be the 

contact as she was the "ranking" member, but she chose not to be, possibly 

because ICU was not her department; instead Kathy was assigned to be the 

contact. Unlike Teams N1 and N3 there was no quick focus on a project. 

The team discussed conducting questionnaires of patients and doctors to 

identify what both perceived as the major problems in the department. By 

the end of the meeting, the team had reached consensus that the two major 

issues facing the ICU that they could attempt to improve were the lack of 

support for the family and the flow of patients through the ICU, but they 

had not yet settled on the nature of the plan they were going to develop. 

All six members attended the first regular meeting. After a brief 

introduction to the EMS, the team used Topic Commenter for 30 minutes 

to discuss the two key problem areas (family s~pport and patient flow) and 

attempt to find solutions. All members actively participated by typing 

their ideas and challenging those of others (e.g., member 1; 'tWard] 6E needs 

more beds." member 2: "Would more beds really slow transit time through 

the unit?). Next the team used 10 to formally propose solutions. Members 

proposed ideas electronically, and then discussed them both electronically 

and verbally to produce a short list of two viable alternatives: a family 

liaison and a case manager. All members actively participated both 

electronically and verbally, except for Patty, who actively typed ideas and 
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comments but did not make any verbal comments; instead, she whispered to 

Robin who then stated several of Patty's comments to the team. The team 

often looked to Robin for leadership, but she was reticent to provide 

direction. However, at the end of the meeting when the team started 

proposing criteria on which to evaluate the two alternatives, Robin said she 

thought that was going in the wrong direction: the team first needed a 

better understanding of what the two alternatives involved 

All members except Robin attended the second meeting. During this 

meeting Kathy began to emerge as the team's leader. The team started by 

using Topic Commenter (TC) to describe exactly what the two alternatives 

involved. John voiced opposition to using the EMS rather than talking, but 

Marie (and to some extent Kathy) convinced him to use it After 35 

minutes using TC. Kathy said 'We're spinning our wheels" and got the team 

to verbally discuss what had been entered in TC while the facilitator used 

an editor to take notes for the team. During the verbal discussion, the 

team often referred to specific comments entered in TC. 

This verbal discussion began with Kathy observing that many of the 

duties ascribed to a case manager were the same as those noted for the 

family liaison, and thus the two options were very similar; after some 

discussion, the other members agreed, and the team began to focus on the 

details of the position. By the end of the meeting, the team agreed that 

"family liaison" was the better title for the position. John agreed to do a 

literature search to find articles to support their proposal. 
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Table 8.5: Team El Activities 

Meeting 1 (Week 2) 6 members 120 minutes 

• Introduction to EMS 

• Discussion of two critical areas [using Topic Commenter] 

• Proposal and discussion of solutions [using Idea Organizer] 

Meeting 2 (Week 3) 5 members 90 minutes 

• Differentiate between two alternatives [using Topic Commenter] 

• Discuss issues raised [using Editor] 

Meeting 3 (week 4) 4 members 120 minutes 

• Answer Baxter questions [using Topic Commenter] 

Meeting 4 (week 5) 2 members 120 minutes 

• Refine Baxter questions [using GroupWriter] 

Meeting 5 (week 6) 4 members 120 minutes 

• Refine Baxter questions [using GroupWriter] 
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The third meeting began with only John, Kathy, and Janice present 

(Patty and Robin were on vacation} John had been unable to find 

anything useful in the literature search, so the team started working 

through the Baxter forms using TC John again suggested the team talk 

and only one person type, and this time the team agreed Kathy was 

appointed typist and documented the team's points under each Baxter 

heading as the three discussed the items verbally. Kathy took great care 

with the wording of each point, and chose not to record all the points the 

other two made. Gradually John and Janice got frustrated After a while, 

Janice took over the typing from Kathy, but John still felt frustrated and 

began to work on another card, noting that the other two "didn't need a 

third mind." At this point Marie arrived and began working on a separate 

card from John, and from Kathy and Janice. Shortly after this, the room 

fell silent as Kathy began typing by herself on a separate card from Janice. 

For the rest of the meeting, there was only occasional verbal conversation 

used to coordinate activities (e.g., John: 'TIl do Case Manager under 'Other 

Approaches Considered.' Marie, you do Clinical Nurse:) or for clarification 

(e.g., Marie: "What does 'patient volume' mean?'). By the end of the 

meeting, they all agreed that they had "done pretty good" but that they 

were tired. 

Only Janice and Patty attended the fourth meeting (the others were 

on vacation or at a conference} They worked together on one workstation 

(alternating typing responsibilities) using GW to edit, refine and improve 

the document started in the previous meeting. 

John, Marie, Kathy and Janice attended the fifth meeting. After 
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reviewing what Patty and Janice had done previously, they broke into two 

2-member sub-teams (John and Marie, Kathy and Janice) and used GW to 

further refine and enhance the project proposal Once again, verbal 

communication was used solely for coordination and clarification. By the 

end of the meeting they felt that they had accomplished a lot but were 

tired It was agreed that either Robin or (more likely) Kathy would give a 

short presentation at the closing meeting that followed the report they had 

written. 

82.6TeamE2 

The activities of Team E2 are summarized in Table 8.6. Team E2 was 

a very diverse team, with many different viewpoints expressed at the 

kickoff meeting. It was not uncommon for two (or even three) members to 

talk at once, although two APe members made very few comments. 

Several months prior to the meeting, Sally, the Director of Home Health, 

and her Associate Director, Jane, had proposed that AMC establish a nurse

run clinic for outpatient procedures (e.g., IVs) similar to an x-ray clinic. 

The project was turned down. Jane proposed the same idea to the team, 

and by the end of the meeting, Sally stated that everyone had agreed to 

pursue a plan for the clinic, although this was not clear to me as an outside 

observer. 

Sally was openly hostile to the use of EMS technology_ She claimed 

that everyone had "the same ideas," that no discussion was needed, and that 

computers couldn't help them. While there were no statistically significant 

differences in computer attitudes between participants in the two 
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treatments on the initial questionnaires (F(1,3O)=o.38, p=ns), members of this 

team expressed the least positive views of the six project teams 

(F(5,26}=223, p=.081). Nonetheless, Sally and the team agreed to "try" the 

technology for one meeting. 

Six team members attended the first regular meeting, with three APC 

managers sitting on one side of the room and the three AMC managers on 

the other. During the introduction to EMS and the initial verbal discussion 

on what the team was going to do, only the three AMC managers and one 

APC manager talked; the other two APC managers said nothing. However, 

the situation reversed when the team began discussing the issues 

electronically. All the APC managers and one of the AMC managers 

(Jane) began to actively enter ideas and challenge those of others; Robin 

entered very few comments (she mostly sat and read the comments of 

others). Sally was flippant and tried to distract the team, making sarcastic 

remarks, complaining that the EMS could not automatically understand 

and link related ideas, and having side conversations with Jane and Robin. 

After 40 minutes the team stopped and reviewed the results; two APC 

managers led the verbal discussion of the issues that had been raised, with 

the facilitator recording key points with an editor. By the end of the 

meeting, it appeared that all team members had accepted the basic premise 

of the project, an outpatient procedures clinic. 

Prior to the next meeting, I met with Sally to determine if the team 

would continue to use the EMS. Sally surprised me by opening the meeting 

with a statement that the previous meeting "was very successful." She 

noted that the project was "basically a[nJ ... [APe} project" but that 
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"anytime we can make ... [APC] better it's better for ... [AMC]." She 

agreed to continue in the study and we set the next meeting's agenda 

Six members attended the second meeting - all but Robin, who never 

attended another meeting - and once again the team divided into APC and 

AMC parts of the room. This meeting was spent refining project details. 

The team verbally discussed the issues with the facilitator recording points 

in the editor. The team also referred to the notes from the first meeting, 

both on paper and in BriefCase. Every team member actively participated 

in the verbal discussion. At the end of the meeting, the team felt that it 

had accomplished a great deal and "deserved lunch out" Each member 

except Sally was assigned tasks to complete prior to the next meeting. 

Five members attended the third meeting; Marie and Robin were 

absent. After some discussion of how the meeting would be run, Jane 

convinced everyone to type the results of their homework their into Te. 

Sally and Margaret appeared somewhat frustrated at this, but agreed. 

After 30 minutes the team began to verbally discuss the outstanding issues 

on the Baxter form not yet covered, and the nature of their presentation; 

Jane kept typing. By the end of the meeting, everyone agreed that their 

project was looking good and that all that remained was to have the report 

formally typed and the overheads prepared for the presentation. 

All members - except Robin - attended the brief fourth and final 

meeting. Sally described the overheads she was planning to use for the 

presentation, amidst much good natured joking. 
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Table 8.6: Team E2 Activities 

Meeting 1 (week 3) 6 members, 90 minutes 

• Introduction to EMS 

• Generate ideas on six project aspects [using Topic Commenter] 

• Review of the six aspects [using Editor] 

Meeting 2 (week 4) 6 members 90 minutes 

• Generate and discuss project details [using Editor] 

Meeting 3 (week 5) 5 members 70 minutes 

• Refining of project details [using Topic Commenter] 

• Review of details and Baxter requirements 

Meeting 4 (week 7) 6 members 45 min 

• Sally leads discussion of presentation 
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8.27TeamE3 

The activities of Team E3 are summarized in Table 8.7. The leader of 

Team E3, Mary, was an enthusiastic champion both for the use of EMS 

technology and for the development of a plan to improve customer 

satisfaction. She and two other members of the team excitedly spoke of 

bringing in outside parties to "brainstorm" and of using their department 

(perceived as as leading edge department within AMC) as a model for new 

strategies to improve customer satisfaction within AMC as a whole. The 

focus of the project was to be on "empowering ~mployees, fostering team 

building, and promoting self-esteem, thereby improving satisfaction.It The 

next project meeting was scheduled two business days later because Mary 

wanted to get moving quickly. 

Only three members attended the first meeting; Mary was not one of 

them. Without Mary, the team did not feel that it could proceed. The issue 

of empowerment was discussed, but in general the meeting was spent 

learning about the EMS. Team members felt frustrated by the lack of 

progress. One was vehemently opposed to letting the other non-attending 

team members see the output as she felt that her boss would view the 

meeting as a waste of time. The three argued about this as they left 

Over the next six weeks, I repeatedly contacted Mary to schedule 

another meeting; each time she said that she would get back to me, but 

never did. As the deadline for project completion approached, a rushed 

meeting was scheduled two days before the closing meeting. Two members 

showed up on time, with Mary and another member arriving 45 minutes 

late. The focus of this meeting shifted immediately from empowerment to 
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ways of improving communication among staff members. One member 

suggested installing a computer bulletin board and team adopted that idea 

as their plan. Twenty minutes after she arrived, Mary commented "I think 

we are wasting our time" and focused discussion on the presentation. She 

declined to give the presentation (saying she had taken the "mommy out of 

management') and the team argued over who would give it Discussion 

then turned to completing the Baxter forms, which was done using a 

chauffeured process with the text editor, team members discussed the 

questions while the facilitator recorded remarks. One member said she 

thought the whole project was "stupid" and that it reminded her of "being 

in graduate schoo!." As the meeting closed, the team took the print-outs 

and diskette of the meeting notes and prepared to go out to dinner 

together to finalize the remaining issues. 

8.8 The Closing Meeting 

Team Nl. Roderick presented the pager/consultation room plan with 

options for both a full time staff person as well as an all-volunteer staffing 

plan at the closing meeting. Roderick stated that the project team had 

used "the feedback we've collected" from doctors and families as a basis for 

the plan. The project was received favorably by the entire group, but was 

not unexpected: prior to the presentations, members of two other project 

teams asked the EMS team if the team Nl was going to propose the 

development of a project to resolve the family waiting room problem. 
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Table 8.7: Team E3 Activities 

Meeting 1 (week 1) 3 members 90 minutes 

• Introduction to EMS and discussion of project goals [using EBS, and 

Topic Commenter] 

Meeting 2 (week 7) 4 members 60 minutes 

• Generate ideas on how to improve communication [using Topic 

Commenter] 

• Answer Baxter q uestions [using Edi tor] 
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Team N2 Team N2's presentation started with a five minute skit by 

all six team members that generated much laughter. Patty then gave a 

two-minute presentation that stated the team's intention to conduct a 

survey of the doctors. The room was surprised by the shortness of the 

presentation and the lack of detail, and the next presenter started with 

''Patty gave you the fun stuff. We'll give you the meat" 

Team N3. Joan gave the presentation which outlined the need for a 

questionnaire, the issues to be considered, and the timing. Joan noted that 

"I'm not sure we're going to learn anything ... but it will create awareness 

and package information." The Director of Planning cominented to the VP 

of Nursing 'That wasn't a project We're already doing it" 

Team El. Kathy gave the presentation for Team E1 She outlined the 

current problems in Intensive Care and the need for a family liaison. She 

presented details of the background required, the person's responsibilities 

and the salary range. The proposal was favorably received, but there was 

concern at the need for two FTEs. 

Team E2. Sally gave the presentation for Team E2, and began by 

telling some jokes about the team's experiences using the EMS. She then 

carefully laid out the proposal for the patient procedure clinic in great 

detail. When she finished, the room erupted in discussion. All five 

Directors present immediately spoke in favor of the proposal, as did the 

VP. Many detailed questions were asked and answered by Sally. 

Team E3. Fred gave the proposal for Team E3. It was not well 

organized and presented theoretical arguments of what should happen 

with increased communication rather than a detailed proposal. He noted 
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that the team "hadn't done Baxter." 

8.3 Analysis 

831 Meeting Process 

Several themes emerge from the meeting processes adopted by the 

teams. The first is the nature of participation and involvement in the 

team's decision making processes. All three of the non-EMS teams adopted 

a leader-centered approach. The leader directed the discussion and took 

notes. As a result, the leader and the leader's notes were the focus of the 

discussion. When team members spoke, they tended to direct their 

comments at the leader, rather than other team members. In all three of 

the non-EMS teams, the leaders were observed on several occasions not to 

record ideas stated by some members. The leader controlled the group 

memory, and to varying degrees used that power to direct the project 

In contrast, non-leader members of the first two EMS teams tended to 

play larger roles in the projects' development than their counterparts in 

the non-EMS team.s. The focus of discussion here (whether electronic or 

verbal) was the group memory recorded by the EMS, other team members, 

or the facilitator. The team leader did not have the same power to control 

the group memory as any member could easily add to it Members of the 

EMS teams thus had greater influence over the direction of the project 

This greater involvement was recognized by participants: members of EMS 

teams reported more equal participation than those in the non-EMS teams 

(F(l,9O)=24.92,p=.OOl); see Figure 8.1 
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This improved opportunity for communication may have had some 

effect on team cohesivesness (Deutsch, 1968). Chidambaram, Bostrom, and 

Wynne (1991) found that EMS use improved cohesiveness compared to non

EMS teams over the duration of a four-meeting study, although EMS use 

initially lowered cohesiveness. In this study, both EMS and non-EMS 

teams, displayed symptoms of a lack of cohesiveness, particulariy between 

the AMC and APC coalitions (e.g., N3, E2, E3). The questionnaire measures 

of cohesiveness present an interesting pattern (see Figure 8.2). 

Cohesiveness was measured at the start of the first meeting after the 

kickoff meeting before any discussion took place, and thus this represents a 

snap-shot before the two treatments were introduced. From this, we see 

that the EMS teams reported lower pre-study cohesiveness. Over the 

duration of the study, cohesiveness gradually improved (F(l,126}=1122, 

p=.OO1), as is typical (Shaw, 1981). The cohesiveness of EMS teams increased 

at a faster rate than that of the non-EMS teams (the interaction term was 

statistically significant: F(1,126}=4.82, p=.030), such that by the end of the 

study, EMS teams reported being more cohesive. 

Satisfaction and perceived effectiveness remained relatively stable for 

the non-EMS teams over the duration of the study (see Figures 83 and 8.4, 

respectively). Members of EMS teams reported lower effectiveness than 

the non-EMS teams after the first meeting, but this increased beyond that 

of the non-EMS teams for the remaining meetings. EMS team member 

satisfaction also started slightly below that of members of the non-EMS 

teams, but these differences were not statistically significant at cx=.05 

(F(1,94}=3.49, p=.065). 
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Figure 8.2: Cohesiveness 
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Figure 8.4: Satisfaction 
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832 The Nature of EMS Use 

The lower initial perceived effectiveness and member satisfaction 

may have been due to the need to adapt to the new meeting processes in 

the EMS environment. The choice of specific EMS tools used is typically a 

joint decision between the facilitator and the team leader during the pre

planning meeting. The leader identifies meeting goals and steps, the 

facilitator presents alternative technical solutions, and together they 

explore the pros and cons. Pre-planning for a meeting typically takes 30-120 

minutes, depending upon the clarity of meeting objectives, the leader's 

experience with the EMS, and the facilitator's experience with the task 

domain. 

Thus one could argue that the adoption process was heavily 

influenced by the leader and the facilitator. However, one of the striking 

differences between these business teams and the larger groups studied 

previously, was reduced pre-planning. The leaders of these teams did not 

want to conduct extensive pre-planning. The general reaction was why 

spend 30-60 minutes planning for a ~120 minute meeting - it's not cost

effective. 

The pattern that evolved by the second meeting was for the team as a 

whole to take 5-10 minutes at the end of each meeting to plan the next 

meeting. In this way, the team as a whole set the agendas and selected the 

tools, with advice and direction from the leader and facilitator. 

The nature of the tools and meeting style evolved as the projects 

progressed. Both Team El and E2 started with an interactive style (Topic 

Commenter) and then moved to a supported or chauffeured style. Both 
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teams returned to interactive styles after experiencing frustration with 

production blocking. Team E1 then settled on working in dyads, with 

verbal communication used to coordinate activities or resolve equivocality 

between dyads. Team E2 used interactive styles followed by verbal 

conversation to resolve equivocality. 

At the final meeting, each EMS team was asked to rate the relative 

importance of each of seven EMS components (see Table 8.8). The REGW 

column in this Table reports the results of the REGW post-hoc test for 

pairwise differences between the seven components (The REGW test is 

more precise than the Tukey test (see SAS Institute Inc., 1988)). The results 

of this test indicate that anonymity was rated statistically significantly 

lower than any other component. Pre-meeting planning was rated the next 

lowest There were no statistically significant differences among the 

remaining five components. 

The first component among the five rated most highly was the group 

memory, the ability for the team to record key information, take it away 

from the meeting, and return in the following meeting to build on it. This 

appears to reflect two of the major differences between the EMS and non

EMS teams: access to the group memory, and the ability to easily edit and 

refine work from previous team meetings. 

The facilitator was also rated as being important, which was 

unexpected. The facilitator played a very small role in the meetings of 

these teams both in absolute terms, and in relative terms compared to the 

larger groups studied in Chapter 7. The facilitator provided little agenda 

planning advice or process-oriented facilitation during the meetings 



Table 8.8: Importance of EMS Components 

Component 

Group Memory 

Facilitator 

Electronic Blackboard 

Parallelism 

Task Structure (Baxter) 

Pre-Meeting Planning 

Anonymity 

Rating 

Mean S.D. 

6.39 0.87 

6.00 1.00 

5.39 1.12 

5.31 1.60 

4.92 1.38 

3.46 1.63 

2.08 1.44 

F(6,81)=16.99 

p=.OOI 

Note: l=not important, 7=very important 

REGW* 

Group 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

c 
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*The REGW statistic is a post-hoc test that has greater precision than the 

Tukey test (see SAS Institute Inc., 1988). 
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themselves. Thus this likely reflects the importance of the continuing 

technical training provided by the facilitator. 

The two least important components were pre-meeting planning 

(discussed above), and anonymity. Members of these business teams who 

worked together on a day-to-day basis did not feel anonymity to be useful 

The findings for anonymity support the findings in 61 for student peer 

groups and those in Chapter 7 for peer groups in the field 

A final observation relates to the general design of GroupSystems. 

Most GroupSystems tools are designed so that all members can add to the 

group memory, but only the facilitator can change or delete it This 

proved quite dysfunctional for Team E2, who wanted to edit and refine 

information entered previously. Given the collegial nature of this team 

(which is the goal of business teams), members trusted each other not to 

maliciously delete or change information. The ability of GW to permit the 

team to simultaneously edit the group memory was crucial to this team's 

success. Interestingly enough, this was one of the first groups to use GW, 

as few applications had been found for it with the larger groups who 

typically have chosen to use GroupSystems (see Chapters 7 and 9). 

833 Pro jeet Outcomes 

The two project outcomes of interest were efficiency and 

effectiveness. Efficiency was measured by the number of person-hours 

expended on the projects. The EMS teams spent a mean of 19.9 person

hours in meetings (std=102) and 24.7 person-hours in total, including time 

working outside of meetings (std=93). Non-EMS teams spent a mean of 161 
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person-hours (std=10.4) in meetings and a mean of 185 person-hours 

including outside time (std=ll.5). The differences were not statistically 

significant (in meetings: F(1,4)=021, p=ns; total time F(1,4)=052, p=ns). 

Effectiveness was examined in three ways. The first was the level of 

detail and completeness in the project presentations and Baxter reports. 

The most complete and detailed presentations and reports were those by 

Teams El and E2 Team Nl and N3 were next, with Teams N2 and E3 

providing no details in their presentations or reports. 

The second measure was the response to the presentations by the 

other teams, as measured by the duration of applause and the number of 

favorable remarks made by members of other teams following the 

presentations at the final meeting. Team E2's project was the clear winner 

here. The projects by Teams N1 and E1 were also favorably received by the 

team, but without the same level of praise. The projects by Teams N2, N3, 

and E3 were not favorably received. 

These two qualitative measures of effectiveness lean in favor of the 

EMS teams, but the evidence is far from clear. The third measure was the 

project ratings. All study participants were asked to rate the projects 

proposed by all teams for their impact on the four major customer groups 

(patients, families, doctors, and nurses) and their ease of implementation. 

The results, given in Table 8.9, also present a mixed picture. The 

projects proposed by the EMS teams were rated more highly on their 

impact on patients and nurses, while those of the non-EMS teams were 

rated to have higher impact on doctors. There were no differences in 



Team Patients 

Mn 

N1 78.4 

N2 57.8 

N3 60.6 

Mean 65.6 

E1 78.1 

E2 91. 7 

E3 57.6 

Sd 

30.1 

Table 8.9: Project Ratings 

Impact on 

Families 

Mn 

92.5 

55.8 

59.2 

69.1 

89.5 

85.6 

52.8 

Sd 

31.5 

Doctors 

Mn 

87.7 

84.1 

86.6 

86.2 

69.4 

86.9 

54.0 

Sd 

21.9 

Nurses 

Mn 

64.7 

67.9 

70.1 

67.8 

80.8 

90.5 

76.0 

Sd 

26.9 

240 

Ease of 

Implement 

Mn 

76.6 

80.5 

80.5 

79.2 

64.0 

44.2 

48.3 

Sd 

21.7 

Mean 75.8 26.4 76.0 29.0 70.1 26.0 82.3 17.8 52.2 28.1 

df 

F 

p 

1, 184 

5.90 

.016 

Note: l=low, lOO=high 

1,178 

2.26 

ns 

1,184 

20.83 

.001 

1,183 

18.84 

.001 

1,183 

53.47 

.001 
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impact on families. The proposal by the EMS teams were also rated as 

being more difficult to implement On balance, this evidence also leans in 

favor of the EMS teams (two customer groups to one) but with the caveat 

of greater implementation difficulty. 

Interviews with three hospital directors revealed that while all four 

customer groups were important, the "hidden" agenda (known only to the 

directors and the VP) was to improve doctor satisfaction. All three of the 

non-EMS teams undertook projects that met the hidden agenda; their 

projects were targeted primarily at the doctors (N2, N3) or doctors and 

families jointly (N1). In contrast, the three EMS teams undertook projects 

that did not meet the hidden agenda; their projects were targetted 

primarily at families (E1), nurses (E3), or patients and nurses jointly (E2). 

This presents additional qualitative evidence of the differences in 

team member participation between the EMS and non-EMS teams. The 

non-EMS teams (which were leader centered) met the hidden agenda 

known to the leader, while the EMS teams (which had broader 

participation) did not. Thus not only were members of EMS teams able to 

participate more equally in pure quantitative terms, but that increased 

participation was also reflected in the nature of the final projects. 

8.4 Conclusions 

The general finding of this study is that EMS use increased the 

equality of participation among team members, so that more members had 

greater input into the project and influenced its direction. This improved 
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quality in some aspects (e.g., depth of analysis), but caused the EMS teams 

to miss the hidden agenda known only to the team leaders. While 

parallelism was a key factor in this broader participation, participants 

perceived the group memory (and the ability for teams members to edit 

and refine it) to be the most important component provided by the EMS. 

Member satisfaction and perceived effectiveness among the EMS 

teams were lower initially but gradually increased as the project 

progressed This suggests that project teams' initial reactions to EMS 

technology may not be good indicators of their subsequent reactions, once 

they have explored and adapted to the new work processes possible in EMS 

environmen ts. 
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9. EMS SUPPORT FOR STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT* 

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the capability of EMS to 

support strategic management (SM) at an organizational level This 

chapter presents the results of a three year field study of 30 organizations. 

The question here is how organizations can integrate EMS use into to their 

SM practices and what capabilities EMS can provide. 

SM is the iterative and ongoing process of strategic decision making 

that continues throughout the life of the organization (Mintzberg, 1976). 

While there are many models for the process of SM, the model suggested 

by Schendel and Hofer (1979) provides a particularly useful framework of 

six interrelated activities comprising the SM process: goal formulation, 

environmental analysis, strategy formulation, strategy evaluation, strategy 

implementation, and strategic control. See Figure 9~ 

Goal Formulation. During this stage, the goals of the organization are 

defined as a foundation for the strategic plan. This activity involves an 

evaluation of economic criteria as well as the recognition of the needs and 

interests of various organizational stakeholders. 

Environmental Analysis. The "environment" consists of all external 

entities and influences that are not directly controlled by the organization. 

Environmental analysis involves finding reliable sources of data, compiling 

and examining the data to identify trends, developments and relationships, 

monitoring environmental conditions, and anticipating the future. 

* An earlier version of luis paper appeared as Dennis, Tyran, Vogel, and Nunamaker (1990). 
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Figure 9.1: The Strategic Management Process 

Goal 
Formulation 

Strategy 
Formulation 

Environmental 
Analysis 

Strategy 
Evaluation 

Strategy 
· mplemen tation 

[Adapted from Shendel and Hofer, 1979] 
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StratefY Formulation. This step builds on the two previous steps. 

Formulation activities include: the identification of strategic issues, tae 

generation of alternative courses of action, and the analysis of strategic 

approaches. The task of formulating strategy involves the application of 

analytical methods as well as methods that uncover the social and political 

impacts of strategic decisions. 

Strategy Evaluation. This step is concerned with evaluating the content 

and action plans associated with a strategic plan, whether it is an existing 

strategy or a proposed strategy. 

StratefY Implementation. The successful implementation of strategy 

depends on an organization's ability to make a strategy work in the 

operating environment Hence, line managers are typically responsible for 

implementation. Implementation is often viewed as behavioral in nature 

and considered to be a task requiring sensitivity to the social and political 

implications of change. 

Strategic Control. Strategic control is similar to strategy evaluation, but 

is concerned with monitoring the implementation and outcome of a 

selected strategy, rather than strategy content The SM process does not 

end with strategy implementation, but continues as environmental and 

organizational conditions change over time. 

Initial studies of EMS support for SM suggest that EMS can be of 

value (Dennis, Heminger, Vogel, and Nunamaker, 1990; Nunamaker, et al., 

1987). As SM groups tend to be large, the ability of the EMS to reduce 

production blocking and impose increased process structure could be an 

important contribution. Likewise, anonymity could be important, 
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particulariy given the increased difficulty involved with communication 

across the hierarchy between subordinates and superiors. 

What capabilities help organizations be successful at SM? There are 

as many useful answers to this question as there are authors. A recent 

paper by Venkataraman and Ramanujam (1987) integrated the results of 

previous research to develop a set of 12 of capabilities (described below) 

hypothesized to improve SM success. They developed a model 

hypothesizing that providing these 12 capabilities led to the attainment of a 

six-item set of SM objectives (short-term performance, long-term 

performance, management deveiopment, prediction of future trends, 

avoiding problems, and evaluating strategic alternatives~ This model was 

then validated using confirmatory factor analysis (Lisrel) on data from a 

survey of 202 strategic management units. This analysis found these 12 

measures of system capabilities to be reliably predictive of these six 

measures of SM success. These six subjective performance measures were 

then validated against "objective" performance measures (e.g., financial 

performance) for these same organizations, and found to be reliable. 

This integrated set of 12 capabilities appears to be reliably linked to 

organizational SM success. Therefore, I chose to use them as the 

foundation for this study of EMS impacts on organizational SM success. 

9.1 Method 

911 Sample Selection 

As the population of organizations who have used EMS to support 
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SM is small and self-selected, it is impossible to randomly select a set of 

organizations from a large universe. Therefore, I chose to study the entire 

population of organizations that used one EMS (GroupSystems) for their 

SM activities during the three-year period from May 1988 through April 

1991 The study began in the spring of 1989 by first retroactively searching 

the records of groups who had used the Arizona facilities to find candidate 

organizations. All other organizations who used the facilities for their SM 

activities until April 1991 were also approached to solict their participation 

in the study. Groups from 33 organizations performed some aspect of SM 

in this :ime period. Three declined to participate, leaving a total sample of 

30 organizations. 

I did not attempt to study any "control" groups (i.e., groups who 

performed the same SM tasks without EMS support~ It would have been 

virtually impossible to find an equivalent sample of 30 organizations with 

equivalent SM needs who did not use SM. Instead, I examined the previous 

practices of these 30 organizations to understand the qualitative changes to 

the SM process brought by EMS use. To determine the quantitative 

differences on the 12 capability ratings, I used the mean capability ratings 

from the 202 organizations in Venkataraman and Ramanujam's (1987) study 

as a "norm" for organizations that did not use EMS. 

912 Measures 

The instrument used to measure these 12 capabilities is presented in 

Appendix I. It differs from Venkataraman and Ramanujam's (1987) 

instrument in two ways. First, the anchors on the S-point Likert scales 
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were made specific to this study. The original anchors asked respondents 

to compare their current SM system to their previous system; the anchors 

here asked respondents to compare the current EMS approach to their 

previous non-EMS approach. Second, a thirteenth item intended to capture 

perceived overall success was added 

913 Data Collection 

The objective was to understand how organizations used EMS in their 

SM process, and to understand the capabilities offered by the EMS. Two 

distinct styles of data collection were undertaken to triangulate across 

research methods, instruments, and time. The first source of data was a 

case database. This contained information from a variety of sources 

pertaining to each organization. Data accumulation began with an initial 

contact report completed by the EMS support staff member who was first 

contacted by the group (typically one of the EMS facility managers). 

Reports from meeting planning interviews between the group leader and 

the EMS staff (e.g., key issues, agendas, etc.) and final meeting reports 

completed by the meeting facilitator, meeting assistants, session observers 

and researchers were also included Transcripts of all electronic 

communication that occurred in the EMS meetings were recorded. Other 

sources of information available for several organizations included 

organization planning documents (those prepared both before and after the 

meetings), corporate annual reports, and newspaper and magazine articles. 

The second source of data was an interview with the senior executive 

responsible for the organization's SM activities. This interview was 
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conducted after the organization had had the opportunity to use the results 

of the SM meetings and reflect on their usefulness (typically 14 months 

after the EMS-supported meetings} The first part of this interview was 

devoted to completing the Venkataraman and Ramanujam (1987) 

instrument The second part of the interview was spent on open-end 

questions attempting to understand "what's different here?' and "how did 

the EMS help; how did it hinder?' 

Following the procedures of Venkataraman and Ramanujam (1987), 

the instrument was administered to the one member of the SM group most 

responsible for the organization's SM activities. In 16 cases this was the 

most senior executive present (e.g., CEO, COO); in nine cases this was the 

second most senior executive (e.g., Group VP, VP-Finance); in five cases this 

was an internal consultant or external consultant hired by the organization 

to manage its SM process. The CEO/SM organizer was considered to be the 

best person to evaluate the EMS capabilities, since this was the individual 

who would be held accountable for the quality of the SM activities. 

Two reliability checks were conducted to determine if the 

leader/organizer's perceptions matched those of other members of the SM 

group. First, one additional member at an equivalent organizational level 

was interviewed for four organizations (organizations 3,18,23,25 in Table 

91} The inter-respondent agreement was adequate (Cronbach's alpha=.81). 

Second, all group members from 11 organizations completed anonymous 

questionnaires at the end of the EMS meetings. Members of six 

organizations (organizations S, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17) answered three items 

(questions 1, 9, and 13 in Appendix I), while members of the five other 
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organizations (organizations 26, 27, 28. 29, 30) answered all 13 items. The 

agreement between the mean response of all members of these 

organizations and that of their leader/organizer was adequate (alpha=.78) 

9.2 Results 

92J Fitting EMS Use into SM 

Table 91 lists the organizations, participants, duration, SM activities, 

and EMS tools used. The sample included a variety of large and small 

organizations from both the public and private sector. Seventeen were 

"repeat" users (organizations 1, 3, 5, 8,9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

30), in that they used the EMS for several separately-planned meetings 

during the study, not always for SM-related. In cases where the 

organizations repeatedly used EMS for annual SM activities over several 

years, I report only the first year's use in Table 91. Four of these 

organizations are now building their own EMS facilities. 

No organization used EMS support for its entire SM process. A 

survey of the SM practices of 78 organizations (non-EMS) noted that not 

one followed a formal SM process in entirety (Nutt, 1984), so the results 

here are not unusual. Three organizations used EMS support for three 

activities. Most, however, chose to focus on one or two key aspects of their 

SM process and use the technology to improve them. The most common 

activity selected for EMS support was strategy formulation (22 

organizations), followed by goal formulation (12), environmental analysis 

(9), and strategy evaluation (5). 
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Table 9.1 Case Summaries 

Organization Activity Length Group Tools Used Mean 
(Days) Size Rating 

L Electronics EA,SE, 2 27 TC, EBS 3.88 
Manufacturer SF 

2 Natural SF 1 24 EBS, IA, Vote, 296 
Resource Firm TC 

3. International SF 1 15 EBS, IA, Vote, 2.75 
Consulting Firm TC 

4. International SF 2 21 EBS, 10, Vote, 3.73 
Consulting Firm TC 

5. Management SE 3 23 EBS, 10, Vote, 3.90 
College TC, PF, SIAS 

6. Hospital GF,SF 19 EBS, lA, Vote, 4.85 
TC 

7. Hospital SF 2 16 EBS, IA, Vote 4.06 

8. Hospital SF 'h 23 EBS, 10, Vote 3.89 

9. Federal Prison SF lh 16 EBS, lA, Vote 4.45 

10. Industry GF,EA, 4 19 EBS, lA, Vote, 2.83 
Association 1 SF TC 

11 Industry SF 11 EBS, lA, Vote, 4.88 
Association 2 TC 

12 Native American SF,SE 2 22 EBS, lA, TC 3.82 
Tribal Nation 

13. Resta uran t/Retail SF,SE 3 24 EBS, lA, Vote, 4.50 
Management Firm TC 

14. University GF,EA 18 EBS, TC, Vote 4.44 
Department 

15. State Education SF 16 EBS,IA,AE 4.85 
Task Force 
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Table 9.1 Case Summaries (Continued) 

Organization Activity Length Group Tools Used Mean 
(Days) Size Rating 

16. Gas Utility GF, EA, 2 29 EBS,IA 4.69 
and Bank SF 

17. Commercial GF, EA, 3 27 EBS, lA, Vote, 423 
Lender SF TC 

18. Health Care GF 1 37 EBS, 10, TC 3.73 
Management Firm 

19. University System SF 1 22 EBS, 10, TC 420 
Governing Board 

20. Academic Task SF 2 18 AE,IO 4.13 
Force 

21 Architectural EA 1 11 EBS, TC 3.62 
Design Firm 

22 Academic Task GF 24 EBS, 10, VOie 3.72 
Force 

... 
23. County GF,EA, 1 13 PF, TC, 10, 3.90 

Government SF Vote 

24. Archite€tural SF 13 TC,EBS 4.08 
Design Firm 

25. Computer GF,EA, 2 20 EBS, 10, Vote, 429 
Manufacturer SF TC 

26. International SF 1 31 EBS, 10, Vote, 438 
Consulting Firm TC,PF 

27. Real Estate SF,SE 22 EBS, Vote, AE, 4.40 
Agency TC 

28. Defense SE 1 17 EBS, 10, Vote, 4.08 
Contractor TC,GO,AE 

29. Electric Utility EA,GF 2 38 TC, EBS, Vote 450 

30. Industry GF ¥.z 20 EBS, 10, Vote 3.91 
Association 
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Fitting this choice to focus on certain activities, the meeting time 

using the EMS was relatively short, ranging from lh to 4 days (mean=15). 

Just over half of the organizations used the EMS for one day or less. 

In general, the groups participating in the SM activities were 

relatively large (mean=209, std=6.7), representing a range of interests from 

different parts of the organizations. The primary objective of these EMS 

meetings was the sharing of information among a diverse group of 

individuals who held fundamentally different information about the task. 

The composition of these SM groups was either hierarchical or 

politicaL The hierarchical groups were formed of members from different 

functional or geographic parts of the organization and in all cases 

represented at least three distinct levels in the organizational hierarchy. 

For example, the group from organization 1 had four levels: CEO, Group 

VP, VP, manager. For all of these hierarchical groups, the decision to use 

the EMS changed the size and composition of the SM group: the leader 

increased the size to include more participants from more organizational 

levels and/or departments (e.g., staff departments not involved in SM in the 

past). In previous SM practices without EMS support, the size of the 

groups participating in the SM process had been constrained to prevent 

ineffective meetings (e.g., see Thelen, 1949~ the decision to use EMS 

lessened this constraint 

Interviews with the group leaders found the following motivations 

for increasing the size and diversity of participants: 1) increasing the 

information, knowledge, and skills available to the SM group; 2) including 

those charged with implementing the strategy in its development to 
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facilitate implementation; 3) promoting management development and 

organizational learning; and, 4) gaining political support and co-opting 

organizational coalitions. 

The political groups were purposely formed to include representatives 

of different stakeholders and political coalitions. For example, the group 

from organization 14 represented all faculty research areas in the 

department. Members of these groups were nominally peers, but there 

were status and power differences (e.g., the group from organization 14 was 

nominally "equal" faculty members, but some were more equal than others). 

The task of all but three of these SM meetings (organizations 10, 17, 

20) was the development of information, analyses, and opinions for later 

decision making. The role of the participants in the 19 hierarchicai groups 

was to provide information to senior management. Senior management 

made the final SM decisions after reviewing the meeting results. In only 

one case (organization 17), were strategy decisions made at the EMS 

meetings. In this case, decisions were made by the senior line managers: 

each VP made decisions pertaining to his/her department. The use of EMS 

enabled broader managerial input into the SM process, but did not result in 

management by democracy (cf., Eisenhardt, 1989b). 

The situation was similar for the 11 political groups. In general, the 

strategic plan was not finalized during the EMS meetings, but rather after 

subsequent consultation, review, and bargaining with stakeholders. Only 

two organizations (10, 20) finalized strategic plans during EMS meetings. 

The software tools used followed this need to develop and share 

information. All organizations except organization 20 used either EBS or 
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TC to generate information, ideas, or options. Twenty-four used 10 or IA 

to organize these ideas, and 23 used Vote or Alternative Evaluator to 

prioritize them.. Other tools such as Policy Formation or Stakeholder 

Identification and Assumption Surfacing were little used That 

these basic tools were able to support the many different SM activities (e.g., 

goal formulation, strategy evaluation), suggests that the approach taken by 

GroupSystems (providing tools to support generic group activities) is a 

viable EMS architecture. 

922 EMS Capability Ratings 

Table 92 presents a summary of the capability ratings using the 

measures developed by Venkataraman and Ramanujam (1987). (The mean 

rating for each organization is given in Table 151). T-tests (two-way) were 

used to determine whether the ratings by the organizations in study 

differed from the "norms" from the 202 organizations in the Venkataraman 

and Ramanujam (1987) study. There were two possible approaches to this 

statistical analysis. One was to treat the "norm" as a population mean, and 

perform a t-test to determine if the EMS sample differed from this mean. 

The second and more conservative approach was to treat the "norm" as a 

sample mean, and perform a t-test to determine if the EMS sample mean 

differed from this other sample mean. The second approach was used 

The first four items dealt with the capability of EMS to support the 

generic activity of generating ideas and information. These 30 

organizations gave higher ratings to the EMS approach than the norm for 

non-EMS approaches for enhancing the generation of new ideas 
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Table 9.2 Capability Ratings 

EMS Norm 2-taiI 

n Mean Std Mean Std t p 

IdealInformation Generation 

Enhance Idea Generation 30 4.48 0.70 3.64 0.87 5.94 .001 

Identify New Opportunities 16 3.88 0.96 3.80 0.80 0.31 ns 

Identify Key Problem Areas 29 4.35 1.00 3.94 0.84 2.08 .039 

Enhance Innovation 29 3.93 1.00 3.45 0.73 2.50 .014 

CornmunicationlIntegration 

Top Down Communication 18 3.36 1.00 3.79 0.95 1. 76 .080 

Bottom Up Communication 25 4.50 0.71 3.54 0.80 6.31 .001 

Organizational Learning 29 4.21 0.97 3.52 0.81 3.65 .001 

Integrate Diverse Functions 25 4.00 0.95 3.54 0.82 2.33 .021 

Management Activities 

Foster Mgmt Motivation 26 3.54 0.89 3.55 0.79 0.07 ns 

Foster Mgmt Control 22 3.89 0.79 3.62 0.91 1.48 ns 

Anticipate Surprises/Crises 23 3.63 0.77 3.62 0.76 0.06 ns 

Promote Flexibility 26 3.89 0.96 3.76 0.78 0.64 ns 

Overall Rating 30 4.37 0.74 3.65 n/a 5.02 .001 
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(t(232}=594, p=JJ01); identifying key problem areas (t(231}=208, p=.039); and 

enhancing innovation (t(231}=25O, p=.014). The other measure, identifying 

new business opportunities, was rated close to the norm. Few of the public 

sector/non-profit organizations responded to this item, as most were not 

seeking new business (e.g .. the prison did not want to increase business). 

Items 5-8 addressed the capability of EMS to affect communication 

both horizontally and vertically in the organization. These 30 

organizations gave higher ratings than the norm for communicating of line 

managers' concerns to top management (t(227)==6.31, p=.OOI); fostering 

organizational learning (t(231)=3.65, p=.OOI); and integrating diverse 

functions and operations (t(227)=233, p=.o21). The item measuring the 

capability to communicate top management's expectations down the line 

was not statistically significant at a=.05, but was at a=10 (t(220)=176, p=.080) 

- and in the opposite direction from the other measures. Members of these 

organizations gave ratings below the norm in the Venkataraman and 

Ramanujam (1987) study. The leaders/organizers from 12 organizations 

declined to respond to this item, saying that they did not use the EMS to 

communicate top down. When the electronic communication provided by 

the EMS was used, top management's voice was seen to be just one voice 

among many. In general when top management chose to communicate 

their expectations, they did so verbally, in the same manner they would 

have in a non-EMS-supported meeting. 

The last four items focused on management activities. Items 9 and 10 

concerned the capability of EMS support to foster managerial motivation 

and control. The ratings here were not statistically significantly different 
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from the norms. Items 11 and 12 considered the capability to anticipate 

surprises and crises and adapt to them. Once again, the ratings were not 

statistically significantly different from the norms. 

9.23 Perceptions of Overall Success 

The final item on the survey asked the respondents to rate the overall 

performance of the EMS compared to manual processes. The EMS process 

was perceived to be more effective overall (t(30}=5.02, p=.OO5). 

Open-ended discussion during the interviews and with other group 

members generally support this perception. The leaders/organizers of 16 

organizations reported that the EMS meetings had been more effective 

than previous SM meetings (organizations 9,6,11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 22, 25, 

26, 27, 28, 29, 30 in Table 91), while the leaders/organizers of 16 others 

commented that the process was satisfying, "enjoyable," or "fun," promoted 

team-building and raised morale (organizations 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

17,22,25,29,30} 

EMS use was also perceived to have resulted in faster resolution of 

the SM activities by the leaders/organizers of 18 organizations 

(organizations 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 18, 25, 28, 29, 27, 30, 20} For 

example, the leader of group 16 noted that "we did in two 4-hour sessions 

what would have taken several months to accomplish," while the leader of 

group 15 observed that "we did in a couple of hours what would have taken 

a week to do." The EMS was perceived to have reduced the time needed to 

accomplish the meeting goals. However, the reduction in calendar time 

was even more important The EMS focused the group on specific SM 
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activities in a short time span. This focus and the increased size of the SM 

group reduced scheduling delays (decomposition of complex decisions into 

smaller decisions separated in time: Mintzberg, et al., 1976), feedback delays 

(waiting for results of a previous activity: Mintzberg, et al., 1976) and the 

need to temporarily suspend activities to seek additional information or 

approval from organizational entities not among the group. 

9.3 Discussion 

The results of this study suggest that EMS use can be successful in 

supporting SM. This EMS-supported SM process received higher ratings on 

six out of twelve key capabilities (and lower ratings on one) than were 

given to non-EMS SM processes by 202 respondents in a prior study using 

the same measures. Overall, the EMS-supported process was perceived to 

be more effective than previous manual processes. These perceptions 

parallel previous EMS studies (e.g., Dennis, Heminger, Nunamaker, and 

Vogel, 1990; Nunamaker, et al., 1987). 

93J EMS Contributions to Success 

The ratings in Table 92 indicate that the EMS was perceived to be 

particularly capable of supporting idea generation and problem 

identification, communication from line managers to their superiors, and 

promoting innovation, organizational learning, and information 

integration. To what extent did each of the four fundamental mechanisms 

provided by the EMS (process support, process structure, task structure, and 
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task support) contribute to these ratings? 

Process support. All but one organization used at least one tool with 

high process support from an interactive meeting style (e.g., EBS, TC). The 

interactive style provides parallel communication, group memory, and 

anonymity. The leaders/organizers - and other group members - from 12 

organizations (organizations 1, 3, 7, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 28, 29, 30) cited parallel 

communication and group memory as being important in providing the 

opportunity for greater participation and information exchange. 

Anonymity was seen to be an importa~t - or the nwst important -

contribution by 14 leaders/organizers (organizations 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 29, 30). They and other members of these organizations reported 

that anonymity encouraged more open and honest discussions than would 

otherwise have occurred Anonymity was perceived to reduce 

organizational politics (e.g., "Most organizations bring politics. With 

anonymity, politics is reduced It becomes more of a team process" 

(organization 6»). Anonymity was also perceived to encourage more 

participation, particularly of lower status participants (e.g., "People usually 

reluctant to express themselves felt free to take part, and we were 

surprised by the number of new ideas expressed" (organization 17); and 

"Faculty - especially senior faculty - tend to minimize the benefit of 

anonymity, but junior faculty appreciated it" (organization 14»). 

Thus while the participants interviewed felt that parallel 

communication and group memory encouraged wide participation and 

information exchange, they perceived anonymity to improve the quality of 

that exchange. The effects of high process support were evident when it 
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was not present: when groups used tools providing lower levels of process 

support (e.g., 10), a few group members dominated the discussions, with 

most lower status members not participating. 

Process structure, The role of the facilitator in providing both global 

and local process structure (e.g., agenda development and chairing verbal 

portions of the meeting) was seen to be important or "crucial" by 17leadersl 

organizers (organizations 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 23, 25,27,29). 

Five different facilitators using different methods supported the meetings 

of these 30 organ.izations (analogous to different professors teaching 

different sections of the same course). An aualysis to determine if there 

were facilitator effects found no discernible pattern. Thus either there are 

few facilitator effects, all of these facilitators were equally skilled, or there 

were not enough data to permit sufficiently powerful tests for differences. 

The global process structure provided by these facilitators 

helped ensure that meeting objectives and the roles of the participants 

were developed prior to the meeting. The development of a meeting 

agenda typically required one meeting between the group leader and the 

facilitator lasting 1-3 hours for each separate EMS meeting. However, in 

several cases, two or three pre-planning meetings were required (e.g., 

organization 17). 

The value of local process structure was demonstrated in the meetings 

of Industry Association 1 (10). In a two day non-EMS meeting held the 

previous year, this committee had developed a mission statement that was 

rejected by the association's board as being too narrow. As part of the EMS 

strategic planning cycle, the committee developed a mission statement in 
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less than two hours that was subsequently accepted by the board The 

process structure imposed by the Policy Formation tool ensured that every 

member of the planning committee participated in the development of the 

statement, and thus all potential objections by various stakeholders were 

voiced and addressed in committee before the statement was submitted to 

the board 

Task structure.· Twenty-five organizations used tools providing high 

task structure. In most cases, this task structure was provided via TC 

which enabled participants to use a user-defined framework to analyze the 

task. For example, organization 1 used a 7-part framework to evaluate 

divisional strategic plans, group 3 debated the merits of building, buying, 

developing alliances, or the status quo in the acquisition of base 

technology, and organization 17 used a variant on Porter's value chain 

model to develop strategies for competitive advantage. 

While this ability to structure the discussions was seen as important 

by eight organizations (organizations 1, 2, 16, 17, 19, 20, 27, 29), it was 

generally not perceived to be as important as the process support and 

process structure components of the EMS. Nonetheless, the leader of 

organization 17 noted that this task structure helped "to reshape our mental 

models of the organization," while the leader of organization 16 observed 

that it "allowed us to take two large and very diverse operations - a parent 

company and a wholly owned subsidiary - and integrate the agendas of 

both sets of executives in setting the framework for one strategic plan." 

Task support. Task support enabled groups to electronically access and 

use information developed in earlier stages of the meeting, and prior to the 
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meeting. While the access to information developed earlier in the meeting 

was important to all groups, only four chose to have access to information 

developed prior to the meeting (organizations 1, 7, 10, 26). For example, 

organization 1 used BriefCase for divisional plans, product forecasts, and 

competitive analyses of rival firms. 

Relative Importance. Which of these four components was most 

important? Tools providing high process support were used by 29 

organizations, tools providing high task structure by 25, tools providing 

task support by 4 (see Table 91). The facilitator provided process structure 

to all organizations, although its intensity differed by organization; those 

using IO/IA or PF required high levels (25 organizations~ On the basis of 

tool use, it would appear that process support was the most important, with 

structure and task structure also quite important, and task support less 

important. 

Interviews with the organization leaders/organizers lead to the 

somewhat similar conclusions. Eighteen cited process support (anonymity, 

parallelism, group memory) as important, 17 cited process structure 

(facilitation), and 8 cited task structure. This suggests that the EMS 

approach to SM has the potential to add substantial leverage (through 

process support and structure) to the use of other SM techniques that 

provide task structure (e.g., Porter, 1980, 1985). 

932 Understanding Variations in Success 

While the use of EMS was seen to be successful by most organizations, 

there was significant variation in mean success rating from organization to 
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organization (from a low of 27 to a high of 4.8: see Table 92). No 

statistically significant relationships were found between mean SM success 

and group size, SM activity, EMS tool, public vs. private sector, hierarchy 

vs. political, or the specific facilitator who ran the meeting. 

Three organizations gave a mean rating across the 13 measures of 

success below 3.0, suggesting that they perceived their EMS experiences to 

be less successful (organizations 2, 3, 10, in Table 91). If we examine the 

experiences of these three organizations we see weak evidence of a possible 

pattern. The objectives ::>f oiganization 2's meeting were to develop short

term strategic action plans and to identify key long-term issues. The 

development of the meetillg agenda and the selection of specific EMS tools 

were done in a pre-planning meeting between the Arizona EMS staff and 

an internal consultant The CEO identified three issues that reduced 

meeting success: 1) the SM group was not adequately prepared for a 

discussion of long term issues; 2) the group did not bring important 

electronic data (i.e., they were unaware that the EMS could provide task 

support); and 3) a tool providing low task structure (i.e., EBS) was used 

when one providing high task structure (i.e., TC) would have been more 

appropriate. 

The objectives of organization 3 were to define key aspects of one 

sub-area of the consulting firm's practice and to determine how the firm 

would acquire the base technology required to support the practice. The 

meeting was organized by the partner responsible for the sub-area and was 

attended by partners and office managers responsible for that sub-area in 

the major offices in the U.s. This meeting was an initial meeting to begin 
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formulating a national strategy to standardize the practice. The objectives 

were not accomplished Each member of the group had significant decision 

making power for his/her geographic area, but had little accountability in 

developing the overall U.s. strategy. The group members did not want to 

address the issues presented by the leader, as standardizing the practice 

could result in a loss of their power. The outcome was not what the leader 

wanted, but he felt that using the EMS helped communicate the partners' 

concerns and identify key problems. 

Organization 10 spent four days over a three month period to 

formulate goals (resulting in a mission statement), analyze the environment 

(i.e., identify the needs of the association's current and prospective future 

members) and draft a specific plan to guide the association over the next 

few years. While the group accomplished these objectives (resulting in a 

strategic plan that was accepted by the association's board of directors), the 

SM process was problematic. The group leader was a non-voting member 

of the task force and was weak politically in the face of several strong 

coalitions within the task force. The agenda for the four days of meetings 

had been developed by the leader and was strongly challenged on two 

occasions during the course of the meetings. There was also confusion 

between the leader, several task force members, and the Arizona EMS 

support staff on the responsibility for between-meeting activities, such as 

conducting a survey of the association's members, performing the statistical 

analysis of the survey data, and mailing the minutes of the meeting and 

reminder notices to task force members. The group leader perceived no 

differences between the EMS and non-EMS SM processes, except in 
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identifying key problem areas and fostering organizational learning, for 

which the EMS process was perceived to be less effective. 

One common thread linking these three groups was a lack of 

communication between the group leader/meeting organizer and key 

meeting participants. With organization 2, the CEO was not involved in 

the session planning, and thus inappropriate tools were used and the group 

lacked complete preparations. With organization 3, the leader had a 

different set of objectives than the group. With organization 10, there was 

a lack ~f Cigrecruei'it vii the agenda and poor between-meeting management 

A rival hypothesis, for which there is less support, is that the lack of 

success was due to a politically weak leader facing strong political 

coalition(s), as was the case with organizations 3 and 10. However, meetings 

of three other organizations with politically weak leaders facing strong 

coalitions were successful (organization 12's leader was an outside 

consultant assisting in developing four health care delivery systems; 

organization 14's leader was an acting department head from outside the 

department whose objective in the SM meeting was to determine whether 

the faculty should refocus their research efforts; and organization 23's 

leader was an outside consultant guiding independent local politicians 

through their first strategic planning process). In these three cases, the 

meeting organizers paid particular attention to communicating with the 

key players about the goals, objectives, and agendas of the EMS

supported SM meetings. 

Two general weaknesses in the EMS approach used in this study 

(GroupSystems) were also identified. First, ten leader/organizers felt that 
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additional technical instruction on using the EMS and a "warm-up" or 

"practice" session would have improved performance, as the participants 

were unfamiliar with the basic concept of EMS (organizations 2, 4, 5, 8, 9,11, 

14,18, 28, 30). Second, information overload and the difficulty in organizing 

and sythesizing the information generated was mentioned by seven leaders/ 

organizers (organizations 5, 10,15, 18, 22, 25, 29, 30). 

933 GeneraIizability 

As this was a temporal sample (ie., an enumeration of the entire 

population in a given time span) rather than a cross-sectional random 

sample (i.e., a randomly selected subset of a large, stable population), 

generalizability becomes an issue. Do these organizations differ in a 

meaningful way from other organizations in the "general population" of 

organizations or from the 202 organizations in the study used as the norm? 

The organizations in this study were not selected by the researcher, 

but rather chose to use this EMS based on information they had gathered 

from a variety of sources (e.g., conference presentations, word of mouth). 

Organizations were about evenly divided between public and private sector 

(14 public, 16 private), and most tended to be small and medium sized 

organizations, although six were large (organizations 3, 4, 25, 26, 28, 29). 

Most were from different industries (although four were health care), with 

the majority being service businesses. One might expect these 

organizations to be early innovators and leaders in their industries (as they 

chose to use a new technology), but there is little evidence to support this 

hypothesis. While a few were recognized as innovators (organizations 1, 17, 
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28, 25) or the organization's leader was known as an innovator (9), the 

majority presented little evidence to suggest they were innovative. During 

interviews, the group leaders and other managers from several 

organizations suggested that their organization was slow to adopt new 

ideas (organizations 5, 12, 13, 23, 24). While there appear to be few 

systematic patterns to suggest that these organizations differ in a 

meaningful way from other organizations in the "general population," 

generalizability remains an issue in field-based research of this kind 

9A Conclusions 

The results of this field study of 30 organizations suggest four 

conclusions. First, the use of EMS technology can encourage organizations 

to include more lower level participants in the SM process than they have 

in the past This may increase' the information, knowledge, and skills 

available to the SM group, include those charged with implementing the 

strategy in its development, promote management development and 

organizational learning and gain political support and co-opt 

organizational coalitions. However, EMS use did not result in management 

by democracy. Senior managers retained their traditional roles as decision 

makers. 

Second, this study suggests that this form of EMS support can 

enhance six capabilities found to lead to more successful SM outcomes: 1) 

idea geileration; 2) identification of key problems; 3) communication of line 

managers' concerns; 4) organizational learning; 5) integration of diverse 
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functions and operations; and, 6) anticipation of surprises and crises. 

However, the electronic communication provided by the EMS use was seen 

to hinder top managers in communicating their views downward in the 

organization, but this was not the objective of these meetings. 

Process support from parallel communication, group memory, and 

anonymity were seen to be key to the success of these SM groups. Process 

structure from the facilitator to develop and maintain an agenda and chair 

verbal discussions were also seen to facilitate accomplishing meeting 

objectives. Task structure was important in many cases to better analyze 

and understand information, but was perceived to have been less important 

than process support and process structure. Task support was substantially 

less im portan t 

An analysis of less successful meetings suggests a lack of 

communication between the group leader/meeting organizer and meeting 

participants (that resulted in misunderstood meeting objectives or a mis

match between the EMS tools used and the needs of the group) and 

extenuating external factors were primary causes for the lack of success. 
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10. ANALYSIS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

The previous chapters have studied EMS use by more than 1700 

individuals in laboratory and field settings. The objective of this chapter is 

to analyze and integrate the research findings from these studies to draw 

implications and conclusions for managers, developers, and researchers. 

10.1 General Effects of EMS use 

The studies here suggest several broad conclusions about the general 

effects of EMS use. However, these conclusions need to be qualified by the 

groups, tasks, contexts, and EMS studied. Group members have included 

undergraduate and graduate business students, managers, professionals, 

civil servants, politicians, military officers, senior executives, and 

entrepreneurs. Tasks have focused primarily on the generation of 

information, ideas, plans, and analyses for later decision making or 

execution and have ranged from 15 minutes to 14 days. Contexts have been 

low-threat non-political (in the lab) to more challenging and political 

contexts in the field. The EMS has been the University of Arizona 

GroupSystems EMS, thus strictly speaking, the results apply only to its use. 

However, they may also apply to the use of EMS that provide similar 

functions (e.g., anonymity, parallelism, structure~ 

EMS effects are contingent on the groups, tasks, contexts and EMS 

used, but in general, I conclude that: 

• EMS use leads to high effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction; 
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• Larger groups benefit more from EMS use than do smaller groups; 

• Effectiveness and satisfaction increase with group size; and 

• EMS use can promote increased participation and involvement of non

leaders, but groups leader can still retain decision-making authority. 

1011 Effectiveness, Efficiency, and Satisfaction 

The use of EMS technology was found to improve performance for 

idea generating groups compared with verbal interaction (Section 51). 

Electronic brainstorming groups were also found to produce as many or 

more ideas as nominal groups (52, 53), in sharp contrast to non-EMS 

reseurch which has consistently found nominal groups to outperform any 

other group idea generation technique. 

Evidence from the field supports these laboratory findings. On 

balance, EMS teams outperformed non-EMS teams in Chapter 8, while 

participants in Chapters 7 and 9 perceived EMS use to improve 

performance. However, perceptions of performance have not always been 

accurate (c.f., Connolly, et al. 1990; Dennis, Valacich, and Nunamaker, 1990). 

In the laboratory studies reported here, participant perceptions of EMS 

superiority over verbal brainstorming were accurate (51), but perceptions 

were less accurate when different aspects of the technology were 

manipulated (61, 63). 

Participant satisfaction followed the same pattern as effectiveness. 

Members of EMS groups were more satisfied than their verbally 

brainstorming or nominal group counterparts (51, 53, respectively). 

Participants in field studies have also been highly satisfied with EMS use 
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(Chapters 7, 9), although members of small project teams were less satisfied 

than members of non-EMS teams (Chapter 8). 

Efficiency was examined principally in the field, so most evidence is 

perceptual in nature. Participants reported substantial gains in efficiency 

with EMS use (Chapters 7 and 9). Chapter 8, which provides a direct 

comparison of EMS and non-EMS teams, found no differences. There is 

often a trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency. This trade-off may 

be reflected in the greater project detail provided by the EMS team 

projects in Chapter 8; they may have devoted more time to producing a 

better product 

1012 Effects of Group Size 

The effects of group size on effectiveness and satisfaction is the most 

consistent result across the laboratory and field studies. Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 

9, and to some extent the contrast between the EMS and non-EMS groups 

in Chapter 8, suggest that the use of EMS by small groups may lead to very 

different outcomes than its use by larger groups. 

Previous non-EMS research has found that as size increases, 

effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction decrease, and thus groups are 

often best constrained in size. The results from the studies reported here 

suggest differently for EMS groups. Larger groups outperformed the small 

groups in all cases: Chapters 5 and 6 found larger groups to be more 

effective than smaller groups. Furthermore, per-person contributions 

increased with group size in Section 51 (i.e., individual members of larger 

groups generated more ideas per-person than individual members of 
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smaller groups). Section 5.4 found even stronger group size effects: 

members of larger groups were more effective than the same number of 

individuals working in several sub-groups and nominal groups whose 

results were pooled 

Chapters 5 and 7 found satisfaction to increase with group size. 

Chapter 6 found interaction effects for anonymity and size, so no 

interpretation of the main effect for satisfaction can be made. The 

contrast in satisfaction between the small EMS teams in Chapter 8 with the 

larger groups in Chapters 7 and 9 provides additional evidence of increased 

satisfaction for larger groups relative to smaller groups. 

1013 Participation. Involvement. and Control 

One of the supposed benefits of EMS support is increased or more 

equal participation in the decision making process (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 

1987). The studies here provide some support for this argument First, 

participants perceived more equal participation and less domination by 

certain group members in EMS meetings compared to similarly sized non

EMS meetings (Chapters 7 and 8). Second, Chapter 8 provides strong 

qualitative evidence of increased participation: EMS teams developed 

projects reflecting much greater team member involvement than did non

EMS teams. Third, many of the organizations in Chapter 9 explicitly 

increased the size of the groups involved in the strategic management 

process to include more lower level participants. This provides some 

evidence to support theoretical speculations that the use of EMS 

technology could increase the size of those involved in decision making 
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groups (Dennis, et al., 1988; Huber, 1990). 

However, this increased participation did not mean a loss of 

management controL Senior management retained its decision making 

authority in Chapters 7 and 9 by soliciting input from subordinates, but 

reserving final decision making. In short, EMS use did not change the 

organization into a democracy. However, this increased input into the 

decision making process may have significant impacts on final outcomes 

(see Chapter 8). 

This points out another important conclusion. Few of these groups 

were decision making groups; most groups were decision supporting groups, 

which parallels previous research (Aiken, et al., 1990). Of those groups that 

did have decision making responsibility, few used the EMS environment to 

make decisions. Instead, the EMS was used to generate information, 

opinions, and analyses, which were then discussed verbally, typically in the 

group's "normal" meeting environment, where the decision was made. In 

the few cases where groups made decisions in the EMS environment, 

verbal interaction with little EMS support predominated (e.g., Chapter 7: 

IBM; Chapter 9: Team N2). 

10.2 Effects of EMS Components on Process Gains and Losses 

In general, I conclude that: 

• Interactive meeting styles should be preferred for larger groups, and 

supported or chauffeured styles preferred for smaller groups, but this 

does depend upon the task; 
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• Parallelism and group memory are important in reducing production 

blocking and increasing participation; 

• Anonymity had little effect for groups of peers, but was perceived to be 

important for groups of subordinates and superiors; 

• Process structure from a facilitator and that embeded in EBS may be 

helpful; and 

• Task Structure can significantly improve performance. 

Chapter 3 argued that EMS technology could affect group processes 

and outcomes through four distinct mechanisms: process support, process 

structure, task support, and task structure. The focus of much of the 

research in the preceding chapters was on process support, thus it leads the 

discussion below and receives the most attention. 

10.21 Process Support Meeting Styles 

Chapter 3 presented the three common meeting styles offered by 

GroupSystems (chauffeured, supported, interactive). Theoretical 

arguments suggest that each of these meeting styles can reduce or increase 

process losses in varying degrees. A chauffeured style reduces a few 

process losses. Thus compared to traditional non-EMS meetings, process 

losses should not increase quite as fast with group size (see Figure 101). A 

supported style introduces more fixed process losses initially (e.g., media 

speed), but reduces the rate at which losses increase with group size. An 

interactive style addresses most losses (and thus they should increase very 

slowly with size) but introduces more fixed losses initially. 
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Thus I would hypothesize that interactive styles will be preferred for 

larger groups, and supported or chauffeured styles for smaller groups. The 

studies presented here provide some empirical evidence to support this 

hypothesis. First, larger groups using interactive styles were generally 

more productive and satisfied than smaller groups (Chapter 5). Second, the 

model developed in Section 6.4 provides additional support for the benefits 

of increased group size for interactive processes. Third, for the medium to 

large groups in Chapter 7, greater electronic intensities from increased use 

of interactive meeting styles were linked to increased effectiveness, 

efficiency, and satisfaction; participants in this study also rated the 

interactive process to be more effective than a supported process. Fourth, 

in general, the large strategic management groups in Chapter 9 tended to 

use interactive styles more than other meeting styles. Finally, the smaller 

EMS groups in Chapter 8 initial1y rejected interactive styles, although they 

returned to them for some activities. 

One primary goal of most group activities is the exchange of 

information among members (DeSanctis and GaUupe, 1987), and thus the 

form of this information will have significant effects on the choice of 

meeting style. Zack and McKenney (1989) contrast three general states of 

information (cf., Daft and Lengel, 1986; MacKay, 1969; Weick, 1979). 

Ambiguity exists when there is both a lack of information and a lack of a 

framework for interpreting that information. Uncertainty exists when a 

framework exists, but there is a lack of information. Equivocality exists 

when there are multiple (and possibly conflicting) interpretations for the 

information or the framework. 
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Equivocality requires negotiation among group members to converge 

to consensus on one interpretation, and media providing higher 

information richness are preferred (Daft and Lengel, 1986). In contrast, 

ambiguity and uncertainty require someone in the group (or the group as a 

whole) to provide, locate, or create the needed information or framework 

components. Thus the degree of media richness is unimportant; the ability 

of the group to rapidly gather information and framework components 

becomes paramount, especially if members of the group have different 

information, perceptions, and viewpoints. 

Idea and information generation is more often a problem of 

ambiguity or uncertainty than of equivocality. It is a divergent activity, as 

members work individually to report information, propose elements of the 

framework, and respond tc the comments of others. Prioritizing is also a 

divergent activity, as members work individually. In contrast, synthesizing 

and organizing ideas, building consensus on a framework, or interpreting 

the meaning of a vote to achieve consensus are primarily problems of 

equivocality, as the group focuses on the same issues at the same time to 

resolve different viewpoints to converge on one interpretation. 

Therefore, for divergent activities that are problems of uncertainty 

(such as idea generation), an interactive style should be more appropriate, 

as its parallelism and anonymity facilitate rapid development of ideas. For 

convergent tasks that are problems of equivocality (such as synthesis and 

consensus building), process losses from reduced media richness in the 

interactive style increase dramatically. In this case, the relatively 

horizontal line for the interactive style in Figure 101 would move beyond 
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the lines for supported and/or chauffeured styles for most group sizes, 

making them more appropriate. 

There is some support for this hypothesis. Groups in Chapters 7, 8, 

and 9 generally used interactive styles to generate ideas, options, and 

analysis framework components, but used supported styles, chauffeured 

styles or pure verbal communication to resolve equivocality. 

1022 Parallel Communication and Group Memory 

The interactive and supported meeting styles use electronic 

communication that provides parallel communication and a group memory. 

Section 51 found subjects to perceive these to reduce production blocking 

compared to verbal communication, particularly for larger groups. 

Section 53 found no differences in production blocking perceptions 

between EMS groups and nominal groups who experienced no production 

blocking. Section 62 found the elimination of parallel communication to 

significantly reduce performance and increase perceptions of production 

blocking. Chapter 7 found EMS users to report reductions in all three 

forms of production blocking: attenuation blocking, concentration blocking, 

and attention blocking. EMS users in Chapters 8 and 9 perceived group 

memory and parallelism to be important features offered by the EMS. 

Based on this evidence, I conclude that parallelism and group memory are 

key components in the successful use of EMS technology. 

Parallelism helped promote increased participation because group 

members no longer had to compete for air time, and because individual 

group members could no longer dominate the meeting. Mean per-person 
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participation was the same for medium-sized EMS groups as for nominal 

groups who did not compete for air time (52~ Parallelism was also 

perceived to reduce free riding (Chapter 7). Parallelism and group memory 

were also leading factors in increasing stimulation and synergy from the 

resulting increased information exchange among group members (53, 5.4~ 

One of the drawbacks to parallelism is the potential for information 

overload As all group members can contribute simultaneously, the volume 

of information available to the group grows rapidly. While a group 

memory enables participants to reduce the effects of information overload 

by queuing and filtering information (Chapter 7), information can still be a 

significant problem. Participants in the larger groups studied in Chapters 7 

and 9 reported information overload as a problem, particularly during 

supported processes when parallel communication was provided in 

conjunction with traditional verbal communication. 

10.23 Anonymity 

Anonymity is possible in interactive styles and in the electronic 

component of supported styles, but not with the verbal component of 

supported and chauffeured styles. Section 51 found anonymity to reduce 

evaluation apprehension, but there were few performance effects for the 

student groups studied in Chapter 61. Chapter 7 found anonymity to be 

more important for groups with formal power and status differences than 

for groups of peers. This finding was reinforced in Chapters 8 and 9: the 

hierarchical groups studied in Chapter 9 reported anonymity to be 

important, while the peer groups in Chapter 8 did not Based on this 
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evidence, I conclude that anonymity is important for non-peer groups, but 

may have little benefit for peer groups. 

The advantage of anonymity is that it helps people feel freer to give 

ideas and discuss them openly and honestly. Anonymity provides the 

ability to give reasoned consideration to comments without the 

embarrassment of suggesting a poor option, challenging or embarrassing 

other group members, or admitting a change of opinion. As 

embarrassment - or possible retribution - is perhaps less likely with peers, 

anonymity is less important In situations where evaluation apprehension 

and conformance pressure are· higher, anonymity appears to have a more 

significant impact on meeting outcomes. 

The disadvantage of anonymity is that it can reduce social cues, 

leading individuals to behave outside of the realms of socially prescribed 

behavior. Some evidence of the deindividuation associated with the 

reduction of social cues was been found in these studies. Section 61 found 

anonymous groups to be more critical of others. While there was some 

evidence of inflammatory comments for the groups in Chapter 9, the 

occurences were relatively uncommon. In short, while "flaming" may erupt, 

the fire typically didn't spread, especially in organizational groups where 

members had a history and future of working together. 

Criticism. Several researchers have advocated a supportive, non

judgmental atmosphere as a means to enhance group productivity by 

lowering evaluation apprehension and encouraging "freewheeling" 

stimulation (Guilford, 1975; Osborn, 1957). The withholding of criticism is a 

cornerstone of many idea generation techniques (van Gundy, 1981; 1987). 
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Other researchers argue that group productivity may be stimulated by a 

more critical atmosphere where structured conflict (e.g., dialectical inquiry 

or devil's advocacy) is used to stimulate group members (Mason, 1969; 

Schweiger, et al., 1989). Connolly, et aL (1990) found that a more critical 

meeting tone combined with anonymity resulted in more ideas. 

Observations from Chapter 7 provide some insight into possible 

reasons for these effects. Anonymity may have encouraged group members 

to detach themselves from their ideas, allowing them to view criticism as a 

signal to suggest another idea There was no embarrassment in giving or 

receiving criticism. Instead, there was a sense of detachment from the 

criticism that encouraged reasoned consideration without the "knee jerk" 

reaction that might occur in a traditional face-to-face meeting. 

Anonymity, however, may not always be appreciated or warranted. 

As noted in 61, smaller groups were less satisfied when anonymity was 

present. While this was not the case with the organizational groups 

(Chapters 7 and 8), one can easily envision situations where the participants 

would be reluctant to suggest ideas without being recognized as the author. 

The tradeoff appears to be whether the concern of being able to freely 

express one's opinions is greater than the desire for recognition. In general, 

given the few people who intentionally attached names to comments in the 

groups studied, the opportunity to freely comment and explore the task 

without fear of retribution appeared more satisfying. Given that 

anonymous electronic communication was often followed by non

anonymous verbal communication, participants may have felt quite able to 

verbally "claim" any anonymous ideas when desired. Anonymity may be 
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useful initially for teambuilding (by promoting open and honest discussions 

in a relatively "safe" environment) but may be less important for cohesive 

groups whose members are rewarded by individual effort. 

Types of Anonymitv*. Anonymity has traditionally been viewed a 

discrete variable; that is, communication was either anonymous or it was 

not. However, it may be more appropriate to think of anonymity as a 

continuous variable that has many levels ane! comes in several flavors: 

process anonymity and content anonymity. 

Process anonymity refers to anonymity about who is and is not 

participating in the meeting process. In the environment studied here, 

where all group members meet in the same room at the same time, there 

was little process anonymity. Group members could clearly see who was 

and was not participating. Low process anonymity may reduce the 

propensity to free ride, as free-riding is readily apparent (Chapter 7). 

Anonymity's effect on free riding may be quite different in distributed 

EMS where the inability to observe other group members increases process 

anonymity. 

Content anonymity refers to the ability to identify the author of a 

specific comment. Members may be more or less able to identify the 

author of specific anonymous comments depending upon the size and 

structure of the group, the characteristics of individual members and their 

familiarity with one another, the group history and political climate, etc. 

In 51 and 53, subjects in larger anonymous groups reported lower 

* This discussion closely follows Valacich, ct at (forthcoming). 
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evaluation apprehension than subjects in smaller anonymous groups, 

suggesting that group size and the increased ability to "get lost in the 

crowd" increased the perceived strength of anonymity. 

The results from 61 present another view. In this study, there were 

two independent variables, anonymity and group size. There were few 

differences in perceptions among small and large anonymous groups and 

large identified groups, suggesting that the larger identified groups may 

have perceived some degree of anonymity. Because the groups were 

composed of so many members who were not familiar with each other, 

there was already a degree of anonymity built into the structure of the 

group. This was not the case in the smaller groups, where the relative 

intimacy of the group reinforced existing social cues. 

Perceived anonymity was lower in groups whose members knew each 

other well. Several participants observed that even though comments were 

not identified with the author's name, it was still possible to determine the 

author. One participant, for example, reported changing his usual phrasing 

to increase his anonymity. Attempts by participants to identify the authors 

of specific comments, however, were not completely successful. An 

interview with a participant in Chapter 7 revealed that he and a colleague 

had attempted to guess which anonymous comments were made by each 

other; they did not get even one correct. 

Thus content anonymity appears to be a relative construct that may 

be affected by more than just whether a comment is identified with the 

author's name. Group characteristics (e.g., familiarity, size) as well as task 

characteristics may affect the actual and perceived anonymity. 
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102.4 Process Structure 

The preceding chapters examined two forms of process structure, that 

provided by the facilitator, and that provided by the EBS software. The 

facilitator provided process structure before the meeting by helping the 

group to establish meeting objectives and select EMS tools, and during the 

meeting by providing technical training and by chairing the meeting. The 

facilitator was perceived to be an important EMS component by most 

organizational groups (Chapters 7, 8, and 9), although this importance 

varied. Groups with prior experience and groups whose meetings did not 

require the facilitator to play an active role in chairing the meeting 

perceived the facilitator to be less important 

The random-file swapping process structure imposed by EBS is 

intended to improve performance by reducing cognitive inertia. Section 62 

suggests that it can, but its effects were not strong. Subject perceptions in 

Section 62 and Chapter 7 suggest that this process structure can also reduce 

information overload by chunking information into more manageable 

pieces. This chunking can also make it more difficult for participants to 

follow the group's deliberations in entirety (61), and reduce information 

exchange and therefore synergy (5.4). Based on this evidence, I conclude 

that process structure, both global to the meeting and the local process 

structure provided by EBS can be helpful in some situations. 

102.5 Task Structure 

Task structure may encourage the group to explore aspects of the task 

that they might not otherwise consider, to explore existing aspects in more 
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detail, or to organize their information exchange so that like information 

and ideas are grouped together. Section 6.3 found the enforced use of task 

structure to significantly improve performance. While the usefulness of 

task structure will obviously depend upon its fit with the task, the strength 

of its impact in 62 is promising (a 60% increase in performance} Task 

structure was perceived to be useful for most of the tasks faced by 

organizational groups, particularly the strategic management groups 

(Chapters 8 and 9} Thus one conclusion from these studies is that the use 

of task structure may significantly leverage the other benefits provided by 

the EMS. 

102.6 Task Support 

The effects of task support were not studied in the laboratory. 

Results from the field suggest that while it may be useful, it was not often 

used (Chapter 9). 

10.3 Implications 

The findings from this series of studies suggest that EMS-supported 

group interaction is fundamentally different from previous forms of group 

work. We therefore need to rethink many of the traditional rules for 

group interaction. 

1031 Implications for Managers 

I draw several implications for managers: 



• Use EMS; 

• Don't constrain group size; 

• Don't constrain communication; 

• Use parallelism where possible; 

• Anonymity is useful where power and status differences exist; 

• Criticism combined with anonymity can be useful; 

• Use task structure; and 

• Decisions are often not made by groups in EMS environments. 

The first and most fundamental implication follows from the 

evidence that EMS groups are more productive and satisfied than non

EMS groups for tasks that require the generation of ideas, information, 

and opinions. The definition of a "generate" task for these purposes is quite 

broad, ranging from quick 15-minute idea generation sessions to highly

focused one or two day problem/opportunity finding/solving sessions to 

longer term projects spanning several weeks. The implication here is that 

EMS technologies should be used when possible for these tasks. 

Second, this EMS research draws a different conclusion about group 

size than previous non-EMS research. Large groups can work together 

effectively without loss in member satisfaction; indeed, performance and 

satisfaction increased with group size. Thus the size of EMS groups should 

not be artificially constrained (Thelen, 1949), but rather should be as large 

as the task warrants. In short, the "optimal" group size depends upon the 

situation (group, task, context, EMS), and in some cases may be quite large. 

The implication is that additional members should be added to the group as 

long as they have the poteLltial to add value - new information or skills. 
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Third, the ideal group organization for generate tasks was not the 

nominal group, where individuals work separately without sharing 

information. Contrary to non-EMS research which has consistently 

demonstrated this to be the case (and has institutionalized it in techniques 

such as Nominal Group Technique), the ideal organization is for all group 

members to work together on the task, sharing information as it is 

developed. The implication here is to adopt group organizations and work 

methods that enable all group members to interact with each other as 

much as possible. In short, don't constrain communication. 

Fourth, the parallelism and group memory provided by ~lectronic 

communication were key components in EMS success. Larger groups were 

more effective, efficient, and satisfied when using meeting styles with 

greater proportions of electronic communication because its parallelism 

and group memory overcame many of the process losses present in verbal 

communication. The implication is that meeting styles providing 

electronic communication should be used where possible, although not all 

task activities may be amenable to electronic communication. 

Fifth, anonymity proved useful in cases where there were power and 

status differences within the group, but had little effect for groups of peers 

or groups that worked together on a regular basis. While some of the 

potentially negative effects of anonymity were observed (deindividuation, 

free riding, increased criticism), they were minor. The implication is to use 

anonymity for groups with power and status differences. As anonymity 

appears to have few negative impacts, it may be beneficial to err on the 

side of using it when it is not needed, than to not provide it when it could 
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be helpful 

Sixth, anonymity had important impacts on the giving and receiving 

of criticism. With anonymity, the criticism was more likely to be viewed as 

targeted at the idea, rather than its contributor. Thus anonymity was a 

liberating force that removed embarrassment and political overtones to 

criticism. Given that the combination of anonymity and criticism can 

improve performance (Connolly, et aI, 1990), the implication is that there is 

little need to encourage groups to be supportive of others' ideas, but instead 

one can encourage groups to be as critical or questioning as appropriate. 

Seventh, task structure was found to be useful in improving 

performance. Task structure that fit the task encouraged the exploration 

of task aspects that might not otherwise be considered, promoted the 

exploration of existing aspects in more detail, and provided a convenient 

way to organize the discussion. The implication is to use task structure 

where possible. 

Eighth, in general, decisions were not made with EMS technology. 

The EMS was used to generate the information, analysis, ideas, options, and 

opinions which supported the decisions, or to generate the detailed plans 

and projects after decisions were made. The implication for the use of this 

technology is that senior managers can use EMS to gather input to support 

their decisions, without losing control of the decision making process to 

subordinates. The corollary, though, is that with EMS support, 

subordinates can playa larger role in the decision making process and may 

have greater influence in outcomes (see Chapter 8). 

The final implication pertains to the use of this technology by small 
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business teams. While EMS use by larger groups proved very successful, its 

use by small teams was more problematic. Part of this may be due to the 

lack of appropriate software tools, as this is a relatively new area of 

application for GroupSystems. Part may be more fundamental: project 

teams may not experience as many process losses as their larger 

counterparts, and thus EMS may have less to offer them. The implication 

here is that while current EMS technology may benefit business teams, the 

evidence is not as overwhelming as that for larger groups; teams that adopt 

the current technology will need to spend more effort in identifying 

their needs and carefully matching them to the functions provided by 

EMS technology. Much additional research is needed to identify and 

develop technology that meets the needs of business teams (see below} 

1032 Implications for EMS Developers 

I draw several the implications for EMS developers: 

• Build environments to support large groups; 

• Build environments that can combine electronic communication with 

verbal and visual communication; 

• Reduce verbal communication where appropriate; 

• A generic software architecture can be successful; 

• A facilitator can be useful; 

• New idea organizing techniques are needed; and 

• New tools are needed for business teams. 

First, the groups studied here tended to be large groups (10-20 

members were common). The largest facility provided 24 workstations, 
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which was sufficient for most grolips, but several groups were artificially 

constrained in size. The implication to developers is to provide large 

facilities, capable of supporting 1(~20-30 group members. 

The combination of electronic, verbal, non-verbal and visual media 

offered by the EMS facility appeared instrumental in providing effective 

support for these large groups. The most dramatic impacts of EMS use can 

be traced to the communication feat~;es of the multi-media facility. 

Parallel electronic communication, a group memory, and anonymity, 

combined with verbal communication to improve processes and outcomes. 

While further design research is needed, the implication is that a multi

media EMS design can be useful. 

However, many of the larger groups cited difficulties in using verbal 

communication. Thus while it may be important to provide the 

opportunity for verbal communication in some cases, it may also be 

worthwhile to limit its use where possible. But some tasks may just be 

more appropriate for verbal communication, particularly those requiring 

the resolution of equivocality (Daft and Lengel, 1986). However, several 

non-EMS group techniques have been success using far less rich media than 

electronic communication for resolving equivocality (e.g., Delphi). The 

implication is that minimizing the use of verbal communication may 

improve outcomes in some situations. 

Organizing and synthesizing ideas proved troublesome to many 

groups. While idea generation has received great attention from 

researchers, there are few formal techniques for idea organization and 

synthesis (Nutt, 1984; Hart, et al., 1985). Synthesis is a more difficult task 
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than generation and the additional complexities of resolving equivocality 

among group members make group organizing even more challenging. 

The task requires both the rapid collection of proposed organizing 

structures, and their resolution and combination. The implication is that 

additional research is needed to develop new idea organizing techniques -

and software to support them - that capitalize on the unique features of 

EMS technology. 

The generic software toolkit used here provided adequate support for 

these many different groups. The same tools were used in different 

ways for different situations faced by different groups. The implication is 

that a tool kit of generic tools capable of supporting general purpose 

activities is a viable architecture. However, the challenge in having many 

tools lies in choosing the right tooL While there may be several tools that 

are equally appropriate for a given situation, additional research by 

developers is needed to provide insight and guidelines for the selection of 

appropriate tools. 

A fifth design implication is that the facilitator can play a 

worthwhile role. The facilitator can provide the increased process 

structure needed by larger groups, through pre-planning and during the 

meeting itself at both a technical and group dynamics level, particularly in 

helping groups understand how the functions offered by the EMS can be 

adopted into new and changed group work processes. 

The general architectural approach taken by GroupSystems, of 

permitting all group members to add to the group memory but enabling 

only the facilitator to change or delete items, worked well for most of these 
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groups. There were no dysfunctional "scroll wars" (see Stefik, et aL 1987). 

However, this approach did not work as well for the business teams. These 

small, cohesive groups, whose members were more collaborative, preferred 

to trust other group members to edit and change the group memory in 

some cases. The Group Writer tool, which permits this, proved important 

here. The implication is that for large, less cohesive groups, the add-only 

approach works well, but for smaller, more cohesive groups, empowering 

members to change and delete items in the group memory is appropriate. 

While this technology proved of value to most groups, the benefits to 

small business teams were less obvious. Different forms of EMS 

technology that change the organization of work done by such teams may 

be more appropriate. In general, meetings were spent on three types of 

activities: 1) group maintenance (e.g., socializing); 2) task performance (e.g., 

idea generation); and 3) group coordination (e.g., establishing boundaries~ 

For most of the large groups I studied, EMS use focused attention on task 

performance. Social activities took place during breaks; coordination 

activities were done in pre-meeting planning and explained to meeting 

participants, (not developed by participants) during the meeting. 

The business teams easily accepted mutual control of the group 

memory. Therefore, EMS technology that focuses task performance 

external to the meeting may prove more effective. In this case, each team 

member would work independently to build and refine the group memory, 

adding and making changes to the work of other group members. The 

primary focus of face-ta-face meetings would then become to coordinate 

activities and resolve equivocality - and socialize. Such an approach would, 
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of course, require radically different EMS technology, technology that 

would permit the team to work distributed in space and time, yet to be able 

to also meet in an EMS meeting room. 

Finally, in developing new EMS tools, it is important to strive to 

understand what EMS components are useful in what situations. A focus 

on the four fundamental mechanisms of process support, process structure, 

task support and task structure may help clarify the needs of specific 

situations. It will become increasingly important for developmental 

researchers to work closely with empirical researchers to best fit the 

components offered by different configurations of EMS technology to user 

needs. In the early years of EMS, there was little empirical research to 

guide developers. Developers built EMS environments, gave them to users 

to see what happened, and then redesigned them in an iterative cycle of 

design-use-redesign. Today, there is a growing base of empirical research, 

and while iterative development remains important, developers building on 

this empirical foundation can provide more successful initial environments 

requiring less redesign. 

1033 Implications for Researchers 

I draw several implications for researchers: 

• The general research model appears to fit; 

• Effects of EMS use are contingent on many factors; 

• Nominal groups are no longer always the "best" idea generation 

technique; 

• Studying groups whose members have the same information many limit 
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conclusions, as one primary contribution of the technology is improved 

information sharing; and 

• Idea quality follows quantity. 

The first implication from this series of studies is that the research 

model presented in Chapter 3 seems robust The development of its 

mathematical form in 6.4 provides additional evidence to support this 

conclusion. It appears to be a useful model for understanding EMS impacts 

on group processes and outcomes, and for guiding future research_ 

This theoretical model and empirical evidence in the preceding 

chapters indicates that the effects of EMS use are contingent upon the 

situation. I believe that there are few universal "truths" that apply to all 

situations of EMS use. Instead, I believe it is important to develop 

contingency theories to identify the best fit between specific EMS 

components and the specific group, task, and context characteristics. 

Isolating the individual effects of specific situational characteristics and 

EMS components is difficult, as most studies have examined the combined 

effects of many factors simultaneously. 

Sections 61 and 62 provide some insight into the relative importance 

of different EMS components, but generalizing to other situations can be 

problematic. Consider, for example, the participants' views on the relative 

importance of parallelism for small groups versus large groups. 

Thus I believe that it is critical to clearly document specifics about the 

group, task, context, and EMS in all research. Who were the group 

members and were they a cohesive team, strangers, or competitors? 

Exactly what did the task entail? Were group members motivated? What 
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did the EMS provide at what points, and exactly how did the group use 

them? Without such detail, the contribution of a study cannot be clearly 

interpreted or extended. 

The results of anyone study will not apply to all group work, so it is 

also important to explicitly consider the limitations to which the findings 

can be generalized. Do they apply to large or small groups, chauffeured, 

supported or interactive styles, choice or idea generation activities, etc.? I 

agree with Huber (1990) that even apparently subtle differences in 

technology may have significant impacts. For example, in theory, slower 

system response time should increase process losses due to attenuation and 

concentration blocking; one experiment found groups using EBS with a few 

seconds slower response time to generate significantly fewer ideas than 

those using the standard version (Gallupe, Cooper, and Bastianutti, 1990). 

Only by carefully defining the scope of a study and interpreting the results 

within it can we extend our understanding of EMS effects. 

One of the most important discoveries in the research reported here is 

that pertaining to nominal groups. The nominal group has been the gold 

standard of idea generation research. The superiority of nominal groups 

over intact groups is a well documented fact, in as much as any research 

finding in the social sciences can be considered a "fact." That EMS use can 

so profoundly change group work has three important implications. First, 

this research provides empirical evidence that process gains do exist for 

generation tasks, something that has been theorized, but never before 

found empirically. Second, EMS has the potential to dramatically shift the 

balance of process gains and losses, even in situations that initially appear 
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quite unfavorable. Third, EMS-supported group interaction is 

fundamentally different from non-EMS group interaction; therefore, it is 

unwise to attempt to generalize findings from non-EMS research into the 

EMS context 

If we accept that one of the significant benefits provided by EMS is 

improved sharing of information among participants, then context and 

measurement issues become particularly important for theory developed 

with groups that share common knowledge (e.g., labc;>ratory groups who 

often work with identical information provided in task descriptions~ 

There is little inherent reason to expect an EMS that improves 

information sharing to have significant effects in this context, whereas we 

could anticipate significant effects with logically large groups in the field. 

However, foregoing laboratory research in favor of an exclusive focus on 

field research is not a viable answer, given the difficulty to assemble 

groups, measure phenomena, and assign cause and effect in the field. 

Instead, researchers need to be explicit in describing research settings, 

extremely cautious in generalizing results, and creative in developing 

research designs. For example, field study groups need not be corporate 

groups - community and governmental groups exist - while logically 

larger laboratory groups can be drawn from campus organizations such as 

fraternities, sororities, and student governments. 

Nonetheless, researchers need to be sensitive to these context 

differences. The research reported here found few performance effects for 

anonymity in laboratory groups that had no formal power structure, no 

fear of reprisals, and no a priori vested interests in outcomes, but 
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significant effects for anonymity in groups from organizations. Thus while 

laboratory and field research are both important for theory building, we 

must remember that the theory we build may only apply to the specific 

situations we study, and may not generalize well to non-similar situations. 

While the difficulties in drawing conclusions from anonymity research in 

the laboratory may be readily apparent, similar difficulties with other 

research may be less obvious. 

Finally at a much lower level of detail, the results from Chapters 5 

and 6 provide solid empirical evidence across several tasks that idea quality 

follows quantity. This supports the findings of Diehl and Stroebe (1987). 

The implication is that studying the number of ideas is sufficient; little 

additional research value is gained from including idea quality. 

103.4 Future Research 

Much previous EMS research to date has examined the "what" of 

EMS; researchers have compared EMS and non-EMS groups to determine 

if there are differences between the two, which is typical of initial research 

into new technologies (Gutek, 1990). From this research, it is clear that 

EMS and non-EMS meetings are different, but we do not yet fully 

understand why. While there is still a place for such research, I believe that 

it is now more important to unJerstand why EMS encourages different 

effects in different situations. The research question becomes "does this 

factor explain why EMS use produces these results in this situation?' rather 

than "is there a difference?' 

To understand the "why," it is necessary to compare situations that 
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differ only in the one or two factors of interest. As EMS and non-EMS 

groups can differ in so many ways (e.g., production blocking, media 

richness), this research will typically not involve a comparison between 

EMS and non-EMS groups, as there are too many potential differences to 

draw conclusions. Field research presenting qualitative investigations of 

EMS effects on group process in different meeting situations and over the 

iong term win aiso become important. 

One of the objectives of the studies here was to identify research 

issues related to the practical application of EMS in organizations. One 

question requiring more investigation is, how do user perceptions of EMS 

change over time? The organizational groups studied in Chapters 7 and 9 

responded very favcrably to the EMS technology. While these may be 

accurate perceptions, first-time users may also have been more favorably 

influenced by a "novelty effect." In contrast, the initial responses of the 

small business teams in Chapter 8 were less favorable, but gradually 

increased as the teams gained experience. This, too, suggests a novelty 

effect, but a negative novelty effect - perceptions of the novel technology 

were lower than after subsequent use. Thus the perceptions and 

performance of EMS groups may change, for better or worse, with 

repeated use. 

Do needs change too? For example, consider the usefulness of having 

frequent access to an EMS with anonymity. Anonymity was identified by 

members of non-peer groups as being important. While this importance is 

likely to remain consistent, it is possible that managers may only need 

anonymity on an infrequent basis. In this case, it may not be as critical to 
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have frequent access to an EMS with anonymity. 

Chapter 9 found EMS use to improve idea generation, problem 

recognition, innovation, communication, integration, and organizational 

learning, all of which are linked to improved SM success. What long-term 

impact might widespread organizational adoption and use of EMS 

technology have on performance? Longitudinal studies are needed to learn 

more about the impacts of repeated use of EMS in organizations, 

particularly the long term adoption of and adaptation to EMS-supported 

organization decision making. 

While the EMS was used to raise issues and provide information, 

these decisions were generally not made by groups within the EMS 

environment. This is not due to a lack of software tools to support highly 

structured decision making; GroupSystems provides many such tools (e.g., 

Vote, Alternative Evaluator, Group Matrix). Instead, decisions were 

typically made by individuals or a much smaller group of two or three key 

players during verbal discussion after the meeting. One issue needing 

further research is simply to identify how decisions are made in 

organizational settings. Groups may not be the organizational decision

making unit; instead, it may individuals who make decisions (e.g., Eisenhart, 

1989b). Or when groups do make decisions, it may be after bargaining 

among coalitions, bargaining that is not done in large public settings, but 

rather in private. In any event, further research is needed to understand 

the needs of "group" decision making. 
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10.4 Conclusion 

Overall, the weight of the evidence from both the laboratory and the 

field leans in favor of EMS support. I conclude that, in general, meetings 

using EMS support can be more effective, efficient, satisfying, and can 

promote more equal participation than those that do not. This is, however, 

qualified by a group size effect: smaller groups appear to benefit less from 

the technology than do larger groups. 

Process support, from parallel communication, group memory, and 

anonymity, appears most responsible for these effects, due to reductions in 

production blocking, evaluation apprehension, and conformance pressure, 

and increases in synergy and stimulation. Process structure and task 

structure can also have important impacts. 

The study of EMS is still in its infancy. It is reminiscent of the early 

days of the automotive industry when a motor was put into a carriage 

giving the world a "horseless carriage." We are now in the "horseless 

carriage" phase of EMS, having installed computers into existing manual 

processes. We need to learn how best to support groups and group meeting 

processes, to build on these experiences to create systems that take better 

advantage of the abilities of technology and of groups. We may discover 

that many current EMS components are the buggy whips of this horseless 

carriage phase. We are only beginning to discover what functions are 

robust and valuable, from which will emerge the next generation of EMS. 

Nonetheless, I am convinced that this technology is fundamentally 

changing the nature of group work. 
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APPENDIX A: QUFSTIONNAIRE MEASURES FOR SECTION 5.1 

Pre-Session Questions 
• Age: ___ years 

• Sex: __ _ 

• Number of years of full time employment ___ years 

• Have you participated in a decision making experiment before? __ _ 

• How often do you attend work meetings (of any type) of 3 or more people? 
On average about what percentage of your work day (Sam to lipm) is spent in 
meetings __ _ 

• What is your cummulative academic average? ___ (estimate) 

• How well do you type (check one)? 
Hunt and peck (1 finger each hand) 

___ Rough or casual typing (2 or 3 fingers each hand, about 20 wpm) 
__ Good typing (around 30 wpm error-free) 
___ Excellent typing 

• How many times have you used computer terminals or personal computers for 
any kind of application? 

Never 
Once or twice 
Three to ten time 
Frequently 

• Have you been in meetings where computer support has been used? 
No 
Yes 

• I like to use computers 
Strongly 
Disagree 
123 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

4 5 6 

• Generally, I am comfortable while participating in meetings 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 2 345 6 7 

• How motivated are you to make this session a success 
Strongly Neutral! 
Disagree Undecided 

1 2 3 456 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 



• I feel that I control computer rather than computers controlling me 
Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 
1234567 

• I like to work alone 
Strongly 
Disagree 
123 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

4 5 6 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

• I expect our group will be able to generate a lot of good ideas 
Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• I don't care what other people say, computers are not for me 
Strongly Neutral! Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 2 345 6 7 

• I like to participate in meetings 
Strongly Neutrall 
Disagree Undecided 

1 2 345 6 

• Usually, I can exert influence over the group's direc;:ion 
Strongly Neutrall 
Disagree Undecided 

1 2 345 6 

• I enjoy face-to-face meetings 
Strongly 
Disagree 
123 

Neutrall 
Undecided 

4 5 6 

• I would use computers even if it was not expected of me 
Strongly Neutral! 
Disagree Undecided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 
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• I am reluctant to talk in meetings (express opinions, ask or respond to questions) 
Strongly Neutrall Strongly 
Disagree Undecided Agree 

1 234 5 6 7 

• How significant do you expect your personal contribution will be to this group 
idea generation task? 
Very In
Significant 

1 2 3 

Neutral! 
Undecided 

4 5 6 

Very 
Significant 

7 



Satisfaction 
• How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 

"ery "ery 
Dissatisfied Satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• How do you feel about the ideas proposed? 
"ery 
Dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 

• All in all, how did you feel? 
Very 
Dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 

6 

"ery 
Satisfied 

7 

"ery 
Satisfied 

7 

• How satisfied are you with the idea generation process your group used? 
Definitely Neutrall "ery 
Dissatisfied Undecided Satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 S 7 

• How satisfied are you with our own performance on this task? 
"ery Neutral/ "ery 
Dissatisfied Undecided Satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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• How comfortable did you feel with the idea generation process your group used? 
Very Un- Neutral/ "ery 
Comfortable Undecided Comfortable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Production Blocking 
• When you thought of an idea, 

Could you express 
it immediately 

1 2 3 4 5 

• Did you express your ideas 
Soon after you 
thought of them 

1 2 3 4 5 

• I got my ideas out as soon as they occurred to me? 
Strongly N eutrall 
Disagree Undecided 

1 2 345 

Did you have to 
wait to express it 

6 7 

After waiting 
a while 

6 7 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 7 



Perceived Effectiveness 
• Rate the ideas proposed: 

Very 
Ineffective 
123 

• Rate the ideas proposed: 
Very 
Low Quality 
123 

4 

4 

5 6 

5 6 

Very 
Effective 

7 

Very 
High Quality 

7 
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• Compared to normal face-ta-face meetings with this many people, this meeting 
was: 
Less 
Effecti .... e 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

More 
Effective 

7 

• Would you advocate this idea generation technique to others as a means of 
generating ideas? 
Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Evaluation Apprehension 

3 

Neutrall 
Undecided 

4 5 

(This scale was reversed for reporting in Table 52) 

6 

• Did you feel any apprehension about generating your ideas? 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

A lot of Neutrall No 
Apprehension Undecided Apprehension 

1 2 345 6 7 

• Howat ease were you during the idea generation session? 
Definitely not Neutrall 
at Ease Undecided 

1 2 345 6 

Very at 
Ease 

7 
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APPENDIX B: QUFSI10NNAIRE MEASURES FOR SECTION 5.3 

Pre-Session Questions 
• Age: ___ years 

• Sex: 

• Number of years of full time employment ___ years 

o Have you participated in a decision making experiment before? __ _ 

• How often do you attend work meetings (of any type) of 3 or more people? 
On average about what percentage of your work day (Bam to lipm) is spent in 
meetings __ _ 

• What is your cummulative academic average? ___ (estimate) 

• How well do you type (check one)? 
Hunt and peck (1 finger each hand) 

__ Rough or casual typing (2 or 3 fingers each hand, about 20 wpm) 
___ Good typing (around 30 wpm error-free) 
__ Excellent typing 

• How many times have you used computer terminals or personal computers for 
any kind of application? 

Never 
Once or twice 

___ Three to ten time 
___ Frequently 

• Have you been in meetings where computer support has been used? 
No 
Yes 

• I like to use computers 
Strongly Neutrall 

Undecided Disagree 
123 4 5 

Production Blocking 
• When you thought of an idea, 

Could you express 
it immediately 

1 2 3 4 

• Did you express your ideas 
Soon after you 
thought of them 

1 2 3 4 

5 

5 

6 

Strongly 
Agree 

7 

Did you have to 
wait to express it 

6 7 

After waiting 
a while 

6 7 



Satisfaction 
• How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 

Very Very 
Dissatisfied Satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• How do you feel about the ideas proposed? 
Very 
Dissatisfied 

1 2 345 

• All in all, how did you feel? 
Very 
Dissatisfied 
123 

Sufficient Tune 

4 

• For this idea generation session, did you 
Have as much 
time as you needed 

5 

1 2 345 

• Considering all the ideas you thought of, did you 
Have time to 
express all your ideas 

6 

6 

6 

Very 
Satisfied 

7 

Very 
Satisfied 

7 

Want 
more time 

7 

Not have time to 
express all ideas 

1 2 345 6 7 

Evaluation Apprehension 
(This scale was reversed for reporting in Table 63) 
• Howat ease were you during the idea generation session? 

Definitely not Neutral! 
at Ease Undecided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

• Did you feel any apprehension about generating your ideas? 

Very at 
Ease 

7 

A lot of Neutral! No 
Apprehension Undecided Apprehension 
1234567 

Free Riding 
(This scale was reversed for reporting in Table 6.3) 
• How much do you feel you participated in this idea generation session? 

Not much Neutral! A lot 
at all Undecided 
1234567 

• How satisfied are you with your own performance on this task? 
Very Neutral! Very 
Dissatisfied Undecided Satisfied 

1 2 345 6 7 
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Stimulation 
• How stimulating did you find this task? 

Not NeutraU Very 
Stimuating Undecided Stimulating 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• How interesting was this idea generation task? 
Very NeutraU Very 
Uninteresting Undecided Interesting 

1 2 345 6 7 

• How motivated were you to generate quality ideas? 
Definitely NeutraU Very 
Not Motivated Undecided Motivated 

1 2 345 6 7 
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APPENDIX C: QUFSI'IONNAIRE MEASURES FOR SECTION 6.1 

Perceived Effectiveness 
• How effective was your group at making use of members skills, abilities, and 

resources? 
Very ineffective 

[lJ [2] [3] [4] [5] 

• How effective was your group at generating ideas? 
Very ineffective 

[1] [2] [3] [4J [5] 

• How effective was your group at evaluating ideas? 
Very ineffective 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 

Satisfaction 

[6] 
Very effective 

[7] 

Very effective 
[6] [7] 

Very effective 
[6] [7] 

• How satisfied were you with the computer system your group used to discuss this 
problem? 
Very dissatisfied 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
Very satisfied 

[7] 

• How satisfied were you with the process by which your group generated and 
evaluated ideas? 
Very dissatisfied 

[1] [2] [3] [ 4] [5] [6] 

• How satisfied were you with the ideas your group proposed? 
Very dissatisfied 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 

Very satisfied 
[7] 

Very satisfied 
[7] 

• How satisfied were you with the other members' evaluations of ideas? 
Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 

• AlI in alI, how satisfied are you with being a member of this group? 
Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 

Anonymity Manipulation Checks 
• In the final review of your comments, will it be possible to trace specific 

comments to the person who proposed them? 
[ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] Don't know 

• Were the other members of your group able to trace specific comments to the 
person who proposed them? 
[]Yes []No []Don'tknow 
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APPENDIX D: QUFSfIONNAIRE MEASURES FOR SECflON 6.2 

Satisfaction 
• How satisfied were you with the process by which your group generated and 

evaluated ideas? 
Very dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Very satisfied 

7 

• How satisfied were you with the computer system your group used to discuss this 
problem? 
Very dissatisfied 

1 2 3 

Production Blocking 
• When you thought of an idea, 

Could you express 
it immediately 

4 5 6 
Very satisfied 

7 

Did you have to 
wait to express it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• Did you express your ideas 
Soon after you 
thought of them 

After waiting 
a while 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Range of Ideas 
• Did you explore many different idea or fewer ideas in greater detail? 

(This question was reversed for reporting in Table 8.1) 
Many different 
ideas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fewer ideas 
in greater detail 

7 

• Regarding to the comments & ideas that you proposed, were they; 
Very similar Very different 
to one another from one another 

1 2 345 6 7 

Access to Ideas 
(This scale was reversed for reporting in Table 8.1) 
• To what extent did you review prior comments and idea 

Very often 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

• Where you able to adequately review prior comments 

Not at all 
7 

Yes No 
1 2 345 6 7 
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APPENDIX E: QUFSTIONNAIRE MEASURES FOR SECTION 6.3 

Satisfaction 
• How do you feel about the process by which you generated and evaluated ideas? 

Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 
1234567 

• How do you feel about the ideas proposed 
Very dissatisfied 
12345 

Very satisfied 
6 7 

• Overall. how enjoyable did you find your experience in this group? 
Not at alI Very 
Enjoyable Enjoyable 
1234567 

Perceived Effectiveness 
• How effective was your group at generating ideas? 

Not at ail 
Effective 
12345 

• How effective was your group at evaluating ideas? 
Not at all 
Effective 
12345 

6 

6 

Very 
Effective 

7 

Very 
Effective 

7 

• How effective was your group at drawing on all its members' skills? 
Not at all Very 
Effective Effective 
1234567 

• Compared to performing the same task in a traditional, face-to-face groups, how 
would you rate your GBS (brainstorming) group? 
Much less About as 
Effective Effective 
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 

Synergy 

+2 

Much more 
Effective 

+3 

• To what extent did the ideas of other group members stimulate your thinking? 
Not at all A Great Deal 
1234567 

• To what extent did you build on the ideas of other group members? 
Not at all A Great Deal 
1234567 
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Divergence of Ideas 
• To what extent did your group explore the entire range of issues relevant to the 

assignment? 
We missed many 
key areas 

1 2 3 4 5 

• Did you focus primarily in one area, or many? 
One Area 

1 2 345 

6 

6 

We explored 
all key areas 

7 

Many Areas 
7 

• Did other members of your group focus primarily in one area, or many? 
One Area Many Areas 

1 2 345 6 7 

• OveralL did some problem areas receive more attention than others? 
One Area got All Areas 
all the attention got equal attention 

1 2 345 6 7 



APPENDIX F: QUFSTIONNAIRE MEASURES FOR CHAPTER 7 

Perceived Effectiveness 
• How useful do you think computers are NOW for a group decision? 

Poor Excellent 
1 2 345 

• Was today's computer supported meeting more or less effective? 
~uch ~uch 
Less ~ore 

1 2 3 4 5 

• Was the computer supported meeting better or worse in helping the group to 
achieve its objective? 
~uch 
Worse 

1 2 3 4 

~uch 
Better 

5 

• Do you have more or less confidence in the usefulness of the solution? 
~uch ~uch 

Less. More 
1 2 345 

Perceived Efficiency 
• Is the computer method more or less efficient? 

~uch ~uch 
Less ~ore 

1 2 345 

• Was the computer method faster M slower than the normal process? 
Much Much 
Slower Faster 

1 2 345 

Importance of Aeonymity 
(This scale was reversed for reporting in Table 12.2) 
• Was the anonymity of the comments valuable or not in generating ideas? 

)res, No, 
Often Never 

1 2 3 4 5 

• Was the anonymity of the votes valuable or not in coming to decisions? 
)res, No, 
Often Never 

1 2 345 

• Did you say things you wouldn't have said in a normal meeting? 
)res, ~o, 
Often ~ever 

1 2 345 
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Satisfaction 
• Was the computer supported meeting more or less satisfying 

~uch ~uch 
Less More 

1 2 3 4 5 

Interactive Meeting Style 
• Compared to the normal process, is the computer supported method of idea 
generation (ie., brainstorming) better or worse? 

~uch Much 
Worse Better 

1 2 345 

Supported Meeting Style 
• Compared to the normal process, is the computer supported method of issue 
identification better or worse? 

Much 
Worse 

1 2 3 4 

Much 
Better 

5 
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APPENDIX G: OPEN·ENDED QUFSTIONS FOR CHAYfER 7 

1 How did you feel about the amount your group accomplished using the EMS in 
comparison to conventional meetings? 

2 Did you go into more depth with the EMS or with verbal meetings? 

3. How was the quality of the decision making increased or decreased by the EMS 
tools? 

4. How did the anonymity feature affect you when submitting comments and 
reading other people's comments? 

5. Was there more propensity for group members to "free load" and not contribute 
in the EMS environment or in a conventional meeting? 

6. Did the parallel processing enhance or detract from the meeting or both? 

7. What do you identify as the weaknesses in the system, and what ideas do you 
have to make it better? 
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APPENDIX H: QUESTIONNAIRE MEASURES FOR CHAPfER 8 

Attitudes Toward Computers 
• Using computer technology is usually more work than it is worth. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
1 2 3 4 567 

• I prefer to use computer technology in my work whenever possible. 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
1 2 3 4 567 

• I believe that computer technology could improve the productivity of our group. 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
1 2 3 4 567 

• In general, I have found that computer technology is often not well designed and 
is difficult to learn. 

Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 

Team Cohesiveness 

3 4 5 6 

Strongly 
Disagree 

7 

• To what extent are the people in this work group helpful to you in getting the 
job done? 
Very Helpful 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Not Helpful At All 

7 

• To what extent do you trust the members of this work group? 
A Great Dea! of Trust No Trust At All 

1 2 345 6 7 

• To what extent do you look forward to being with this work group? 
Very Much Not At Ali 

1 2 345 6 7 

Participation 
• Rate the level of participation during this meeting: 
1. One person did almost all of the discussion 
2 Two or three people did almost all of the discussion 
3. Two or three people did most of the discussion, but others participated at times 
4. Most people participated in the discussion, but some more than others 
5. Most people participated about the same amount, but 1-2 people were less involved 
6. Everyone participated to the same extent 



SatLcfaction 
• How do you feel about the process by which your group used to work on this 

task? 
Very Dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 

• How much fun was this meeting? 
Not Fun at All 

1 2 3 4 

5 

5 

6 
Very Satisfied 

7 

A Lot of Fun 
6 7 

• All in all, how did you feel about being a member of this group? 
Very Dissatisfied Very Satisfied 

1 2 345 6 7 

Perceived Effectiveness 
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• Rate your group's ability at making use of members' skills, abilities and resources: 
Very Ineffective Very Effective 

1 2 345 6 7 

• Rate your group's ability at generating and evaluating ideas and propcsals: 
Very Ineffective Very Effective 

1 2 345 6 7 

• How much progress has the group made at this point? 
I am frustrated by 
the lack of progress 

1 2 345 

Project Ratings 

We have much more 
progress than I expected 

6 7 

• Now that you've had a chance to see the projects done by the other groups, would 
you please rate them on the following criteria using a 1 to 100 scale where l=very 
low 100=very high. So, for each of the blank lines below, please write in a number 
from 1 to 100. 

OR CCU OB Peds Home Trauma 

Impact on patient satisfaction 

Impact on family satisfaction 

Impact on nurse satisfaction 

Impact on physician satisfaction 

Ease of implementation 
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• EMS Component Ratings 
Were the following features provided by the computer technology useful to your 
group? Your group may not have used all of these features, so just answer the ones 
you can. 

~ot "ery 
~eeded Important 

Anonymity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Everyone could work (ie. type) at the same time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Reading on screen what someone "said" earlier in the meeting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The printed record of the meeting results for later reference 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Planning the meeting agendas in advance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Providing the Baxter plan structure on separate cards 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The meeting facilitator (i.e. Alan and Suzi) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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APPENDIX I: QUFSI10NNAIRE MEASURFS FOR CHAPTER 9 

Scale for responses: 
1 The computer supported process was MUCH WORSE than a manual process 
2 The computer supported process was WORSE than a manual process 
3 No difference 
4 The computer supported process was BETTER than a manual process 
5 The computer supported process was MUCH BETTER than a manual process 
NS Not sure or Not Relevant 

How would you compare the computer supported process to a manual process in 
the ability to: 

1 Enhance the generation of new ideas 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

2 Identify new business opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

3. Identify key problem areas 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

4. Enhance innovation 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

5. Communicate top management's expectations down the line 
1 2 3 4 5 NS 

6. Communicate line managers' concerns to top management 
1 2 3 4 5 NS 

7. Foster organizational learning 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

8. Integrate diverse functions and operations 
1 2 3 4 5 NS 

9. Foster managerial motivation 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

10. Foster management control 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

11 Anticipate surprises and crises 1 2 3 4 5 NS 

12 Flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes 
1 2 3 4 5 NS 

13. Overall, how did the computer supported process compare to 
your traditional approach to the planning task that you performed? 

1 2 3 4 5 NS 
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